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FOREWORD

This historical report is the fifteenth of a series of
studies dealing with Air Force plans and operations in
Southeast Asia prepared by the Office of Air Force History.
The author, a Master Navigatorr was formerly a member of
the Air Force Academy history faculty. He also served a
tour of duty in the Directorate of Operations, Headquarters,
7/13 Air Force, at Udorn, Thailand, and is well qualified to
tell the story of nearly a decade of Air Force night opera-
tions in Southeast Asia. During the course of his research,
he interviewed over a dozen pilots and crewmen who flew
night missions along the Ho Chi Minh Trail and in North
Vietnam. They provided him invaluable information on the
problems of operating at night and the tactics they devised
against an elusive enemy in a hostile, jungle environment.

tn his history, the author recalls the pioneering efforts
of the Farm Gate detachment and the start of night flare
operations. He describes the equipment available at the time,
modifications that were subsequently made to improve effee-
tiveness, and the successes and failures, that were experienced.
He discusses ttre introduction of new aircraft and avionics,
examines the role of the slow as well as the fast movers, orrd
also reviews the operations of the invaluable gunships. His
final chapter covers night reconnaissance and Rolling Thunder
operations.

@rr;., &rr.rA"-r*
BRIAN S. GUNDERSON
Brigadier General, USAF
Chief, Office of Air Force History
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PREFACE

At the height of the Korean War the Fifth Air Force com-
mander Lt. Gen. Earle Partridge noted: tt...the paramount deficiency
of the USAF today--certainly as regards air-ground operations--is
our inability to seek out and destroy the enemy at night.tt*

General Partridge's 1951 comments strikingly paralleled the
situation confronting the United States Air Force a decade later
in Southeast Asia. T'he Air Force possessed a strategic and
tactical nuclear capability, sizable airlift forces, and an elaborate
computer-oriented technology. Nonetheless, with but minor excep-
tions, it could neither detect nor nullify the nighttime operations
of a supposedly backward enemy. There were several reasons for
this. Night operations are always difficult, more dangerous than'
day operations, and require trained, experienced aircrews and
specialized aircraft. Moreover, the Air Force usually placed
night operations 1ow on the list of its funding priorities.

National strategy also accounted for the lack of an effective
night strike capability within the Air Force. The 1950rs saw the
United States committing its air power and nuclear deterrent
capability to the defense of the Free World. This required a
nuclear force so overwhelming that the Communists would not dare
at[ack. The force must be so superior and well-defended that it
could survive a sneak attack and still destroy the Soviet state.
Furthermore, this massive-retaliation strategy would apply not only
to a general war but limited wars as well. During the Eisenhower
years nuclear weapons and the means to deliver them received the
highest funding priority. The Strategic Air Commandrs bomber
force was expanded and dispersed and a powerful intercontinental
ballistic missile (ICBM) program inaugurated. Seemingly, the single
question stirring discussion was how t'massivett must massive
retaliation be, or how much nuclear deterrence was enough. +

Gen. Otto P. Weyland, Commander, Tactical Air Command
(TAC), did not agree that the forces which deterred general wars

*Robert F. Futrell, The United States
1950-1953 (New York, 1961); 2g7.

+George F. Lemmer, A Brief Survey of Comparative
Military Strategy (S) (Ofc/AF Hist, 1966), p 27.

Air Force in Korea,

IY
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could also deter limited wars. He frequenily said the non-
communist nations faced a period of peripheral bmsh fire wars
to be prevented or won onry by superior tactical air forces.
TAC would discourage limited wars as the strategic Air com-
mand (sAc) detemed generar war. Towards this end General
weyland shaped rAc to resemble its big brother, sAc. Lower
yierd nuclear weapons became the mainstay of rAC strike units,
a counterforce to Soviet (or Chinese Communist) manpower should
detemence fail. As a secondary mission, these weapons would
ro11 back the enemy defenses prior to the penetration of sActs
heaqy bombers. conventional ordnance was considered ttobsorete. tt*

Upon entering the Vietnam War in lgOI, however, the United
states saw that the use of tactical nuclear weapons was imprac-
tical. The low-key counterinsurgency conflict called for a fresh
solution--one not found in general or limited war doctrine. In
addition' the need to put available military funds into the nuclear
deterrent during the 1950ts left the Air Force ifl-prepared for
counterinsurgency warfare. Lacking an air power tactical doctrine
for such warfare, the Air Force would now develop one from
scratch using hard lessons learned in combat.

The Air Force discovered the ttbackwardtt enemy was rather
ingenious and had learned his history well. Ten years before the
North Korean and Chinese Communists had relied heavily on
night operations to sustain the southward flow of men and
materiel. very early in the viefuram war, the North viefiramese
and Viet Cong adopted similar tactics. Ttre Air Force, there-
fore, faced an enemy who moved at night and hid by day.
Lacking nigfrt-detection devices, the Air Force innovated and im-
provised until research and development could come up with the
equipment to counter the enemy. How the men in the field did
this is the core of this history.

Basically a hardware shrdy, it goes far beyond how aircraft
and equipment were used. Night air operations in Southeast Asia
became a microcosm of the entire air war. Rules of engagement,
weather, temain, enemy capabilities and defenses--these reveal
why the Air Force fought the way it did. Threaded through this

*Hist (C), Pacific Air Forces I Jan-30 Jun 58, T, Pt 2, p 68.
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tale of men and machines is the constant theme of military
history--the offense-defense pendulum or constant action and
counteraction between the Air Force and the enemy. How each
side reacted to changes impacted enormously on the entire
conduct of the war. Clearly then, these underlying factors
furnish this studyrs sinew and strength and ttrereby its value.

vl
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I. FARM GATE

lI} On 1l October 1961, President John F. Kennedy
decided to place an element of the 4400th Combat Crew Train-
ing Squadron on temporary duty with ttre Military Assistance
Group-Vietnam (MAAG-V). The Tactical Air Command had
activated this squadron in April 1961 under the code name,
Jungle Jim, with the atrnounced mission of training indigenous
Air Force personnel to conduct counterinsurgency operations.
In its development phase, the 4400th worked closely with the
U. S. Army Special Warfare Center (the Green Berets) at Fort
Bragg, N. C. On 14 November 1961, in line with the Presidentrs
desires, the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) ordered a detachment of
the squadron to Bien Hoa AB, about 20 miles from Saigon.
Later named Farm Gate, the relocated detachment included *four SC-47 cargo/flareships, eight T-2Bfs, and four RB-26ts.
All these aircraft camied the orange and yellow star-and-bar
insignia of the Vietramese Air Force (VNAF). Moreover,
since the Gene\ra accords prohibited the entry of tactical
bombers in South Vietnam, the Air Force redesignated the
8-26rs as RB-26rs to suggest reconnaissance aircraft rather
than bomb""". 1

(U) None of the aircraft initially dispatched had been
originally designed as counterinsurgency weapons. Ttrey were
either modifications of tried and proved aircraft or the only
ones available. The C-47 flareships, for example, still
retained World War II, cargo-hauling capabilities, had an addi-
tional fuel capacity, a loudspeaker plstem for psychological
warfare, and were JATO-equipped. T The T-28 Trojan had been
the Air Forcets basic trainer in the 1950ts. A new engine, a

*Furttrer reference in this chapter to Farm Gate aiqcraft
will be to the ttT-z8,t' "c-47tt rather ttran ttSC-47," and ttB-z6tt

instead of ttRB-26.tt
In December 1961, to supply sufficient personnel for

rotation to Southeast Asia, the Air Force augmented the 4400th
Combat Crew Training Squadron with three similar squadrons.
[See Counterinsurgency Ops Div, Dir/Ops, presentation to
Lt Gen D.A. Burchinal, DCS/Plans and Prgms, subj: Air Force
Role in Counterinsurgency, 1 Jun 62, pp 18-20. l

+.fetO 
- -3et-assisted takeoff.



stronger wing, and six ordnance stores stations converted it
to a light tactical attack aircraft. The Trojan lacked suit-
able armorplate but could camy multiple ordnance including
rockets, napalm, and fragmentary cluster bombs.

t*f The 8-26 Invader was used in World War II and
Korea. Each of its eight nose-mounted, . 50-caliber machine
guns camied 350 rounds. The Invader could deliver a 4,000-
lb bomb load plus additional ordnance hung on external racks
under its wings. The latter included bombs, napalm, chemi-
cal tanks, rockets, or combinations of these. The 8-26 was
powered by reciprocating piston engines as were the C-47 and
T-28. It was economical, comparatively slow, could operate
from minimal tactical strips, and possessed a photo recon-
naissance capability. *2

A Far:n @,te b.26 in South Vietnarn, J.962

*Although a time-consuming process' a solid-nose 8-26
could be converted to a glass-nose reconnaissance version.
Unconverted, the aircraft still had a photo capability since
cameras were located in the fuselagers bottom and sides and
the tail. [Intvw, author with lVlaj Charles W. Brown, Hq USAF'
14 Sep ?0. Major Browrf then a lst Lieutenant, served as a
T-2B18-26 pilot in the Farm Gate detachment between May-
November 1962. l



(U) The 8-26 was also a proven night attack bomber.
Very early in the Korean War (August 1950) the Air Force 'f
began fLying missions in which these aircraft bombed and
strafed under flares dropped by high-flying B-2gts. Hotryever,
since 50 percent of the flares were duds, it was impossible to
accurately assess the effects of these attacks on the .rr"*y.3
The situation improved in early 1951 with the introduction of
C-47f s camying the U. S. Navyrs Mk-B pyrotechnic flare, dis-
pensed through a homemade ramp installed in the rear cargo
door. These Lightning Bug or Firefly aircraft offered Allied
ground forces about 4 or 5 minutes of near-daylight illumina-
tion from flares dropped at approximately b,000 feet.
Tactics called for the B-26ts to bomb and strafe the enemy as
the ignited flares descended.4 - ''

(U) The flareship/strike team in Korea was so success-
ful that a curious psychological phenomenon developed. The
communists became conditioned to the tactic of flares followed
by bombs and quickly broke off an attack the moment flares
ignited. Evenh:ally the flares alone detemed the North
Koreans or Chinese from attacking.5 This released many B-28
sorties for night armed reconnaissance missions. The Invaders
roamed enemy lines and transportation arteries seeking out
targets of opportunity, trying to deny the enemy the food,
ammunition, and reinforcements he required for an all-out
offensive. Throughout the Korean War, the 8-26 flew b0 per-
cent of all night sorties and over 70 percent of the night tactical
strikes. o Reunited in Vietnam, the C-47 and 8-26 (along with
the T-28) served as an effective air counter to enemy night
activity during the first two years of USAF involvement in the
war.

fh As in Korea, U. S. air power operated under specific
limitations or restraints known as rules of engagement. In a
combat zone with no front lines, where friend and foe alike
wore ttblaek pajamas,tt where one side owned the teruitory by
day and the other by night--these constantly changing rules
were a necessity. Ttre rules varied from one geographic area
to another and restricted the Americans more than the South
Vietnamese. T President Kennedy approved Farm Gatets rules of
engagement on 6 December 1961. They auttrorized combat opera-
tions only if the VNAF lacked the necessary training and equip-
ment to carry out the mission, the flight was confined to S^outh
Vietnam, 

"trd " combined USAF/VitAf'-crew was on board. B



Ft These rules served in effect as a checklist and,
when properly followed, allowed Farm Gate to operate as a
tactical strike element. This was particularly true in regard
to night operations. The only VNAF fighter squadron opera-
tional at the time of the Farm Gate deployment ol".f,"d night
training and the aircraft had no landing lights. fY These cir-
cumstances satisfied the requirement of the rules that the
VNAF be unable to carry out the mission. When the additional
requirement for a combined USAF/VWap crew was fulfilled as
set forth below, night strike operations became one of Farm
Gaters main missions. 10

5) So long as a VNAF crewman was aboard the USAF
aircraft, tttraining through operationst' could be conducted.
Since few VNAF pilots were available, VNAF noncommissioned
officers and airmen filled the crewmember role. That the crew-
member was often nonrated, spoke no Eng]ish, and rode in the
jump seat didnrt matter. what did matter was to have a viet-
namese in the aircraft to satisfy the mles of engagement and

make the Farm Gate mission legitimate. These crewmembers
were organized into a unit commanded by a VNAF Master
Sergeant whose spoken English made him invaluable in trans-
lating instrrrctions of Farm Gate pilots. The unitts high.. "no
showft and desertion rate required Farm Gate crews to ttguardt'

the airmen closely to have them on hand when the order to
scramble was received. Col. John L. Piotrowski, a Farm Gate

*The consensus of former Farm Gate personnel interviewed
by the auttror was that VNAF strike pilots, either due to lack of
instrument training or disposition ("They hated to fly at night"),
could not adequately conduct night operations. The Air Force,
informed Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara of this fact at
the Fourth Seiretary of Defense Conference, held at Pacific Com-
mand headquarters in Hawaii on 2l March L962. Ttrese VNAF
shortcomings may have been the direct result of their training by
the French. The latter were observed in 1954 to be well-qualified
in day ordnance delivery but woefully lacking in instrument and

night flying capability. A VNAF training program based on such
inherent deficiencies may explain the South Vietnamese inability to
conduct night operations. [See Trip Rprt (C)' Dep for Intel, FEAF,
9 Mar 54, in Hist (s), FEAF support of Indo-china operations,
1954, II, p 17 (Sup Doc No. 47).1



T-z9lg-za pilot, recalled: "you had to remember that their
only mission in life was to fly with Farm Gate and they knew
sooner or later they would be in an aircraft that would be
shot down.tt Colonel Piotrowski remembered only two
instances where Farm Gate pilots took off without \.rNAF 

11observers on board; the pilots were severely reprimanded. "

USA.F PiLot and \INAtr' Airman Posed Before I?reir T-28

#'*

€> ftr light of the above, differing views on Farm Gale's
acfual mission are understandable. Much has been written
about the mission describing it as twofold: "training through
operationstt of the VNAF, ond development of p"op"r Air Force
organizational procedures for conducting sub-limited wars. To
Farm Gate personnel, however, the mission had but one aim--
to conduct air operations in support of the Vietnamese govern-
ment. As for the detachmentrs training mission, writers often
construe it as a subterfuge to mask Farm Gaters true purpose
for being in vietnam from the trternational control Commission
(ICC). On the other hand, the T-28 Farm Gate pilots did
accept a training function and developed a checkout program in
their aircraft for the VNAF. _ _No attempt was made to check out
\INAF personnel in the F-ZG.Iz



Tactics of. C-47 Flareship Operations

(U) h 1962, the tactics for Farm Gate operations were
not as formalized as they would later become. No air power
tactical doctrine for counterinsurgency existed. More impor-
tant, the night operations tactics developed in Korea had not
been retained. Hence, Farm Gate became a combat laboratory,
to develop within the Air Force a ttblue-suit capabilitytt for con-
ducting counterinsurgency operations. It had to hammer out the
tactics by trial and error using the hard lessons of combat.
The latest refinements in tactics were passed to each group of
personnel rotating to the detachment for the 6-month duty tour.

5t When the air commandos* first amived in South Viet-
nam, the urgent need was night flare drops tied in with close
air support of hamlets and outposts under Viet Cong attack.
Farm Gate, however, entered into the flareship mission very
obliquely. An enterprising air commando obtained flares from a
VNAF unit and determined exactly how they worked. Next a C-41
took off and, upon reaching altifude, the crewmembers threw the
flares out ttre cargo door. Ttris so impressed the crewmembers
on ttre ground they quickly clambered aboard their T-2Brs and,
while the Gooney Bird continued to manually dispense the flares,
made drop passes over the field at Bien Hoa. CoI. Benjamin
King, the detachment commander, noted ttThat was the first time
anybody in the outfit had ever worked flares. So the next day we
went down .and told them [the 2d Advanced Echelon] we had a
capability to operate at night.rr13

C Pursuing this pioneer effort the detachment, chiefl-y
through trial and emor, determined the proper flare-dispending
interval, necessary altitude separations, and flare/strike patterns.
It sent the lessons learned to the Special Air Warfare Center,
Eglin AFB, Fla., where they promptly appeared in the training

*"Air Commando"--An Air
insurgency operations. Here it
Gate detachment.

Force member engaged in counter-
denotes personnel of the Farm



syllabus. Consequently, the second G-month group rotating to
Farm Gate knew thoroughly flareship/strike techniques. *14

U Farm Gate flareship/strike operations focused on
supporting the defense of strategic hamlets and outposts und€rf
attack. The hamlet, ttre lowest rural population element, was
the heart of the Saigon governmentts pacification program.
Pacification sought to establish an effective government presence
in the hamlet, and secure the countrysicle by isolating the nrral
population from communist pressure. Each hamlet built defense
works behind which the people (often supported by U. S. Sp-e_cial
Forces teams) could fight off an attack until help amived. rb

It Specific rules of engagement applied to the flareship/
strike combination. Before summoning any attack to support
troops in contact' the flareship had to (1) have reliable radio
communication with the installation under attack; (2) identify the
instarlation by sight; (3) positively identify the target either byol
radio using visual reference points, or fire amows (a favorite
device at night), * white phosphorous, or similar target-marking
devices; (e) know the location of friendly forces in relation to
visual referenee points; and (5) have reliable radio contact with
the strike aircraft. In addition, a forward air controller (FAC)T
had to control night close air support missions aiding friendly

*Former Farm Gate air commandos believed cycling a new
group of the 4400th squadronts Jungle Jim personnel to the detach-
ment every 6 months was an excellent way to provide them all
some type of combat counterinsurgency training and experience.

*Located within the defense area, a fire amow could be
made of many materials; metal gas cans filled with gasoline-
soaked sand were often used. Ignited, it was easy to see at
night. rramlet defenders relayed to the flare or strike aircraft
the enemyrs position with reference to the fire arrow. [Intvw,
author with Major Brown, Hq USAF, 14 Sep ?0. l

+Chapter III discusses the use of FACrs in support of night
operations. For a definitive account of FAC operations in South-
east Asia, see Maj. Ralph A. Rowley, Forward Air Control in
southeast AE!g, 1961-1964 (s) (ofc/AF Hist, .tan tgzz) ano a ro[ow-
on volume by the same author to be published in 1g?3.



ground forces under attack in tl]g fi"ld, as opposed to the defense
of an installation. In early-FaFrtt6t" op"ritlotrs, the flareship
often performed as FAC. 16

iL 
l';

G Besides regularly preplanned or fragged* sorties, Farm
Gate kept one fully loaded flareship on alert each night from dusk
to dawn. (Later as Vietcong attacks on hamlets increased,
flareships flew airborne alerts over specified geographical areas. )
After receiving word from the joint operations center (JOC)+ to
take off' the flareship would fly to nearby Tan Son Nhut AB to
pick up a
Once the
contacted
doubled:
member
language

VNAF navigator and a frequency modulation (FM) radio.
C-47 was back in the air, the Vietnamese crewmember
the hamlet under attack. If he spoke English his value

he not only satisfied ttre requirement for a VNAF crSw-
on all Farm Gate sorties, but helped surmount the
barrier between flareship and hamlet as well.17

O When about 5 minutes from the hamlet, the copilot or
VNAF navigator contacted the friendly ground forces by FM radio.
Then the C-47 (navigation lights on) gave tJ:e strike aircraft
(navigation lights off) its heading and altitude. The flareship
selected the heading after evaluating target information, wind
direction and velocity, weather conditions, international borders,
and terrain features. In the early days, C-47 Farm Gate opera-
tions normally took place 2,500 feet above the terrain. Occasionally,
flareships worked below that altitude, but 1,000 feet was the stated
absolute minimum.lB

*Frag--to issue a fragmentary field order covering details of
a single mission, i. e. , what is required, where' and when. A
fragmentary order, usually issued on a day-to-day basis' is an
abbreviated form of an operations order.

*I," J"nr"ry 1963 the South Vietnamese renamed tire joint
operations centgr at Tan Son Nhut the joint air operations center
(JAOC). This was to avoid confusing it with the Vietnamese Joint
General Staff JOC established at the same time. Six months later,
CINCPAC dropped JAOC in favor of air operations center (AOC).
For clarity, however, the term JOC will be used in this discussion
of Farm Gate. [For details on this matter and the tactical air
control system (TACS) in South Vietnam, see Hist (S)' 2d ADVON'
15 Nov 6l-8 Oct 62, pp 81-85. l



G The standard pattern flown by Farm Gate flareships
(with or without strike aircraft) involved a right-hand orbit'"i$out
2,500 feet above ground leve1 (AGL), consisting of l5-seeond legs
and l-minute hrrns. When Mk-6 flares were dropped, two were
normally released upwind at ?-second intervals during each pass.
The lower candlepower Mk-5 flares were released at 5-second
intervals. The standard fuse setting delayed ignition until the
flare was 300 feet below the aircraft. In a successful drop, the
flares would drift over the target, bracket it at the midpoint of
their descent, while furnishing maximum light and eliminating any
shadow effects. Many flares, unfortunately, had been stored for
several years so preignition or complete failure was quite a'f
common.19
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;t The loadmaster dispensed the flares, assisted at

times by the flight mechanic or other crewmembers. * Wearing
a safety harness, the loadmaster pushed out the flares while
sitting on the floor or standing in the door. During late 1962
and early 1963 some aircraft were equipped with a jury-rigged
chute dispenser. Made of wood and built into the door, it
consisted of five parallel chutes. When the loadmaster moved
a lever,_ the flares were dispensed and the ignition lanyard
pultred.20

A, As in the Korean War, flareship crews soon dis-
covered that, in the absence of strike aircraft, the dropping of
flares alone deterred the enemy from attack or caused him to
break off contact. This led to adoption of a standard tactic to
scare the enemy off--the flareship dropped only one flare in lieu
of the usual two or three. A minimum of 60 flares was camied
on board to perform this increasingly frequent missiorr.2l

Problems of C-41 Night Flare Missions

A Communications became the most perplexing problem
associated with flare activity, both between crewmembers within
the aircraft and between the flareship and the ground. More often
than not, the Vietnamese navigator spoke little or no English.
Thus the mission began with a language barrier. Over the target,
the problem compounded when the VNAF navigator tried to relay
strike information to the flare crew who, as FACts, had to pass
it to the strike aircraft. In addition, the flareship radio equip-
ment varied from one aircraft to the next, although it most always
included an ultra high frequency (UHF) radio. The hamlets (or
outposts) under attack, however, possessed only an FM radio.
Hence, the fragile FM set, which the VNAF navigator brought on
board at Tan Son Nhut, formed the tenuous link between fLareship
and hamlet. Frequently the FM transmissions grew so confused

xOften the
one of the Civic
author with Maj.

crewmember who helped dispense the flares was
Action Sectionrs medical personnel. [Intvw,
James D. Carson, f7 Sep 70. J
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and garbled' that a usAF crewmember would use the radio and
ask the hamlet to ttput a GI on the horn. It Furthermore, many
flare missions aborted due to transmission difficulties between o
hamlet and aircraft or malfunction of the FM r"iio- "qip*""t. 

22

|!) Two additional problems hampered night flare missions
--slow communications and navigation. At times, slow com-
munications added to the reaction time of strike aircraft. By the
time the JOC cleared the B-26's or T-2Brs to the target area,
the enemy had already withdrawn or ovemun the hamlet. This
pinpointed the need for strike aircraft to be near the flareship
ready for an instant pass. As to navigation, Farm Gate found
the availabLe maps not completely current, particularly with regard
to stated temain elevations. Nonetheless, with the few radio
navigation aids availabler firost navigators depended on mapreading
or dead reckoning. The limited view from his tabre forced the
navigator to scurry back and forth from his station to the jump
seat between the pilots where, standing, he could observe a bit
more of the terrain. of necessity all c-47 cockpit crewmembers
came to be proficient mapreaders.23

L:?g opsrations

tF The Farm Gate detachment flew its first operational
strike sortie in November 1961. Four T-2Bts performed pight,
visual, armed reconnaissance of the rail line linking Bien TIoa and
Nha Trang. Two aircraft flew the lead with the other two I mile
behind and 500 feet above. In the target area, the first pair
flared* while the second pair attaeked. The process continued
with the cells changing positions. 24

fr Regularly scheduled night sorties were rare. Normally,
two T-2Brs stood alert with two more as backup. The latter
became the.standby aircraft once the first two T-2Brs had been
scrambled. * Before Farm Gate aircraft could take off in day-
light, the Vietnamese director of the JOC had to indicate the

*Flared--To drop flares.
*Scramble--To take off as quickly as possible (usually

followed by course and altitude instructions).
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area using low-frequency ornrri* and mapreading for navigation.
Altihrde would be compatible with the teruain and weather en
route. It could var)f from treetop level to 2,500 feet AGL, the
upper limit of small arms fire. Upon rendezvousing with the
flareship the two ship strike ceII would contact it for the
necessary strike information. 26

G Unlike many of the flareships the T-28rs were '*{
equipped with an FM radio, either the U. S. Army PRC-10 or the
USAF ARC-44. Both radios could be set to many frequencies,
but their inaccessible location in the aircraft made it impossible
to change or reset them in fLight. + The pilot, therefore, preset
the hamletrs operating frequency before takeoff. If the hamlet
could not be reached or for any reason changed frequency,
contact was lost. Accordingly, the flareship became a vital
communications bridge and eventually operated as a FAC for t.l-e
strike aircraft.2?

0F ttre fLareship controlled the mission if it amived oh
station before the strike aircraft. The T-2Brs established a
slightly longer left-hand orbit, alternately descending below the
flares during the strike phase and recovering in a left climbing
hrn to an orbit altitude of about 4,500 feet AGL (2,500 feet
AGL for strafing). This sequence continued until the strikerwas
completed. The format varied during a four-ship-cell attack to
a box or touch-and-go patterrr with the strike aircraft flying
about 500 feet below the flareship. The lead aircraft turned in
the direction of the flaresr &nd the other aircraft peeled off in
the same direction after a specified interval. This maneuver
gave each aircraft in the cell proper spacing and interval and,

+Omnirange (omni)--Radio aid to air navigation which creates
an infinite number of paths in space throughout 360 degrees azimuth.

*Th" PRC-I0 was strapped to the front seat armor plating;
the ARC-44 was attached with Dzus fasteners, The 9-foot whip
antenna of the FM radio could not be mounted properly on strike
aircraft, so reception came through the aircraftrs automatic
direction finder (ADF) antenna. On flareships, a crewmember thmst
the FM antenna through an open cockpit window. [tntvw-s, author
with Maj. James Carson, 1? Sep 70; Lt. Cols. John Pattee and
Donald C. Hatch, lB Sep ?0; and Lt. Col. John Piotrowski, 21 Sep 70. 1
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above all, a view of the flareship. Each T-28 pilot knew the
position of his cellmates through radio calIs, for example,ttNumber one on base, tt ttNumber two turning downwind. tt This
tactic proved invaluable, in view of the reduced visibility at
night and each pilotrs paramount desire to avoid midair collision
with other strike aircraft or the flareship. 28

6t Occasionally, two T-2Bts arrived on ttre scene befdre
the flareship, eontacted the hamlet over the FM radio for re-
quired strike information, and attacked under the light of their
own flares. With lights off, the first T-28 attacked in a shallow
dive, usually dropping napalm. During pullup the pilot reached
down between his legs and switched the selector from ordnance
to the outboard station camying the flares. * He then dropped his
flare, unignited and upwind, while the second T-28 attacked with
lights off. After the second aircraft pulled up, the flares from
the first ignited. As the flare drifted down and across the attack
zorrat the T-2Brs again attacked. When thg lead aircraftts flares
gave out, the aircraft switched positions. 29 ",.

B-26 Operations

f) Essentially 8-26 operations resembled those of other
Farm Gate aircraft. Like the C-47 and T-28 crews, the Invaderrs
pilot and navigator stood night alert after their regularly scheduled
day activities. Generally only one 8-26 was placed on alert,
receiving its notice to scramble by way of the JOC. (Later in
specified corps areas the order would come from the air support
operations center (ASOC). Like the T-28 mission profile, enroute
altitude depended on the weather and varied from treetop level to
2,500-4,000 feet AGL. The 8-26 crew navigated en route by
mapreading and low frequency radio (later, by ground radar).
While the T-28 carried a USAF pilot in the front seat and a VNAF
member in the rear, the 8-26 had the pilot and navigator sitting
side by side with the VNAF member occupying the jump seat
behind the navigator. This enabled pilot and navigator to work
as a team in solving the navigation problem. Moreover, after

*This was a tricky maneuver considering the attitude of the
aircraft at that moment, the location of the selector switch with
reference to the pilot, and the need for the latter to keep his eyes
on the instrrrments.
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the attack began the navigator set the bomb switches, armed ,Othe . 50-caliber guns, and monitored the aircraft instnrments. "'

Problems of T-28lB-26 Strike Missions

;p) Limited visibility at night was one of the most vexing
problems that Farm Gate and other strike pilots faced. The
inability to see the ground or other aircraft adequately, the fast
closure/turn rate with no way to determine what that closure/
turn rate was, had a sobering effect on most pilots. No aircraft
commander wanted to fly into the rice paddies or collide mid*ir
with a flareship. In the 4-ship T-28 attack formation, designed
to prevent such accidents, the pilot knew his position in relation
to the flareship and his cellmates. Additionally, the attack dive
angle was more shallow than in comparable day operations.
Offsetting these pluses were inadeQuate (or excessive) cockpit
illumination, reflected canopy glare, and inaccessible or poorly
located switches--all contributing greatly to eye strain, pilot
fatigue, and degraded flying safety. 31

FF From a flying safety aspect, the 8-26 with two IISi'F
crewmembers was better suited for night strike missions than
the T-28. During the attack phase, the navigator monitored the
aircraftrs position and altitude, relaying corrections to the pilot
seated next to him. This allowed the aircraft commander to
concentrate on acquiring the target, positioning the aircraft for
attack, and visually tracking for ordnance delivery. As in
Korean War operations, the 8-26 pilot needed to know his exact
position at all times when operating in rugged or mountainous
terrain. He further had to recognize his own limitations as
well as ttrose of the aging Invade-r. *32

CF Despite its small advantage of crew composition, the
B-26 possessed serious and peculiar problems. The cockpit

*Colonel Piotrowski believed the esprit of the detachment
pilots and their strong desire for mission accomplishment may
have ost the lives of two B-26 crews. It was not unusual for
pilots to push the aircraft to its extreme limits, sometimes dis-
regarding fLying safety standards. [Piotrowski intvw, previously
cited. l

'ia
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lights had a bad habit of falling off or not illuminating the instru-
ments at the very time they were needed most. The gunsight
pipper vibrated excessively and, when the . 5O-caliber guns
were firing, the rnuzzle flashes prevented the pilot from seeing
little if anything. To retain some semblance of night vision,
the pilot used the old trick of closing one eye during the attac,,$.
Thi s, however, did not relieve the problem of acrid powder
smoke in the cockpit, or the greasy smear on the windshield
from powder blown back from the gun barrels. S3

gf Besides poorly located ordnance switches and cockpit
glare on the canopy, the T-28 had its peculiar liabilities. To
see through the gunsight--the old F-86 sight without the gyro--
required the pilot to stretch his neck forward. But in this posi-
tion he could not read the top instruments, so necessary in a
dive maneuver. So he resumed a normal sitting posfure, read
the instruments, then again stretched forward to reacquire t.Le
target. Only an experienced pilot could perform this ticklish
action.34

Al A chief drawback to using parachute flares for illumi-
nation was the blinding effect on the strike pilot. This dis-
oriented him as he pulled off the target into the darkness.
Shadows cast by the flare and reflections from the clouds also
caused vertigo and spatial disorientation. * The offset method of
dropping flares somewhat eased this problem. By dropping flares
to ttre side of the target the strike pilot could attack without
looking directly into the light, then recover around the flare using
it as a constant flight reference. Operating under these condi-
tions demanded that the aircrews be highly competent at reading
cockpit instruments. 35

Farm Gate as an Experimental Laboratory ;{

el one of Farm
experimental laboratory

Gaters objectives was to serve as an
for Air Force counterinsurgency operations

oJet cr:ews were making
[Ltr (S), Dep Comdr for Ops,

the same complaint six
Bth TFWg, to ?th AF,

years later.
14 Dec 68.l
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and doctrine. Toward this end, the detachment investigato& and
analyzed tactics and equipment that might prove appropriate to
its mission. some were shown to be valid while others, such
as dropping 20-pound fragmentation bombs from C-4?rs were
quickly discarded in favor of more acceptable ordnance release
methods. one experiment involved night visual reconnaissance
by a pair of c-41 flareships. Flying in staggered trail formation,
the first c-47 dispensed frares at 40-second intervals.while the
second aircraft, flying much lower and about 2 minutes behind thefirst' performed the recoruraissance. Although feasible, th$
operation was expensive. Night photo reconnaissance was also
tried with singre and multiple fraredrops. The results were un-
satisfactory due to the low illumination rating (l million candle-
power) of the flares. 36

Gi Farm Gate crews experimented very early with napalm,
especially as a strike adjustment point in the absence of a flare-
ship. using the hamletrs fire arrow as a refer€rrc€r the strikeaircraft would dnop one or two naparm cans. As in artillery
adjustment, the napalm blaze served as a base point from which
the hamletrs defenders readjusted their target information. *37

|.f
QF to spread napalm over a wider area several additives

were tried. The Madam Nhu Cocktail+ added charcoal to the other
napalm ingredients in the canister. when the blaze increased but
slightly, this experiment gave way to the beer can additive. *
Empty beer cans were added, the theory being that upon impact
beer cans and ingredients would be spread over a wide area. This
effort was soon phased out, since the results achieved did notjustify the time and effort involved. 38 r*01

xBy November 1962,
capability, this tactic had
pin down enemy gunners.
Techniques, Jun 1962. ]

4T'[amed after vietramese president Diemrs strong-willed,
anti-American sister-in-law.

+
'\tro proof exists tl.at the readily available and endless supply

of empty beer cans prompted their use in the experiment.

due to the enemyts improved antiaircraft
to be accompanied by a strafing run to
[Draft paper (S), Farm Gate Tactics and
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(tt The majority of successful Farm Gate experiments had
to do with ordnance delivery and field testing. Crews soon
discovered that, other than napalm, the M-4? white phosphorous
bomb was their best weapon. Excellent for jungle use, it pene-
trated the canopy before detonating instead of dissipating its
effects on the top layers of foliage as napalm did. Furthermore,
the M-4? afforded the aircraft a4^extra margin of safety since it
could be delivered during a dive,.3g

(tl Farm Gate also reintroduced the World War II Daisy
Cutter antipersonnel bomb. The nose fuse in either a general
purpose (GP) or fragmentation (antipersonneL) bomb was removed
and an old gun barrel or pipe section welded to it. The nose
plug was then reinserted into the bomb whire a tail fuse with an
instantaneous primer/detonator unit was set for a no-delayo,',
detonation. After release from the aircraft the pipe would hit the
ground first, transmitting the ground shock to the tail fuse. This
exploded all or most of the weapon above ground, hurring lethal
shrapnel over a wide area. Demonstrating tlBir effectiveness,
Daisy Cutters continued in use through Ig?0. ='

(Jl Other Farm Gate innovations included the placement of
two pieces of ordnance on an aircraftrs one-piece station, aii6
modification of the T-28 practice ordnance rack to carry four
flares instead of four practice bombs.4l

The Tempo Increases

Al Coincident with Farm Gaters assumption in December 1961
of night strike operations, the enemy stepped up his attacks on
friendly villages and hamlets in south vietnam and expanded the
conflict in Laos. communist forces launched a spring drive in
Laos (6'27 I\ttay 1962) which eventually won them contror over a
large part of that country. Responding to this increased enemy
activity' the United States redeployed four additional reconnaissance
B-26rs to southeast Asia under code name Black watch. Two of
the aircraft were stationed at Bangkok. Thailand, and the re-
mainder went to Farm Gate. Between 2g May and 2r July rg62 the
Thailand-based 8-26rs (prexiglass noses) flew b0 photo recon-
naissance missions over Laos. However, these aircraft were
attached to Farm Gate after a l4-nation Geneva conference agreed
on 23 JuIy 1962 to guarantee the neutrality of Laos. The following
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month saw four U-10B aircraft assigned to Farm Gate so that,
by the end of 1962, it possessed 24 pla4es--eight T-2Brs, four
C-47ts, eight B-26ts and four g-1ggt".az

RP-.26 At Tan Son Nhut AB, 196b

Ff This small augmentation of aircraft did not seem too
significant at the time. In reality, however, it marked the
beginning of deep U. S. Air Force involvement in Southeast Asia.
Greater appreciation of air support by the ARVN and tJle Viet-
namese para-military forces increased considerably the number
of requests to Farm Gate for immediate air support. The
detachment flew 18? combat sorties in June 1962 with an increase
to 462 in August--still it was not enough. The sustained around-
the-clock operations clearly required more aircraft. Moreover,
additional requests for Farm Gate air support were generated by
the arrival of two U. S. ArmI helicopter companies (usually
escorted by Farm Gate aircraft in daylight hours), increased U. S.
Army Speeia]^Forces activitiesr &lrd improved weather in the II
Corps "*"".43

f) tc August 1962, the detachment received some relief.
VNAF C-4?'s began to stand night flare alert. assisted by the
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C-123ts of the USAF Mule Train Squadron. 
* Thereafter, Farm

Gate C-47rs gradually relinquished their share of flare respon-
sibilities to the VNAF and MuIe Train. Some relief was forth-
coming in the strike area as well. In Nevember 1962, the
Commander in Chief, Pacific Command (CINCPAC) requested
further augmentation of Farm Gate by 17 aircraft--five T-2Bts,
ten B-26rs, and two C-47rs. President Kennedy approved the
request two monttrs later and by February 1963, the aircraft
were in place. +44

G Drring the first half of 1963, the T-2Brs flew 1,416
sorties while ttre B-26rs accounted for 1,495 sorties. These
high sortie rates created maintenance problems in Farm Gaters
overage aircraft. The T-2Bts underwent numerous cylinder
changes and experienced high oil consumption. In September 1963
the Air Force recommended that the T-28 be replaced with the
A-lE, a more rugged aircraft offering better payload, loiter, and
range capability. In June 1964 the changeover took place. The
T-2Brs returned to the Special Air Warfare Center at Eglin for
training and potential combat missions elsewhere in the world.45

G The B-26rs in particular were war-weary. Many had
served in two wars and survived storage twice. They suffered
from cracks, popped rivets, and wing-spar comosion. Oil-
coolers, deflectors, and magnetos for these aircraft were in short
supply. Often routine postflight inspeetions would reveal cpLirlders
which needed changing. As one former B-26 pilot recalled,ttThe wiring was old, moisture and oil soaked, plus frayed by

*Mule Train had arrived in Southeast Asia in January 1962,
on temporary duty from the 464th Troop Camier Wing, Pope AFB,
N. C. Twelve of the squadronrs C-l23ts were located in South
Vietnam, the remainder at Clark AB, Philippines.

blans were under way to transfer Farm Gate personnel and
equipment to PACAF on permanent change of station (PCS). This
aetion occumed in June 1963; the designation Farm Gate was dis-
continued and the lst Air Commando Squadron, Composite, activated
in its place. [Ltr (u), AFOMO 62 to PACAF, subj: Activatiol of
the lst Air Commando Squadron, Composite and Certain Oth'e?
USAF Unit Actions, 1? Jun 63; hist (S), 13th AF, Jan-Jun 63, p 72.1
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constant vibrations. On some aircraft alinost half the wiring is
dead and leads nowhere. No two B-26rs have the same wiring
diagram or configUration. Engines were very complex and diffi-
cult to move about in remote areas. tt Itt short, the Invader had
become a ttmaintenance nightmare.t'46

|F) But it was operational flying throughout 1963 that
subjected the Invader to the severest strain. The 40o dive angles,
accompanied by rolling pullouts plus full-aileron deflection at high
speeds, imposed hearry stress on the aircraft. The marginal
flying safety aspects of the airplane were dramatically illustrated
in Febrr ary 1964 before an audience of distinguished Army and Air
Force officers at Eglin AFB. On the range' a 8-26 of tlBlst
Air Commando Wing (successor to the 4400th CCTS) was completing
a strafing run using flares when it appeared that the wing separated
from the fuselage. The airplane disintegrated upon crashing and
was enveloped in flames. a'

Ch Investigation disclosed that, although the aircraft was
in a shallow dive (20o-25o), metal fatigue in the left wing caused
ttre crash. The Air Force, thereforer grouhded all B-26rs and
withdrew them from combat service in Southeast Asia 2 months
later. The day after the last B-26 left South Vietnam, a rash of
wing separations plagued the T-28 forcing a reevaluation of its
role as a counterinsurgency fighter-bomber. Thus' 2 months
after the B-26rs had departed, the Air Force phased out the T-2Brs
as well. Both aircraft were down but not out. After extensive
rehabilitation in the United States they would rettrrn to combat.
Meantime, the A-1 Skyraider and newer jet aircraft assumed tlre
attack role.48

Farm Gaters Contribution to Night Operations

(U) During their first 2 years of operation, Farm Gaters
air commandos furnished the VNAF with a much-needed night
strike capability, but as a laboratory for developing new night
tactics, the detachment did not fare so welI. Its main contribu-
tion was to reintroduce many night tactics used by aircrews in
World War II and the Korean War. A case in point is the tactie
of dropping napalm on the first run, then strafing back across in
the light of the fire. P-61 Black Widow crews used this technique
extensively in 1945 during the ebbing months of the air war over
Europe. F'-26 crews repeated the tactic in Korea. But during
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the interwar years--for one reason or another--this and other
night tactics were forgotten. Through Farm Gate these tactics
had to be painstakingly relearned.

(U) The air commandos met singular success in integrating
flare and strike aircraft as a potent night-attack combination.
Again this was not original, for the P -26 and C-4? had be6rl
similarly combined in Korea. But this time the 8-26 lc-qz tactics
would not be lost. Reaffirmed and modified by Farm Gate, they
served as the basis for further developments in flare/strike tactics
and techniques employed in Southeast Asia.

(tll Perhaps more important was Farm Gaters introducing
the VNAF to night strike operations in 1962. An operations
inspector of the Thirteenth Air Force Inspector General team
evaluated VNAF progress in January 1964. He noted that, while
the performance of the VNAF flareships was outstanding, the same
could not be said of the strike aircraftt ,

Most of the bombs missed the target. The VNAF
pilots were making very shallow bomb runs, did
not appear to establish a stabilized dive and
released bombs at much too high an altihrde.
With the small bombs being employed, these
pilots could have pressed on in for real effective-
ness. Ttre superb support provided by the flare-
ship was, for all practical purposes, wasted by
the careless, ineffective performance of the
fighters.49

Despite the inspectorrs criticism, the performance of VNAF strike
pilots had improved since 1962, when Farm Gate first discover_ed
the Vietnamese were either unable or unwilling to fly at night.

*The Farm Gate T-28 section checked out several VNAF
sfudent officers who had received pilot training at USAF bases or
from the French. These included pilots from the lst Fighter
Squadron proficient in the A-1 Skyraider, and those checked out in
the few remaining F-BF Bearcats in the VNAF inventory. None
were night qualified. The qualif of the first group of VNAF pilots
trained by Farm Gate was tteither extremely good or v€rlr very
bad. " [See Pattee intvw, previously cited. ]
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For two years the air commandos trained the VNAF to the extent
it was willing to fly night strike missions. Hence, the reason
for the mediocre performance of VNAF strike pilots in 1964 was
a simple one. Night operations require experienced and pro-
ficient instrument pilots--a type rarely found in the VNAF.

Itt The first group of vietnamese strike otilr" train"i'f,y
Farm Gate did have over 1,400 combat sorties' and from 5,000-
7,000 fLying hours. Almost all this activity, however, had been
conducted by day and in clear weather, for the VNAF paid scant
attention to instrument or night flying. Nonetheless, from the
beginning of Farm Gate operations it was evident that South Viet-
namrs survival depended on night operations becoming a way of
life for the VNAF as it had for the enemy. As David Halberstam,
The New York Times comespondent, noted, ttThe Vietcong were
taught that t'l.e night was their friend, the enemy of the white.*pan
and his airplane. To operate in the dark became a way of life
wittr the Vietcong: they lived, taught, traveled and fought at ni!nt."5O

(U) In summary, Farm Gate had only scratched the surface.
It was a beginning but rnuch remained to be done, especially in
developing better methods of detecting and then impeding or halting
the enemyrs night activities. If it was decided to expand the VNAF'
the shortage of maintenance, supply, and flying personnel would
make progress painfully slow. Meanwhile, until the VNAF could
shoulder more of the burden, the Air Force units that succeeded the
air commandos would fly most of the night strike sorties. How the
Air Force went about the night operations task, how it tried to
solve a myriad of associated problems--these are examined in the
ensuing chapters. 6.,f
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FIAMLET-OUTPOST DEFENSE AND THE
BEGINNING OF NIGHT INTERDICTION

Mule Train and C-l2B Flare Operations

|:El'tF The original mission of the _three Mule f,rainc-123 squadrons in south vietnam was to furnish supplemental
tactical airlift support for the vietnamese armed forces, but
when the vietcong intensified night attacks against the hamlets,
the Air Force pressed the c-l23rs into duty as flareships. In
september 1963, for example, c-l23rs from Tan son Nhut regan
flying tr-hour night flare missions. By early 1964 these air-craft' together with vNAF c-4?tsr w€r€ conducting nearly all the
night flare drops. l

!F Essentially, Mule Trainrs flareship/strike techniques
were Farm Gaters. After the c-128 crew received ilre geographic
coordinates of the outpost under attack, it navigated by mapreadingor low-frequency radio to the position. The vNAF navigator usually
established and maintained contact with the hamlet by FM radio.
He relayed outpost information on the enemy to the iight""",
although fire amows were still used to show the direction of the
enemy attack. Language bamiers within the cockpit or between
strike aircraft and the flareship were still too common for
effective communication. The c-l23 copilot repeatedly had to
relay the information to the fighters. To ease this problem,
many crews devised point-and-talk sheets containinE viebramese
instnrctions on one side and English on the other. X

G During the early c-lzg flare operations Mk-b and Mk-6
flares were hand-released. Mule Train crews used members of
the Army of Republic of vietnam (ARVN) airborne brigade as
flare launchers (kickers), or in a pinch secured volunteers from
usAF ground personnel. Problems besetting the crews included
unreliable ordnance, preignition, out-of-phase deployment and
ignition, and broken lanyards. The greatest danger was the slip-
stream that flowed around the open aft cargo door during the
flare-dispensing operation. At times, this pecuriar airflow swept
the flares against the aircraftts side or even back into t.l.e cargo
door area. Meager personal safety equipment heightened ttre
danger. Equipped with only asbestos gloves and a short-handled
spade, ttre flare launcher had to push out flares ignited inside
tl:e aircraft. Ttreir burning magnesium was hot enough to melt
steel. r

II.
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O A locally-manufachrred flare-delivery chute with five
troughs solved the dilemma. With the cargo ramp lowered to
its horizontal position, this dispenser could be strapped lopthe
ramprs outer edge. Then by lowering the cargo door the ramp
opening was reduced, thereby eliminating the slipstream problem
and ttre alarming tendency of flares to rehrrn to the airplane.
Besides restoring peace of mine to the cr€wr tJ:e chute made re-
straining straps for kickers unnecessary and reduced their
exposure to prematurely ignited flares 4

Elare Drop fron a C-1'23

F As a further safeguard, flare boxes were built to
control a chance fire from a malfunctioning flare. Set on roller
conveyors these boxes were strapped to the aircraft floor directly
opposite the flare chute. When a malfunction occured the straps
were cut, pargo door and ramp opened, and the entire flare box
jettisoned. a

"{
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.tf
Early C-I23 Flareship 9rera]iglE_

As a rule, the daily mission briefing fixed the exact
flare pattern and spacing to be flown by the C-I23. Once air-
borne, the aircraft customarily flew at an absolute altitude of
4,000 feet. To minimize hostile ground fire the interior light-
ing was almost completely blacked out. Before entering the
target area and after checking with the aircraft commander, the
loadmaster and his two kickers set the flare fuzes for the
desired altitude at which illumination would begin. Just before
reaching the target they raised the cargo door, installed the
dispensing chute, and set the ejection time on the dispenser
generally for 5-second intervals. A warning horn signaled flare
release with the interphone as backup. The flareship pilot
evaluated wind drfit, weather, temain hazards, and the enemy
position. Afterwards, he repeatedly adjusted the altifude and
pattern to keep the target area constantly illuminated.6

O Awaiting amival of the strike aircraft, the C-123
contacted the hamlet by tr'M radio to identify the target position
and location of friendly forces. Positive target identification was
required by radio, ground fire amows and/or phosphorous
markers. This done, the aircraft put the navigation, position,
rotating beacon, and formation lights in bright-flashing position.
This aided the rendezvous and enabled strike aircraft to see the
flareship during bomb mns and pullouts. The C-123 used the
Farm Gate right-turn, racetrack pattern with strike aircraft
breaking left after a strafing or bombing pass.7

G Generally, within 15 or 20 minutes the C-I23 flareships
and strike aircraft could be over the hamlet or outpost under
attack. Nonetheless, the aircraft were too few to prevent the
enemy from expanding his night attacks. On most' of these forays
he captured large stores of weapons and FM radios and proved
adept in ambushing ARVN convoys dispatched in relief. As the
Air Force began its third year of operatins, it was estimated the
enemy controlled, partially or completely, almost haU of South
Vietnam. B

€l Enemy antiaircraft fire increased alarmingly. Drring
the month of October 1963 the Vietcong hit more aircraft than in
all of 1962. Strike aircraft, notably those on night napalm runs
under flares, constantly encountered bamage fire. The Air Force
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therefore changed its tactics. Fragmentation or antipersonnel
bombs replaced napalm on many flights, giving the fighters a
dive-zoom capability and short exposure under the flares.
Beeause of accurate ground fire, the 2,b00-foot optimum-
dispensing altifude for the flareship was to become the minimum
accepted altitude. Flaredrops from around 4,000 feet became
standard thereby losing some accuracy.9

(U) Besides revised tactics, the Air Force required a new
weapon system' one that could remain airborne for many hours,
respond immediately, and pack the firepower to repel these enemy
attacks. seeking to satisfy this requirement, the Air Force
improvised once more--modifying the c-4? flareship into the Ac-41
Spooky gunship.

AC-47 Gunship

Early Development and Employment

Q Development of the side-firing gunship began in 1964 when
the Air Force successfully adapted the General Erectric suu-[A
minigun to the o1d c-47 airframe. The first aircraft was tested
initially at Eglin AFB in 1964. A further operational evaluation in
South Vietnam during late 1964 and 1g65 proved the weapon oSyG-

temrs c-apability for night support of hamlets and special Forces
camps.lu Gen. John P. McConnel1, Air Force Chief of Staff,
highly praised the protot;pers performance in south vietnam noting
its value in night hamlet defense in t.|e absence of heavier strike
aircraft. Although acknowledging the gunshiprs rnrlnerability to
ground fire, the Air Force chief believed the immediate response
characteristics of the gunship far outweighed this handicap. B ,."

*A definitive study on USAF fixed-wing gunships is being
prepared by Lt. Col. Jack S. Ballard, Historian, Office of Air
Force History.

The
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AC-h7 G:nship

O Drring November 1965, the 4th Air Commando Squad-
ron from Forbes AFB, I(ans., agived at Tan Son Nhut AB with
the first gUnships. The aircraft had flown the Pacific unarmed,
since armament would be installed later in South Vietram. By
the end of the year all gUnships cagied one or two:ninigruns.
None had the full complement of ttrree per aircraft. * LZ

,l The three gatling-type miniguns occupied the space on

the tift side of the AC-4?, formerly the location of the forward
cargo door and the first and third windows forward of that door.
The pilot fired the miniguns electrically by pushing a button on

his control column. He could fire the weapons singly' in pairs,
or all t?rree together. Each minigun held 16,500 7. 62-mm ball-
and-tracer rounds and could rake the enemy with 6,000 rounds-a-
minute. 13

*AC-4?rs were gtlven several nicknames,
being Puff the Magic Dragon, Dragon Ship, and
was the call sign of the first prototype gunship
The 4th Air Commando Squadron chose Spooky

of their mission. [Hist (S), 14th Air Commando
66, foohrote 2, P 42.7

the most popular
Spooky. Rrff
in South Vietnam.

as more symbolic
Wg, 1 Jan-30 Jun
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|t The gunship generally ca*ied 48 rvk-24 frares of 2-
million-candrepower each. A pneumatic flare launeher was
located on the left side of the aircraft in the fifth window for- '
ward of the main door. The loadmaster rarely used this device
because it often broke down. Instead, as in F-arm Gate opera-tions' he threw most of the flares out the cargo door. Dlspite
these minor problems, as rg6b drew to a crose, the 4th Air
commando squadron had flown 2?? combat missions, dropped
2,458 flares, and expended l3?,186 rounds of ammuniUon.14

Tactics and Techniques

Q Tine AC-41 Spooky gunship camied a crew of two pittts,
a navigator, flight engineer, loadmaster, and two gunners. On
occasion a vNAF observer was added. By 1g65, however, the
President had modified the rules of engagement to no longer re-
quire this observer aboard strike aircraft at night, if the mission

7r62-nm Minigr:ns on AC-h7
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was in defense of a hamlet or outpost. 
*15

€t A request from a friendly unit in the field touched off
the tlpical gunship fire-support mission. The unitrs call for aid
went through ARVN or U. S. Army channels to a direct air support
center (DASC--one for each numbered corps area). If approved
the Air Force fragged a gunship from airborne alert or ground
poshrre to the target area. En route the crew reviewed all known
target information sueh as type of target, terrain, weather and
visibility, and emergency procedures. Flare fuzes were set and
the gun-arming checklist "o*pf"t"O 

Oo* to t'copilot arming switch."16

G Navigation to the target area continued to be dead
reckoning or mapreading, aideiby radio (TACAN)* or vector$
from ground radar stations. To help identify the target, the
crew kept cockpit lights dim and used large-scale (1:250' 000)
maps with grid coordinates. Ttre copilot contacted the ground
commander on the ARC-44 FM radio to determine his loeation
and defense status, enemy positions, and the type of support
desired--either flares or firepower. Frequently, the initial con-
tact was with an airborrre forward air controller who supplied
Spooky tJ:e information. Once in contact, the gunship dropped a
flare for positive identification.lT

A, Most hamlets used the proven fire amows and flares
as marking deviees. By 1965, however, several hamlets used

*As late as October 1968, Spooky missions from Pleiku and
Binh Thuy carried VNAF interpreters, those from Phan Rang and
Bien Hoa did not. Need for an interpreter hinged on whether or
not the operations supported the ARVN. Units from Phan Rang
and Bien Hoa provided little ARVN support. What they did provide
was directed by English-speaking controllers. [Ltr (C), Deputy
Chief of Operations, 14th Special Operations Wing, to Dir, DASC
Alpha, subj: Viehramese Observers Aboard Spooky Aircraft, 24
Oct 68. l

+A tactical air navigation system consisting of short-range
UHF radio stations. In the form of a readout on the instrument
panel the pilot continuously receives accurate distance and bearing
information from the particular station tuned.
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strobe lights. If displaying a light would reveal friendly positions,
the ground controller talked the spooky pilot onto thel target ,bydirecting the gunship in relation to terrain feahrres. - Enemy'posi-
tions were marked by tracer pyrotechnics, white phospho"orr", o,
ground flares. upon receiving the ground commanderrs and the
DASCts clearance to attack, the pilot usuany fired a short burst
from one of the miniguns. This confirmed ttre target and
minimized the risk of hitting friendly forces.lB

f,f After confirming the target, the pilot flew the aircraft
straight and level, keeping the target just outside and forward of
the left prop dome. He maintained an indicated airspeed (IAS) of
120 knots and a strike altitude between z,soo and 8,b00 feet AGL.
The latter was often adjusted for such variables as weatherr. enemy
ground fire, and target acquisition difficurties. As the tarfdt
passed under ttre engine cowling, the pilot rolred the aircraft intoa 30o bank, * flying a pylon hrn. The achrar angle of declination
was now 42o for the minigunS had a separate declination of l2o. +19

Inr lthen the gunsight pipper* 
""*. on target, the pilot

fired 3- to ?-second bursts since shorter ones might damage ttreguns. As he fired, the pilot fed in top rudder consistent with
the angle of bank, duration of firing pass, and number of gunsfiring. Meanwhile, the copilot monitored the gunshiprs attituOe
and airspeed. He n^otified the pilot if the plane approaehed a
dangerous altihrde. zu

tt Many times the pipper strayed from the target. 
t?t 

it
moved to the rear' the pilot stopped firing, turned the gunship
slightly_?wpv from the target, and repositioned for another firingpass. If the pipper moved off the target toward the front of the ^_aircraft, the pilot steepened the bank and realignea oiT? target.zl

* The maximum bank angle permitted was 600. [Hist (S), 4th
Air Commando Squadron, I Jan-30 Jun 6G, II, l. l

*Th. 
12o declination of the miniguns was an intheater

modification. It decreased the angle of bank the gunship had to
fly' thus helping the pilot roll into his target. Too, the greater
aircraft stability aided flare-dispensing/loading and maintenance of
the guns. Finally, ttre declination decreased the slant range t?re
gun had to fire, so that altifude could be increased with no
appreciable operational loss. [Hist (s), r4th Air commando wing,
I Jan-30 Jun 66, p 40. J

+TThe center or bead of the minigunts ring gunsight.
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H At a slant range of about 8,000 feet, each 3-
second minigun burst covered an elliptical area nearly 52 yards in
diameter. Hence, as the gunship flew its left-hand orbit around
the target, the guns swept the enemy with almost continuous fire'
In addition, mosl pilots alternated between firing their guns in
bursts and dropping flares. * By 1965 it took from 75 to 100

flares to support one hamlet at night f,or 2 or 3 hou rs.22

.{

Out- Country Operations

A The Spookyts long loiter time fitted it well for night
armed reconnaissance, therefore, in late February 1966, the Air
Force deployed four AC-4?rs to Thailand in support of the Laotian
interdiction campaign (see Chapter IV). The gunships visually
reconnoitered the network of roads arld trails of the Ho Chi Minh
Trail, over which the North Vietnamese and Pathet Lao infillrated
men and materiel into South Vietnam. The Spookies also served
as FACrs to control strikes of other aircraft and' if need be'
attacked on ttreir own. Enemy antaircraft fire, poor maps'
marginal weather, hazardous terrain, and political restraints--all
eomplicated this dual role and called forth new tactics and tech-
niques.23

o As FAC aircraft in Laos, the AC-47 shared battlefield
command and control with the C-130ts. The Spookies carriEtf UII$
VHF, HF, and FM radio, plus TACAN and ADF (automatic
direction finder). Thus, from a eoordination/communications
standpoint, the gunships proved a good substitute for the new

*Parachute

each. fKerureth
(S) (HQ PACAF,

flares rvere expensive, costing almost $?5.00
Sams, First Test and Combat Use of the AC-47
Project CHECO, B Dec 65), pp 4-5.
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airborne battlefield command and control center (ABCCC) C-130's
then in the theater.*24

rrrr'll!'l;Fl when strike aircraft were fragged, one AC-47
went on station in Northern Laos (Barrel Ro11). Among its crew
were an operations officer, an intelligence officer, and a Laotian
Air Force representative. The AC-47 managed all fighter and
FAC aircraft entering the area, including strike aircraft diverted
from North Vietnam or Southern Laos (Steel Tiger/Tiger Hound).
As the fighters ehecked in, the gUnship assigned them to a specific
FAC. It also diverted fighters from assigned targets to more
lucrative ones as necessary. hr this politically sensitive climate,
the Laotian crewmember was the sole person under the rules of
engagement who could validate immediate-response targets. Many
times a target fell in a gray area. For inbtance, a truck park
located next to a village being contested for by both government
and enemy forces. The Laotian observer could resolve any doubt
of a targetrs validity within minutes by cal^ling Vientiane or
Savannakhet on the single-side-band radio. zD

el When acting as a FAC, the gunship generally flew at
4,000 feet AGL and kept clear of strike aircraft. The AC-4?rs
pattern depended on terrain, weather, ground fire, wind' and the
target itself. The gunship/FAc furnished the fighter target iden-
tification, t;pe of ordnance required and direction of its expendi-
ture, location of enemy ground fire, teryain elev.ation, and
emergency instmctions in event the strike aircraft sustained
battle- Aam"g". 26 The AC-4? proved an adequate and necessary
substitute as a FAC but it was not well suited to the job. The
view from the cockpit was poor. Moreover, the gunship
maneuv^efed too slowly and could not mark the target with ground
fl"r"".27

IflIIf Besides controlling other aircraft strikes' the
gunships flew armed reconnaissance and attacked on their own.
Flying out of Da Nang and Pleiku in south vietnam as well as
Ubon and Udorn in ThaiLand, the AC-4?ts nanrigated blacked out
to a specific geographic area. There they dropped flares to
detect enemy vehicles moving along the lines of communication
(LOC). When a gunship pinpointed a target, it turned srourldr

*Chapter IV treats the ABCCC operation in more detail.

k
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followed the road, and fired at the vehicles as they passed under
the prop dome. If the target was a truck park, for example, the
aircraft executed a pylon-turn attack. zo

ffi) Another "truck-buster" system linked gun-
ships with indigenous roadwatch teams. Sta$ing from Udorn two
AC-4?ts took off at 1800 and 2400, respectively, following a pre-
set schedule that allowed at least four contacts a night with each
ground team. As the Spooky navigated to a team, the Laotian on
board contacted it by radio. When a convoy of trrrcks or other
moving target passed, the team notified the gunship which flew
along the road dropping flares. Acquiring the target' the AC-4?
either opened fire or called for additional strike aircraft. This
system destro5red 243 trucks from mid-December 1965 to mid-
July 1966, until a buildup of enemy antiaircraft defenses mfd.
further AC-47 operations along the Ho Chi Minh Trail too
dangerous. AJter losing four aircraft and 26 crewmembers in 6

months of operations over Laos, the Air Force withdrew the
AC-4?ts and reassigned them to hamlet defense. The refurbished
On-Mark B-26ts took over Laotian operations from the gunships.29

Problem Areas

J| T?re design of the AC-41 made it hard for the crew to
see ground targets and ground markers. It demanded fine
coordination for a flare/gunship to spot smoke from target markers
and keep it in view long enough to establish a flare pattern or
pylon turn. Starting a ground fire or two for direction re*epence
helped the AC-4? pilot acquire the target and also assisted the
strike pilot. 30 High winds further hampered gunship operations
causing flare drops to become quite erratic and large wind correc-
tions made it difficult to maintain the pylon turn. The gunsight
could not compensate for wind and the use of ttKentucky windagett
reduced accuraey.3l

t? Vulnerability to ground fire imposed the most severe
limits on AC-47 operations. Below 2,500 feet AGL--the lowest
permissible operating altihrde--the slow-moving gunship came
under enemy small arms fire.32 Again, flares dropped below
2,500 feet hit the ground while still burning, depriving friendly
troops of tJ:e AC-4?ts full capability to light up the area. Flares
dropped through overcast silhouetted the aircraft against the
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clouds exposing it to ground fire. Hence, as in Mule Train
operations, the minimum acceptable altitude for effective gunship

operations remained at 2,500 feet. 33

(u) In summary, the AC-4? proved an effectrve improvised
weapon, especially in defense of strategic hamletst It could t
cruise for many hours and illuminate targets with flares. Its
minigUns could rake the enemy with fairly accurate fire, partic-
ularty troops in the open. Although later phased out of both the

USAF and VNAF inventories, the aircraft continued to be effec-
tive in the defense of "Lima Sitest' in Barrel Ro1I through 1970'

C-130 Blindbat OPerations

e A buildup of American ground and air forces occurred
after the GuU of Tonkin incident in August 1964. As part of it'
the Air Force placed portions of the C-130 Hercules fleet on

extended temporary duty to south vietnam. In April 1965'

315th Air Division dispatched four Hercules transports to Tan Son

Nhut to delivet a """go 
backlog that in-country resources could

not handle. By the end of the year the c-130 fleet had expanded

to 30 aircraft, operating from five bases in South Vietnam and

one base in Thailand. The Laos interdiction effort' meanwhile'
picked up momentqm and tl.e Air Force relieved the C-130rs opera-
ting from Da Nang of airlift duties and assigned them an ouf-

"orrrrtry 
flareship mission. In March 1966, this operation and six

aircraft shifted to Ubon, Thailand.34

(} The C-130rs operating in southern Laos were nicknamed
Blindbat; those in northern Laos and North Vietnam' Lamplighter.
Eventually, however, Blindbat became the accepted nickname for
all C-130 flare missions. These aircraft were normal production
models with no armor and wet (unprotected) fuel tanks. I{ence
they flew only in areas relatively free of enemy antiaircraft (AA)
guns and primarily furnished night flare support for strike aircraft
attacking enemy traffic on the Ho Chi Minh Trail. They also
supplied the customary flare support of friendly forces, sefged as

a backup ABCCC, and flew *""ih"" reconnais""rr"" as requiied.35
The following figure depicts a later C-130 FAC/flareship, fitted
with armor and a night observation device:
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n Dring this period the I\tIk-ZA parachg[g flare rqplaced
the old Mk-6. The two timers on this new l, O'bb, OOO- to-
1' 900' 0OO-candlepower flare adjusted parachute deployment and
ignition to the uneven southeast Asia terrain. The Mk-24 fell at
the rate of 900 feet a minute, burned around 3 minutes, illuminated
a circular area about I mile in radiusr Bnd could also be rigged to
burn as a ground mark.r. o Moreover, tlre Air Force continued to
use the Mk-6 as a ground target marker (rog). The Mk-6rs white
pinpoint of light lingered for about 4b minutes, resembling a burn-
ing log from the air. A c-r30 generally camied zbO Mk-24 flares
and 30 Mk-6 ground marker logs.36

*As a ground marker, the Mk-24 flare burned too briefly
and had a high dud rate. Investigations showed the duds stemmed
from production defects--one producerrs flare dud rate reached l0-
15 percent. [Hq PACAF, In-coqg!ry and O_ut-country Strike g3g""-
tions in Southeast Asia,I JE:F3me-c ogm-maffiifiF

37
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C) The typical Blindbat mission during 1965-1967 started
at a selected rendezvous point where strike aircraft joined the
flareship before proceeding to the target. This point, 35-50
miles from the target, was furnished to strike and flareship units
by Seventh Air Force frag order. Here, fLying at 2O,000 feet and
210 knots indicated airspeed (KIAS), the C-130 flew a right hand
pattern. The pattern was designed so its inbound heading enabled
the flareship and strike aircraft to start descending into the
combat area after join-up. Airborne beacon radar aided the
rendezvous. Nonetheless, because of the constant danger of swift
strike aircraft colliding with the slower flareship, the C-130
Blindbats turned on their anticollision, topside wing, and fuselage
lights. In the dark murky sky these lights helped each pilot
make a safe rendezvous. At other times the flareship flew
blacked out. *3?

G As in Farm Gate operations, two fighters normally
made up the strike element. The fighters entered the rendezvous
area 2,000 feet above the flareship. After join-up they accelerated
to 250 KIAS and began descending to 6,500 feet AGL. The strike
element stayed high and behind the flareship, usually 2,000 feet
above and in the 4:30 or 7:30 orclock position.T The fighters kept
the C-130ts navigation lights constantly in view.38

5) Upon penetrating the armed reconnais"lrr""
(recce) area, the C-130 commander alerted the strike leader to a
possible flare drop. A similar notification took place when he
detected enemy activity and decided to drop flares or a ground
marker. The number of flares to be dropped and the time interval
between each release depended on the terrain and type of target. A
bridge, for example, required fewer flares than trucks traveling
along a main supply route. The flareship dispensed its first stack
of 12 Mk-24 flares at 6,000 feet with flare ignition set for 3,000
feet. (As enemy AA defenses grew, flare drop altitudes varied

*Join-up techniques
described in this section
chapters will discuss in
and techniques involving

+In clock code the
12 otclock.

employed by specific aircraft are
in very broad general terms. Later

greater depth jet fighyer-bomber tactics
flareships.

dead-ahead position of the flareship was
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from 7, 500-10,000 feet. ) Once Blindbat dropped the first group
of flares, it began the standard right-hand racetrack pattern.
In a successful drop the flares ignited over the target just as
the strike aircraft hrrned on their base leg. After the first
pass the strike leader furned left and notified the flareship
whether or not further flaredrops were needed. He could also
provide^-a refined drift correction or new targets in the strike

"".". 
o39 (S"" figure 4).

ttG$F The C-130 Blindbats flew a different mission profiLe
when serving as flareship and forward air controller.* The flare/
controller aircraft left its operating base in sufficient time to
meet the fragged time over target (TOT). As a tttle, the pilot
kept the C-130ts enroute altittrde at 10,000 feet AGL. About 10

minutes before reaching the recce area' the aircraft descended to
flaredrop altitude (5,000-7,000) feet, depressurized, ar;fl the pilot
alerted the crew for the start of flaredrop operations.-="

CF Upon entering the target area the flareship flew to the
fragged target. However, if none had been scheduled the flareship
asked the ABCCC for any available target of opporhrnity. In
event the ABCCC had no traffic for Blindbat, the plane reeonnoi-
tered on its own such potential targets as roads, rivers' and
suspected truck parks. By 1968, the Air Force had equipped the
C-130ts with a night observation device (NOD), mounted either in
the right paradrop door or right escape hatch. Thiq improved
starlight scope amplified reflected sumounding light'+ and proved
excellent for detecting truck traffic at night. Two years later, a

*Drring flare release the pilot held the flareship at 250 KIAS.
By September 1965 flaredrop altitr:de had climbed to 8,000 feet.
[See PACAF Tactics and Techniques Bulletin 22 (Cr, 6002d 6tan/
Eval Gp, 14 Sep 65. I Strike pilots interviewed said that by 1968

flaredrop altitude in enemy-defended areas of Laos had risen to
11,000 feet.

*The 3?4th TAWg conducted a l1l1-dav FAC schooL at Ubon
for their crews. [Summary Sheet (S), ?th AF Tac Tng to ?th AF
Dir/Ops, Gunship fI, 26 Feb 68. l

*See ttre C-I23 Section of Chapter III for a detailed discussion
of the NOD. Pave Way taatics are to be found in the apprgpriate
section of Chapter V.
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objects and temain feafures before refurning for visual disp{uf
on the scope. After transferring the scope image to film, the
Mohawk observer developed it in about B minutes. Next he
scanned the film for the brack dots denoting targets, then passed
the information to U. S. Army units or the C-IBO f1areship.46

ft The C-mode1 Spud provided infrared Red llaze coverage.
A passive detector, Red Haze emitted no radar pulses for the
enemy to discover. Instead, it produced detailed imagery by
sensing temperature variations in the terrain and objects on the
ground. These heat differences appeared on firm that could not be
viewed in the aircraft. T?re spud observer used his infrared
scope for the actual picture, whereupon he radioed target infetma-
tion to Army units, Blindbat, or waiting strike aircraft.4?

n The OV-IC Mohawks lifted off at sundown. Flying at
2,000 feet AGL and 150-250 knots they conducted infrared missions
along the LOCrs in Laos or other areas of suspected enemy
activity. Too low to effectively use TACAN, these Spuds navigated
mainly by doppler radar* and mapreading. Moving up and down the
roads the OV-IC dropped a marker 1og at the spot where it
received a significant infrared ground refurn. * Following behind,
Blindbat illuminated the area with a stick of flares and called in
strike aircraft to hit trucks or other targets fleeing ttre vicinity.
If a targetrs validity was questioned--for instance, a target
discovered by an OV-lBrs SLAR--an infrared C model might cover
the same area to secure confirmation. If doubt remained the
strike was called off. Frequenfly an ov-IA--the photo reconnaissance
version of the Spud--flew over the area the next day to obtain
better information. Another determination as to the targetts
validity was then made.48

*A radar system which differentiates between fixed and
moving targets by detecting the apparent change in frequency of the
reflected wave due to motion of target or the observer.

*For infrared to be effective the Spud had to fly beneath
cloud levels. Infrared was ineffective in severe weather.
[Montaglisni, Army Aviation in RVN, previously cited, p 57. ]
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Problems Associated with Blindbat Operations

F Fhring enemy supply routes often presented a difficult
problem to Blindbat crews. Flares dropped parallel to a major
highway were commonly on the same path the strike aircraft had
to take. This put flares both in front and behind the strike air-
craft at the critical bomb-release point. This forced the attack
pilot to make his bomb mn through the flare pattern' risking
collision with descending flares. In some cases, the problem I

was alleviated by having the flares dropped perpendicular to the
strike heading. This not only put the light directly over the
target and ahead of the strike aircraft during the attack, Arrt
exposed the aircraft to minimum enemy antiaircraft fire. *"

|!l The use of ground marker logs for target acquisition
overcame many disadvantages of the air-launched flares. In
forests or mountains, however, the logs were hard to see from
all angles and the enemy created confusion by lighting decoy I
flares. As a countermeasure, the Air Force used the LUU-18
red-burning or LUU-5 green-burning marker. This type of mod-
ified Mk-24 tlare excelled the white Mk-6 in distinct color and
higher intensity. Nonetheless, the difficulty in attaining accurate
delivery of ground markers persisted. For example, in areas
heavily defended by antiaircraft artillery the C-130 dropped the
logs from a relatively high altitude, exposing them to wind drift
during descent. It was not uncommon to have a log land one-
quarter mile or more from the target. As a result, the strike
aircraft could only estimate the targetrs exact location; so more
often than not the enemyts trucks or supplies escaped destmctioniS0

AC ts of the 20th Tactical SuPPort
Squadron, the Blindbat aircraft also were "very prone to indis-
criminate flare droppingtrwhich caused problems to the forward air
contrcller trying to spot the enemy. Premature flaring, they said'
lost them many-targels and they insisted that: "Flaring must be done
just prior to ordnance delivery. " JLtr (S)' 20th Tac Air Support Sq to
?th AF Dir/Tng, Tac Tng. l But it should be noted that the Blindbat
crewd were not flare-trained as were' for example, the C-L23
Candlestick crews; they were primarily airlift specialists on TDY
rotation to Ubon from bases in Taiwan. The new crews in the rota-
tion were unfamiliar with target geography, FAC methods' various
tactical delivery patterns, enemy defenses, etc. This unfamiliarity
often caused delays in setting up attacks or resulted in excessive
caution due to misidentification of ground fire. The Blindbat exper-
ience highlights the fact that night operations require dedicated'
full-time units.
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Itf The automatic flare dispenser also gave the C-130 crew
trouble. Locally manufachrred, it was locked in place on the.gjr-
craft ramp in the firing position. The crew could use this
independent pneumatic system either manually or electrically to
drop flares in any combination, seguence, or time interval. Itl
addition, two plywood racks secured to the ramp held 15 prearmed
flares. Unfortunately, the flare launcher blocked the secondary
bailout exits, the flares stnrck the f-upelage when ejected, and
their storage boxes were too heary. cr

|Fi The Air Force, therefore, installed another flare
launcher, known as the LAU-62, in the C-130. Manually loaded
and operated, it eonsisted of 14 semicircular hrbes. Twelve were
loaded with Mk-24 fLares, the remainder were used for jettisoning
Mk-24ts or releasing Mk-6 marker logs. Spring-loaded retaining
bars held the flares in the 12 launehing chutes. A steel rod
connected each bar to a direct-leverage launch handle on the in-
board side of each chute. Storage boxes or.racks and a flare-
feeding ramp eased movement of the flares to the launcher. S2

Tests in Febmary 1968 found the LAU-62 loo expensive, too
heavy, and the buildup time excessive to configure it for thg,...
average ?-hour mission. Consequently, C-130 crews continuedto
drop flares and markers by hand.53

* As the 1969-?0 dry season in Laos ended, the Air
Force decided to withdraw the Blindbats from service and replace
them with a B- 5?G Tropic Moon III squadron. * Achrally' t,l.e Air
Force was approaching the upper limit of its manpower ceiling
in Thailand. If a new unit was brought in, a unit already there
had to be taken out. Blindbat, with its limited flare/FAC capa-
bility, seemed the logical choice to go. The flare mission had
become obsolete and the large C-l3Ots took up considerable ramp
space at Ubon. So in June 19?0--as thg-southwest monsoon began
in earnest--the Blindbats left Thailand.54 Fo" all practical pur-
poses the USAF flareship era in Southeast Asia had come to a close.

*See Chapter IV. Ttrese modified B-57G Canberras were
equipped with low-light-level television (LLLfi/), forward-looking
infrared radar (FLIR), and forward-looking radar/MTl, plus an
advanced digital computer system for target tracking and
straight-and-level weapon delivery.
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Summary 
,

C tn Southeast Asia operations the flareships proved quite
successful in the hamlet/outpost defense ro1e, but only partly so
over the Ho Chi Minh Trail in Laos. The explanation lay in
the flares. A tremendous light source, they worked as much
against the stritce crews as for them. The moment flares ignited
the element of surprise departed. The enemy either pulled his
tntcks off the road and under the jungle canopy, or opened up with
his antiaircraft batteries. If the flareships delivered the flares
inaccurately or some of them were duds, the strike crews found
it almost impossible to properly identify the target and effecti$ely
deliver the ordnance. Again, the flares swinging during descent
intensified ground glare, caused shadows, and disoriented the pilot.
Further, the fLare light blinded the crews and blotted out the
target during final run-in. And on climb-out the pilot suffered
vertigo as he flew in and out of the light. Little wonder, then, that
most strike crews wanted to hit the enemyrs trucks by moonlight
to preservg-the element of surprise, or solely use marker logs
as an aid. oo

n For night strike operations the flareships served merely
as a stopgap. The Air Force sorely needed a single aircraft,
equipped to spot targets at night and to deliver weapons on these
targets. While the night detection/attack gap had narrowed a
trifle, much remained to be done. By 1966, only 10 pereent'df *all USAF sorties in South Vietnam and Laos were flown at night.'
At the same time, the enemy moved B0 percent of his vehicular
traffic under the cover of darkness. oo

+
(U) In 1952, French Air Force General G. J. M. Chaussin

had pointed up the need to strip away the cloak of darkness that
shielded enemy movements:

*During July-December 1965, only 28 percent of tJle total
airstrikes over North Vietnam occurred at night. This per-
centile climbed in the first half of 1966 due to an increase in
Navy--not Air Force--sorties. [Memo (S), Dir/Tac Eval Cen to
?th AF Dir/Ops, subj: Time of Air Strikes Over NVN [ca Feb 66].J

*General Chaussin commanded the French Air Forces in
Indochina during the Indochina War.
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As long as the air force cannot intervene at
night with the same efficiency as during the day, it
will never be the decisive weapon it should be. For
that, it must be able to navigate in safet5r and crews
must be able to see ... The teeming Vietminhs '&il
the paths beneattffie trees really have to be ttseen,tt

and ttris. . . is extremely difficult even by day. 57

(U) Technology held the key to the problem. The ideal
solution would be a new aircraft of sufficient range and loiter
time, combining heavy accurate firepower with the speed,
maneuverability, and armor of ttre jet fighter-bomber. Algme4ling
ttrese characteristics would be supersensitive devices or tteyes. "
But ideal solutions often never get off ttre drawing board or, if
trhey do, sometimes wind up like the World War II Luftwaffers
ME-262--too little, too late !

ft tn early 1966, the Air Force started Operation Shed
Light. This high priority programrs first phase was to develop new
serrsofsr illumination devices, navigation aids, and visual weapon
delivery systems. Some devices, like new flares, would be ready
in a year. Others, such as the self-contained Eight attack
(SCNA) aircraft, would take at least 3-? years. SB

3 In Shed Light, the Air Force faced for the first time
the serious shortcomings of its night interdiction effort. Deter-
mined to go beyond mere improvisation in correcting them, the
Air Force set up Shed Light offices at its headquarters, as well
as the headquarters of Air Force Systems Command (AFSC) and
ttre Aeronautical Systems Division (ASD). The program received
$23. 2 million for fiscal year 1966, $Bl million the following year.
tn February 1967, there were 65 Shed Light projects under way;
by early 1968 the number had climbed to 100. Projeets included
such night detection devices as side-looking airborne radar,
forward-looking infrared (FLIR), and low-light-level television
(LLTV). The Air Force looked to Shed Light for the sophisticated
night detection devices to strengthen night interdiction operations--
especially to^choke off the enemy logistic flow over the Ho Chi
Minh Trail.cy
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ilI. NIGHT INTERDICTION

C The aim of the Air Forcers armed reconnaissance
and interdiction campaign in southeast Asia was to impede the
logistics flow from North vietnam into the south. To this end
the Air Force attacked the road and trail network and the
numerous mountain passes connecting these transportation arter-
ies. This complex lacing of passes, rivers, and trails formed
the r,oc popularly known as the Ho chi Minh rrail. The air-
men tried to pinch off the flow of men and materiel over the
Trail. They cut it at vulnerable points, destroyed suppry areas
and tnrck parks' and detected and attacked vehicles, sampans,
pack animals, and porters. 1

(u) Ttris ehapter reviews Air Force tactics and techniques
employed in the night interdiction campaign in the Laotiain Fn-handle. Beginning 1964 there were two separate and distinct wars
being fought in the small mountainous kingdom of Laos. one,
nicknamed steel riger,* involved the interdiction of the road/
trail network in the panhandle of centrar and southern Laos. The
other' Bamel Roll was in the northeast between pathet Laol
North vietnamese troops and Royal Laotian Government (RLG)
forces. It primarily pitted friendry Meo guerrillas under t[e
command of Maj. Gen. Vang Pao--himself an ethnic Meo--
against Communist regular/unconventional forces. What made
Barrel RolI unique was that the united states used air power
rather than ground forces to support the guemillas. r The Air
Force performed the traditional- tlose-suplort role but occasion-
arly interdicted enemy Locrs and supply depots in the area. In
the strategic sense, Bamel Roll was a self-contained action--
its target supply lines separate from the Loc network feeding
the Vietcong/North Vietnamese insurgency in South Vietnam. X

*Thu Air Force waged a similar interdiction campaign
against the enemyrs Locts in the panhandle of North Vietnam.
such sorties felI under the operations order governing attacks in
the northern area of Viefiram (coded Rolling Ttrunder).

*Thi" author currently is writing a separate history onttThe Secret Wartt in Laos.
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,, Meanwhile, the insurgency in South Vietnam had ,gggwn
to alarming proportions Uy mia-fsOi. The ARVN had sufferEd
countless defeats and wholesale desertions were common. At the
same time, the North Vietnamese had escalated the insurgency
into an invasion. To adequately support it, however, demanded
a steady flow of supplies. In ttre beginning, the enemy relied on

rather large stocks previously stored in hidden areas within South

Vietnam and Cambodia. When these dwindled' he had to establish
a permanent feeder network from North Vietnam. Hence the Ho

Chi Minh trail became the conduit for supplying enemy forces in
the south. S *,,r.s

Chi Minh Trail: Description and Geography

(u) The anti-Japanese guemillas in world war II, and the

Viet Minh during the Indochina War with France' traveled the

tortuous trails and footpaths, later to be known as the Ho Chi

Minh Trail. Following the 1954 division of Vietnam along the 17th

parallel, the trail became an avenue to the south for North Viet-
namese agents and Communist-indoctrinated rehrrnees. Evenhrally
this network of jungle trails evolved into a dry-season t1'Lck route'
In 1964, the enemyis vehicular traffic moved through the n6ary and

Mu Gia passes in North vietnam to Thaket, thence to Tchepone

and other points in southern Laos. There various feeder lines,
including waterways, extended into South Vietram and Cambodian

sanctuaries. ey 1OOS, after immense labor, the enemy added by-
passes and turnouts and cut at least 600 miles of new roads,
mostly through dense jungle.4

llF Meanwhile, logistic support facilities kept pace with the

road network. For example, ttre enemy set up a'maior depot

area near Tchepone, Laos, and garrisoned it with North Vietnamese

units. Camps and way stations-lfor road workers, equipment, and

porters--were secreted under a triple canopy of foliage every few

miles. Besides the large amount of ht *"tt labor they employed to
maintain roads, ttre Vietcong/North Vietnamese also used a sur-
prising quantity of mechanized equipment' from bulldozers to trucks'*5

Vietnamese used elephants and water
buffalo extensively 1n road building. By 196? the North Vietnamese

employed an estimated 15,000-20,000 laborers in the maintenance'
construction, and improvement of roads' [Rprt of Joint Technical
Coordinating Group tifCC/ME) for Munitions Effectiveness (S)' 1967' l

The Ho
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G Miritarily, the Ho chi Minh rrail had expanaeo fiy tne
end of 1966 into a l,oc that posed an extremely difficult target
system for effective air interdiction. The trailrs Laotian routes
contained no major bridges. The most promising chokepoints
appeared to be mountain passes, but the ingenious enemy spanned
these bamiers with many new and arternate roads. He erected
camouflage trellises over stretches of road not hidden by natural
jungre canopy' and replaced conv_entional crossings at many
streams with underwater bridges. 6

,) In addition, the enemy heavily defended the trail fromair attack. During 1906, ne ruitt near\r 8,000 gun positions
along the Locrs and at road junctions, truck parks, and bivouacareas. Ttre weapons were often relocated to meet changing priori-
ties' surprise unsuspecting aircraft, or prevent strikes agiinst
pinpointed antiaircraft sites. To assure flexible and rapid deploy-
ment, the guns in all important areas had several prepared posi-
tions to fire from--many of them camouflaged. The North
vietnamese even went so far as to construct dummy sites manned
by wooden guns. *7

C It was against this strongly
network of roads, rivers, trails, and
directed its interdiction campaign. + In
capacity was an estimated 800 tons of
South Vietnam along with thousands of
Force conceded that complete stoppage

defended and complicated
footpaths that the Air Force
1966, the systemrs total

supplies a day infiltrated into
troops a month. The Air
of this logistic flow through

txReminiscent of Gen. John Magruderrs deception of Gen.
George S. McClellan during the 1862 peninsula Campaign. A
former shakespearian actor, Gen. Magruder was charged with de-
laying Gen. Mcclellan at Yorktou'n to gain more time for Gen.
Robert E. Lee. His soldiers felled, stripped, and placed many
trees 'on, dummy gun carriages. viewing ihis for*idable array of"cannon" from a distance. General Mcclellan derayed his push
toward Richmond, calling for heavy siege mortars. By the time
the mortars aruived, Lee was better prepared and Magruder
abandoned Yorktown. when the union Army finalry advanced, it
was quite chagrined to discover the dummy or "Quakertt guns in the
fort. -L'The roads were one lane with a width of B-12 feet. Width
of the typical trail was 3 feet.
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the network was virtualLy impossible. Nonetheless, it wanted to
cut the infiltration of men and rm teriel from a river to a trickle'
and make the cost oof supporting the pipeline prohibitive to the
North Vietnamese. "

(U) Considering the topography of Laos, however, night
interdiction--based mainly on t'eyeballtt reconnaissance and attack
techniques--would be a formidable task. Topography closetyi
affected air operations, and the Ho Chi Minh Trail meandered
through some of the most rugged tegain in Southeast Asia if not
the world. Except for the Plain of Jarres and the area adiacent
to the Mekong River, little of Laos had been cleared for cultiva-
tion. M'rch of the remainder was mountainous or covered by
dense tropical rain forest. The multicanopied forests contained
trees of varying heights, averaging in some areas 150 feet or
more. Sunlight could not penetrate the foliage' and the fairly
clean forest floor made for ideal footpaths and even roadways.
From the air these routes seemed unusable, when in reality
tthuman anttt movement by foot, oxc&rtr and bicycle was taking
place. *9 &...,

(U) Laos and South Vietnam contained the Annamite thain'
a group of rugged and steep mountains' Limestone karsts''
honeycombed with caves and towering 5' 000-8' 000 feet were the

chief physiographic feature. Usually a karst stood alon€' its
steeply rounded or vertical sides overgrown with foliage and its

topveiledbythickclouds.Thekarstswereveryhardtoseeat
night. l0

(U) Monsoon weather dictated not only where and how

extensively tJ:e enemy could operate his LOCrs' but where and

how extensively the Air Force could interdict them' During the

southwest [IoDSooIIr washouts, floods, slides, and knee-deep mud

limited movement over the trail. cloud cover and 10w visibility
hampered the detection of aircraft by enemy gunners' These

conditions also restricted takeoffs from airfields in Thailand and

made visual reconnaissance of roads and waterrftPtUnffi 
-

impossible.Additionally'airmenhadtouseall-weatlrerbombing

Coordinating Group estimated that a well-

balanced bicycle could caruy up to 200 pounds' A porter could

manage 40 to 60 Pounds.
*karst--a limestone region marked by

abrupt ridges, irregular protuberant rocks'
streams.

sinks and intersPersed with
caverns, and underground
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techniques that were inherently less accurate than visual methods.
Thus, ,inclement weather hindered and reduced operations on both
sides.ll

Jl Furthermore, to visually acquire and attack targets at
night--particularly trucks--was a difficult job even under ideal
conditions. An aircraft without a target and acquisition system
faced an enormous task in attacking moving vehicles at night.
Many times the pilot found the target obscured and furned to the
forward air controller for its description. Then the degree of
success rested on the quality of illumination and the FACrs ability
to locate, mark, and describe the target in relation to visible
reference points. such factors as spatial disorientation, high-
density traffic, limited aircraft performance, enemy defenses, and
marginal detection devices--a11 heightened the difficuky.IZ

3P If a crew did successfully detect and track a moving
target, it still demanded a precise attack of .almost perfect
accuracy to destroy it. Ttre illustrations on pages 53-55 graphi-
cally highlight the problems confronting the strike crews. Note
that the dive angle, bombing altitude, and airspeed have to stay
within specific tolerances to achieve success. Because these
criteria proved difficult to meet, a compensating factor such as
incendiary munitions had to be introduced. Naparm and similar
munitions that would simply start a fire were not enough. Speci-
fically, munitions were required that could provide wide-area
coverage, penetrate the multicanopy jungler &rd attain a high
percentage of kills against vehicles and personnel without the need
for extreme delivery accuracy.

United States Begins Air Qlgrations in Laos

ffi The usAF effort in Laos began in May lg64
when the Joint chiefs of staff ordered CINCPAC to use Air Force
and Nal5r aircraft for medium-and low-level reconnaissance over
the Plain of Jarres. At that time the area was being fought over
by Pathet Lao and loyalist forces. These RF-loI yankee Team
flights originated from Tan son Nhut and were publicly acknowl-
edged by the state Department. The latter was quick to point out,
however' that the Lao government requested the reconnaissance

**P:.ll'+qfi'''

The
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because the International control commission (ICC) could notobtain information about recent attacks on neutralist and right-wing forces. *13

ry) Late in May 1964 the JCS extended the yankee
Team missions indefinitely. when two u. s. Navy pranes weredowned over Laos in June, the armed escorts of reconnaissanceaircraft were authorized--with restrictions to rehrm enemy fire.On 18 and 21 November, two USAF yankee Team aircraft, anF-100 and RF-101, arso fell b enemy ground fire. Gen. MaxwelrD. Taylor, then serving as the u. s. Ambassador to south viet-rlsrrl discussed the problem with the National security council(NSc) and other top u. s. officials. tn "a.iy December thePresident approved several very rimited and highry contro[ed
measures for exerting pressure on North vietnam. These
included strikes on enemy infiltration routes and facilities in Laos.Nicknamed Bamel RoIl, the missions began 14 December 1964. +14 

-

rl From the outset, the very nat're of the out-country warworked against any systematic attack of the Ho chi Minh rrail.Technically speaking' Laos was a neutrar country--a neutrarityguaranteed by the Geneva Accords of lgb4 and a declaration oi.th"l4-nation Geneva conferenee signed on 28 July 1962. As premier,
souvanna Phouma headed a tenious coalition of leftists, rightists,and neutralists-_ He quickly found this neutrality in constantjeopardy from communist-led pathet Lao violations and Northvietramrs massive infiltration of men and nu.teriel to the vietcongover the Ho Chi Minh Trail.l5

ryThe ICC, created by the r9b4 Geneva Accords, consisted ofcanada, India, and Poland. Terminated in 1gb9 upon request of tJ:eLaotians, the commission was revived in lg6l to set up a cease-firg in the kingdom. The ICC could either investigate suspectedviolations on its own or at the request of the RLG-. [see testimonyof Ambassador sullivan, zo-22 oct 6g, in Hearings before the senatesubcmte, cmte on Foreign Relations glst cong., rst sess., u. s.s""ll*x^-Agreements and commitments Abroad-Kingdorn gfl,";"pp 42t-zt. 

- 

'

harly air operations in Laos were coded Bamel RolI. After
3 April 1965' the panhandle and central area of the country was
identified as steel riger. This was the region that became
sJrnonymous with the interdiction program.
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(U) When Prince Souvanna Phouma reluctan$y agreed to{
U. S. strikes on North Vietnamese targets in Laos, it was with
the implicit understanding the United States must not publicly
acknowledge its active Laotian role. He did not want to give
the Communists any pretext for stepping up the stmggle or
furnish grist for their propaganda mill. Publicly, Laos must
appear to be neutral, despite the ovemunning of the Plain of
James by Pathet Lao/North Vietnamese forces and their con-
tinued threat to Laotian cities and towns,I6

(U) The North Viebramese steadfastly denied these blatant
violations of the Geneva Accords, Inasmuch as the ICC was
unable to check ttre area under Communist control, nothing could
be legally proven. By the same token, any public admission by
the United States of its violating the Accords might polarize the
Laotian government at Vientiane. This in turn would force ,
Souvanna to publicly disavow the violations and caltpon Amer{ca
to cease bombing the trail. To sidestep this situation, thi: -U-nited
States refused tJ comment on Air Force Laotian operations.l?

(U) The very unique comman_d and control procedures also
impacted squarely on American participation in Laos. In 1961,
President Kennedy gave all ambassadors direct responsibility for
U. S. operations in their respective eountries. He excepted only
organic military commands reporting through the chain of com-
mand to the JCS. Since no such command chain existed in Laos,
air operations were handled through the Air Attache to Ambassador
William H. Sullivan. The latter established policy in line wi-th-
Washington guidance and with Souvanna Phoumars approval. tilrs,
while Headquarters, Seventh Air Force in Saigon controlled
USAF resources, only Ambassador Sullivan could validate targets
in Laos. Ttris out-country war was soon known as t'The

Ambassadorrs War, " and the 56th Special Operations Wilg at
Nakhon Phanom as ttAmbassador Suiivanrs Air Force.ttl8

frfn} Many restrictive but essential mles of
engagement issued for South Vietnam were used in Laos.
very nature hampered any systematic interdiction effort.
for example, the rrrles specified sterile periods between

Their
hritially,

missions.
Originally 3 days but Later reduced to 48 hours' these pauses
were political and intended to counter any impression of suddenly
escalating air operations. Later removed, the sterile periods
while in force made it very difficult to conduct an effective night
interdiction campaign. 19
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G Target selection lagged due to the many
agencies involved. Since final approval rested with the State and
Defense Departments, it often took weeks before a prepranned
target could be hit. hr many cases, pilots were not even per-
mitted to choose the direction they could fly on a given armed
reconnaisgance route. ordnance selection was left to locar com-
manders. At first forbidden, napalm was permitted under special
conditions after 15 i\llarch 1965. An irksome nrle to rnany air-
crews specified that, when the target was obseured, the strike
aircraft must either refurn to base loaded or jettison their bombs
in the ocean. * Relaxation of the nrres of engagement was painfurry
slow. *20

Aftermath of Tonkin Gulf: Upsurge in Force Deployments

IlI For the Air Force, the Gulf of ronkin
incidents signaled the beginning of new emphasis on air power in
the counterinsurgency war. In August 1964, the Air Force deployed
two B-5? canberra squadrons from crark AB, philippines, to Bien
Hoa AB, South Vietnam. At the same time, it moved one F-lOb
Thunderchief squadron from Yokota AB, Japan, to Korat AB,
Thailand, and shifted four additional F-100 super sabre squadrons
to Takhli AB, Thailand. Also, in August, the Thais agreed to
allow the launching of combat sorties from their country to include
strikes against North vietnam. This triggered a comesponding air-
field/facilities program in both south viefnam and rhailand.2l-

O On 22 January 1965, the Air Force launched its first
night interdiction effort in Laos. Four F-rO0rs, aided by a c-lgO
Blindbat, conducted armed reconnaissance along Route ? in eastern

*This ttno secondary targettt restriction resulted directly from
the inadvertent bombing of a iaotian village, Ban Tan vai, on the
night of 15 January 1965. [Capt. Me1vin F. Porter,t Night Interd!.ction
in Southeast Asia (TS) (Itq USAF, project cgEco, o Fp oo)fpffilllJ

*orr" most impractical rrre forbade armed escorts of yankee
Team reconnaissance aircraft from attacking trucks they might see.
These same trucks, if seen by Bamel Roll aircraft, could be
struck. [Porter, Night Interdiction, p 62. ]
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Laos. After spotting no vehicles and expending no ordnancbffa[
aircraft refirrrred safely to Da Nang AB, South Vietnam. This
inauspicious beginning set the pattern for the next 2 years of the
Laotian interdiction effort. h the first quarter of 1965, for
instance, only 25 percent of armed recce strikes were flown at
night against major supply routes, although 60 percent of the
tnrck movement occurred during these hours.aa

;fi The RolLing Thunder campaign against North Vietnam
accounted in part for the dearth of armed recee strikes for Laos
during this period. As the campaign steadily widened and intensi-
fied, it hampered infiltration to the south. These air attacks
forced the enemy to travel by night and disperse his units on the
march into villages and homes. What had been a leisurely tnrck
ride of 2 to 4 days through North Vietram was now a 40-day trip
wittr much of the latter part on foot. Ttre longer travel time re-
quired additional way stations and exposed the infiltrators to more
hardship and disease. Furthermore, the air operations in f&3
north pushed the enemy westward, away from the more exposed
coastal routes into the trail corridors of Laos.23

fr br spite of longer travel time and attendant supply dis-
ease, and travel problems, Hanoi quickened infiltration of men
and supplies down the trail and geared up its road-building
program. Soon large battalion-size units were making the trip
southward. * In October 1965, to stem the flow, 2d Air Division
employed a combination of B-57ts and C-130 flareships at night.
Over the last 2 weeks in December, U. S. aircraft flew 251 night
sorties--a vast rise over previous efforts but still just a finger
in the dike. Night interdiction remained woefully weak at the
end of 1965.24

*According to the excellent Rand Corporation study, Infiltration
of Personnel from North Viehram, 1959-196? (S) (RM-5760, Oct 68),
Tn@ " .ri"'".-"" "iFit "has been of
battalion-size units along established trails and does not occur in
small clandestine groups hacking their way through the jungle at
night.tt The studyts authors (M. J. Weiner, J. R. Brom, and R. E.
Koon), after exhaustively examining the interrogations of caphred
enemy prisonersr eonclude: ttThe procedure seems to be more of
a planned military movement under conditions of jungle protection. t'
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C Why the Air Force flew so few night interdiction
missions in Laos was no mystery. The war in south vietram
and strikes against the North--including its logistics network--
held first claim on USAF assets. while these strikes stretched
infiltration time to the south, t*rey also forced the enemy west-
ward into Laos where few air sorties could be schedurei. o Mo""-
over' Adm. u. s. Grant sharp, commander in chief, pacific,
considered armed night reconnaissance secondary to day missions
against fixed targets. He believed the greatest blow to infiltration
would be to destroy "fixed components of [the enemyrs] logistics
system and this can best be accomplished during daylight hours. "
Fixed components included storage buildings, trlck parks, fuel
and ammunition dumps, and bridges--the standard interdiction
targets. +25

The Requirement for Effective Night Training

O Not enough evidence supports the contention that suffi-
cient sorties in Laos during lg6b-1966 would have secured pro-
portionally better results. Night training at stateside bases
simply did not prepare aircrews for the interdiction campaisn in
southeast Asia. The first F-rOb squadron deployed to xoral Ae,
Thailand' had no knowledge of the full range of weapons, tactics
and techniques associated with the various tasks they would have
to perform. ilfiany pilot combat veterans berieved too much
stress had been put on unrealistic training--dive-bombing, rocketry,
and straffing, practiced on closed ranges using downwind base-leg
patterns. Most of these pilots were well aware of the need for
fl.ying safety on bombing and gunnery ranges. Nonetheless, many
believed undue stress on flying safety had stereotyped tactics.26

*In late March 1965 this point was stressed by the USAF
at Udorn.representative to a conference with Ambassador sullivan

lMsg (TS), CINCPACAF to CINCPAC, ZBOAO4Z IVIar 6b. lfl,"t"t CINCPAC analyzed the first few months of the Laotian
interdiction campaign. Admiral sharp acknowledged armed recon-
naissance might be harassing the enemy but wanted any contem-
plated sortie increase devoted to fixed targets. In fact, he wanted
the sorties allocated for armed recce and attacks on route
segments and choke-points sharply reduced. [Msg (s), cINcpAc
to AmEmb, Vientiane, and COMUSMACV, 2608802 Jun 6b. l
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G The F-105 pilots were not the only group critical of
their stateside training. * One F-4C squadron commander noted:

New pilots eontinue to arrive with absolutely
no night weapons delivery training. This is the
most diffieult training to try and expose pilots
to in a combat ttreatre. Flares and flareships ,
are at a premium and trying to divert a flare
ship for this training sometimee involves weeks.
This results in fighter units having, in essence'
a pilot that is 50 percent qualified. 27

F As in Southeast Asia, flareships were scarce at
stateside training bases. 1\ll6rreover up to 1966' few strike air-
craft could carry and dispense flares--ttrus aggravating the
problem. The Special Air Warfare Center at Eglin controlled the
C-47 and C-123 flareships needed for stateside training of strike
crews. The Center' however, had barely enough fLareships to
conduct the primary mission of its air commando wing. The
situation worsened in Septemberl966 when the 45l0th Combat
Crew Training Wing at Luke AFB, Ariz., stopped giving F-100
classes night attack training, due to a shortage of instructor
pilots and supporting fl.areships. This resulted in three Fl-100

classes, scheduled to graduate in early 1967' being divertpd from
strike erew assignments in Southeast Asia to FAC programs'or
PACAF staff jobs. +28

(U) Not only jet aircraft crews suffered from the short-
comings in night training. As late aB 1967' out of a total 23

hours of nigttf training, A-l pilots received but 2 hours in Phase I

*In early 1966 TACts F-100, F-105, and F-4C training course
syllabii provided for only two night ordnance delivery sorties per
siudent pifot. [Hist (TS-NOFORN), Pacific Air Forces, I Jan 66-3f
Dec 66, p 301.l

+Until relaxed in mid-196?, PACAF policy required all FACrs
to be graduates of USAF fighter schools. F-100 pilots were ttrere-
fore used against FAC requirements. Maj. Ralph A. Rowley
analyzes thJ pros and cons of the matter in Forw4r! {!1 Control in
Southeast Asia 1965-19?0 (s) (ofc/AF Hist, nofff!-urli-n"dif -
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operations (aircraft orientation). More important, they 
"p"rlonly 3 hours in Phase ll--the critical weapons delivery portion

of the course. In those B hours skyraider pirots were expected tofly formation, work with flareships, and become familiar with
dive-bombing, strafing, and rocketry at night. *

Itl Human factors also contributed to shortcomings in night
training. some training units showed a natural reluctance to
change procedures, because they sincerely believed the training
offered crews rotating to Southeast Asia was satisfactory. How-
ever' in recounting the training deficiencies of FAcrs sent to
Vietnam, one pilot observedr , I

The people back here [stateside] decided what
they [in SEA] needed; we decided over there what
we needed. And although we would converse with
each other it was, "Oh, hell, he doesnrt know what
hers talking about. t' So, we in Vietnam kept training
the way we thought it should be done. When their
output [O-1 FACts] finally reached us we said,ttThese people canrt even fly the airplane. What are
they doing back in the States?r'30

P A breakdown in communications between forces in the
field and those back home is nothing new in modern war. In
this instance the breakdown underlined the need to keep combat
crew training/replacement training unit (ccr/RTU) courses up
to date' particularly in view of the fluid war situation. Tactics
suitable in 1966, when the enemy lightry defended his Laotian
areas' proved inadequate a year later when these same areas

*Th" author could not obtain a tA.-26 training syllabus dated
before July 1968. The 1968 syllabus reflected a very realistic
training program. Of total training time of 34 hours and 20
minutes the pilots flew 18 hours at night, conducting 12 night
missions. The missions for both crew members included delivery
parameters of up to 30o dive angles, lg0-310 KIAS, SO-4,000 feet
AGL release altitude for all types of ordnance. [see Tactical
Air Command, Pilot A-2G Syllabus, July 1968; and Tactical Air
Command, Navigator .4'-26 Syllabus, July 1968. l
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bristled with antiaircraft guns.
east Asia veterans assigned to
After being away from combat
commented:

* Similarly, the outlook of South-
stateside training units changed.
for some time one pilot

Over in Vietnam theytre saying, "We need night
flying. " Seventh Air Force is saying, tt\Me need
night flying. " We say, tbh, hell, you dontt know
what yourre talking about!rt31

n Stateside training needed to be more closely attuned to
achral conditions in southeast Asia. Ttre enemy prefemed night
activitiesr so rrrore night training was a must. tr January 1g66
secretary of the Air Force rlarold Brown had stressed the para-
mount importance of special night training for crews enroute to
Southeast Asia. But training courses could not be revised
overnig^ht; it took time to pinpoint the training needs of these

"r"*,s.32
fh Meanwhile, after the Gulf of Tonkin incident, railidl Oe-

ployment of USAF units and the accompanying drain on crew
resources put TAC in a quandry. The TAC staff faced the
question confronting all military plar:ners over ttre years--how
much training is enough? up through 1g65 the number of crew-
members with Southeast Asia tours was quite sma1l, so TAC
lacked the readily available experience to answer ttre question.
Again shourd crews receive generalized or thorough, detailed
training ? The l-year southeast Asia tours for individuals forced
TAC to pump a steady stream of capable aircrews into the theater
pipeline. For this reason, TAc opted for training capable rather

*Just such a complaint was voiced in 1969. The 60gtfi t
sos (A-26) noted that night ordnance delivery training at England
AFB, La., was not compatible with the SEA environment. Low
altifude training under flarestt. . . is not used in ttris theater,
except under very rare circumstances because of extremely heavy
and accurate enemy gun defenses. Consequently, all 4-26 aircraft
in this theater use the medium altitude glide/dive bourbfurg tacticg. 1'

[Ltr (no classification), 609th SOS to S6th SOW (DCOS), subj:
Training - A-26, 26 Mar 6g. ]
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than expert aircrews, and CCT/nfU courses adopted a general-
ized training approach. Not until March 1967--when TAC had
caught up with PACAF pipeline demands--were more thorough
crew training courses introduced. In the interim, combat crews
lacking sufficient night training had to receive it in South Viet-
nam or in the hostile skies over Laos and North Viet:am.33

Additional Sorties for Night Interdiction

G By mid-1965 the Air Force knew for sure North Viet-
namese units were moving in force into South Vietnam. Whatfs
rtror€r the enemyts logistic capability had surpassed his require-
ments and he was stockpiling for future use. Such stockpiling
might be the prelude to an all-out offensive in one or more of
the corps areas. Ttris could be disastrous considering the weak-
ness of the ARVN in 1965. It was evident the Air Force needed
to reassess its air effort.34

lttl Ulrch of this stockpiled material moved into South t
Vietnam at night over the Ho Ctli Minh Trail. USAF forward air
controllers operating by day in the Stee1 Tiger area seldom saw
any motor vehicles. Ttrey did see tire prints along the road and
heavy dust on the trees. Indigenous roadwatch teams later
confirmed the enemy was hiding under thick jungle canopy by day
and moving mostly at night.35 At first, General Thao Ma, head
of the Royal Loatian Air Force (RLAF), doubted the high rate of
enemy movement at night. He continued to reserve most of the
southern half of Laos for RLAF operations. But after observing
the lights of enemy vehicles during a night flight, Ma altered his
views. By mid-November 1965 he had given the gre^en light to
expanded USAF operations in the Steel Tiger area. so

A, This might have been the turning point of the interdiction
effort. On 15 November 1965, Gen. William C. Westmoreland
(USA), COMUSIVIACV, directed his staff and 2d Air Division to
recommend ways to better use air power in sealing off the border
infiltration. General Westmoreland also instmcted 2d Air Division
to schedule up to 100 sorties per day into Steel Tiger, and asked
the NarrJr to up its sorties from 32 to 96 per day. He further
requested Ambassador William Sullivan to seek Souvanna Phoumars
permission for defoliation of key I-OCrs and B-52 Arc Light
participation in the interdiction effort. 3?
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fl^ Due to the strict n les of engagement, General
Westmoreland wanted the recently deployed C-130 ABCCC as an
integral part of ttre operation. * The C-130 ABCCC'|s removable
command and control compartment contained UHF, VHF, and
HF radios, and could furnish secure voice communications.
As an airborne command post the aircraft could direct and divert
strike aircraft to proper targets, particularLy those uncovered in
Steel Tiger adjacent to the South Vietnamese border. Tw+ r
RLAF officers on board solved the thorny problem of validating
targets. Ttrey could certify targets at once or, if in doubt,
radio Vientiane or Savannakhet for validation within minutes.
The plane also acted as traffic controller, furnishing separation
and time between fighters and ttre FACrs. Furthermore, it could
call for additional strike aircraft as needed, function as a com-
munications relay, and contact search and rescue (SAR) centers
as well as SAR aircraft.38

ft At a Saigon briefing on 28 November 1965, Secretary of
Defense McNamara approved the expanded Laotian air operations
requested by General Westmoreland. Called Tigeq Hound, the
campaign began I week later. The special task foree, formed at
Tan Son Nhut AB, consisted of 10 USAF and 10 U. S. Army O-1
FAC aircraft manned by 30 USAF crews, along with 13 Army
OV-l Mohawks equipped with night sensor equipment. - Other air-
craft joining the task force included Marine and Navy F-4Brs,
AC-4?ts, Ranch Hand C-123rs, * B-52ts, as well as assort€dphoto
reconnaissance and flare aircraft. Sorties were flown around the
clock with the heaviest concentration during daylight hours. In
the first 2 months of the campaign, less than 30 pereent of the
total strikes were at night, even though an estimated 60^Percent
of truck movements occumed under cover of darkness. ru

F Wfren enemy movements at night rose to 95 percent,
the task force responded by fragging more night interdiction
sorties. By April 1966, BbB night sorties were being flown
against 2,514 day. As the night sorties increased so did the

*The first C-130 ABCCC amived in the theater in September
1965.

*Th" Mohawks discussed in Chapter
task force.

*Ranch lland was the code name for
defoliation operations.

II were assigned to this

C-123ts equipped for
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combat experience level of the aircrews. Hence, in April, '
strike aircraft destroyed 325 trucks and damaged 205. During
that month the enemy feahrred high road speeds and bold use of
full headlights. Ttris push of vehicles lasted until the beginning
of the monsoon season. The North Vietnamese paid- " h""y oogprice, however--854 trucks destroyed, another 538 damaged.'='

fl| Truck kills also climbed because of the better quality
intelligence being furnished task force planners. Information on
enemy truck movements was gathered from many sources, includ-
ing roadwatch teams and photo reconnaissance aircraft. The most
important data, however, came from the airborne FAC. Like his
strike pilot counterpart, the Tiger Hound FAC performed at peak
effectiveness once he had gained some expertise. When familiar
with his geographical area of patrol, the FAC in his slow-flying
plane could detect camouflaged vehicle tire tracks, recently used
fords, new road constructions, and, at times, evidence of
recent foot traffic. Truck sightings mounted as intelligence I
officers correlated the FACrs data with information on ttre
enemyrs means of transportation, favorite routes, defense, supply
areas, and truck parks.4r

The Role of the Forward Air Controller

C As the interdiction effort in Laos commenced in earnest,
it underscored several factors: the political situation, rules of
engagement, limited resources, and tlie difficulties in night target
acquisition. A11 demanded precise techniques for area reconnais-
sance and surveillance, as well as thorough grounding in pro-
cedures for control of air strikes. To satisfy these requirements
the strike control and reconnaissance (SCAR) mission evolved. *42

I
(U) The many-faceted SCAR function in Southeast Asia had

its roots in the Korean War. The Air Force developed SCAR to

*During the operation, 22 aircraft were lost to ground fire.
[Capt. Melvin F. Porter, Tiger llouru! (TS) (Hq PACAF, Project
CHECO, 6 Sep 66), p 49. l

+'The term ttFACtt is used in this work to denote a role that
is often considered SCAR. The semantic problem of FAC versus
SCAR is well-documented in Maj. A. W. Thompson, Strike Control
and Reconnaissance (SCAR) in SEA (S) (Hq PACAF, Project CHECO,
n .la"-ogl.T-
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pinpoint fast-moving targets for attack by F-B0rs and other jets.
Soon visual reconnaissance was added to the SCAR mission.
Later, due to poor ground communications, the FAC in Korea
took over the responsibility for calling in strike aircraft for
immediate close support. By the end of ttre war, the FAC was
flying visual reeonnaissance in his T-6 Mosquito, as well as
obtaining and controlling strike aircraft. Nevertheless, after
hostilities ended the SCAR mission lapsed. *43

€i The VNAF possessed limited capability for conducting
battlefield reconnaissance and area surveillance. Hence Air
Force FACts anO U. S. Army air liaison officers (ALOts),
assigned to ARVN units, performed these functions in the Cessna
O-l aircraft. When a FAC detected hostile activity in his area
of responsibility, he requested air support. After the aircraft
arrived he controlled the air strike against the enemy force.44

(U) The O-1 used in the Tiger Hound task force was a
direct descendant of the World War II L-5 Horsefly. It cnrised
at 90-115 knots and could stay aloft about 4Il2 hours. Its short
run of 590 feet enabled it to operate from the numerous primitive
airstrips dotting the Southeast Asia countryside. Twenty of these
"puddle jumpers" supported the early Tiger Hound interdiction
effort.45

O-1 SCAR/FAC Tactics---lreplgnggS! Targets

(U) Since the SCAR/FAC pilot femeted out and controlled
air strikes against the enemy, he was a key member of the night
interdiction team. The forward air controller had to know every
inch of the temain he operated over and the maps depicting it. He
had to understand the nafi:re and night tactics of the enemy, to-
gether with the type of defenses he might encounter while controlling
the airstrike. At night, the FAC was frequently the eyes of the
strike pilot. Many times the success of the mission hinged on ttre
FAC rs accurate -{escription of the target and competent direction
of the airstrike.46

War
Air

*The temporary eclipse
is discussed in Chapter I

Control in Southeast Asia,

of the FAC mission after the Korean
of Maj. Ralph A. Rowleyrs Forward
t96I-1964 (S) (Ofc/AF Hist, Jan 1972.1
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G et times, TACANIs were ineffective due to aircraft
distance from the station or equipment malfunction. Thbn
pilots rendezvoused by asking for a vector from one of the eon-
trol and reporting centers (CRCts), by grid coordinates, or
visually through prominent landmarks. Only in extreme emer-
gencies did the FAC drop flares and talk the strike pilots to him.
At first flarelight the North Vietnamese drivers pulled off the
road, scurried under the trees and disappeared. Thus any chance
of catching moving traffic by surprise rvas lost.49

f|l Once the target was located, the FAC had to mark it
for the faster, higher-flying strike aircraft. Having no sight or
similar device on which to line up on a firing possr the O-1
FAC pilot substituted a grease pencil mark on the windshield.
The technique was to fly ttre aircraft in an attifude where the
rocket pods were leve1 with the }aorizon. Then, looking straight
ahead, the pilot marked the windshield where the horizon crossed
the center post. The mark usually fell halfway between the second
and third bolt of ttre center windshield support. This grease
mark was invisible at night, so pilots mentally drew an imaginary
line between the two bolts for reference. To mark the target,
the O-1 carried four or eight 2. ?5-inch rockets usually configured
with a 6- or l0-pound Willy Peter (white Phosphorous) head.
The O-1 FAC could also drop wing-mounted Mk-24 flares or logs.
In addition, many O-lrs carried the U. S. Armyrs hand-fired slap
parachute flares."50

C The FAC would roll in at 5,500-6,000 AGL and mark
the target with a rocket. Next he dropped a flare directly over
the target during pullup. If the FAC controlled an aircraft camy-
ing flares, he might make ttre rocket mark himseU then instmct
the aircraft to drop flares so as to conserve his own. After
marking a target the FAC made doubly sure the strike pilot could
identify it properly before he allowed the strike to proceed.
Seyond this, control of the attack differed little from one by day.5l

(U) Drring the attack the FACts job was to position himself
so he could always see ttre fighters and target. He could thereby
keep the fighters lined up on the target and help them avoid mid-
air collisions. Further, by seeing the target he could adjust
ordnance release points and observe enemy activity and ground fire.
The O-1 FAC used either an outside holding pattern or an inside
holding pattern (see figures B and 9). Outside holding was best to
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it for use with rifles, machine guns, and recoilless rifles.* fie
Air Force tested several of these devices and found them un-
wieldy and offering limited viewing. Nevertheless, it installed
the rifle version on FAC aircraft in want of something better.
An improved USAF version of the starlight scope, the 6-pound
AN/AVG-3, reached Southeast Asia in time for the 196?-68 drv
season and wds installed on various FAC aircraft.60

#| The T-28 Zorco flew behind the O-1 Bird Dog. -Whenthe starlight scope discovered a tnrck, sampan, or simila? tf,.rget,
the O-1 fLared and called in the T-28 to eomplete the strike. + In
the first 3 months of 1967 trlck sightings soared dramatically. of
more than 500 tnrcks sighted, however, only 70 were destroyed
and 45 damaged. Monsoon rains and enemy antiaircraft defenses
finally forced the hunter/ki[er team to curtail operations in June
1967. By that time, however, future employment of the starlight
scope had been established.6l

Search for a New FAC Aircraft

(? As a FAc aircraft, the o-1 Bird Dog had definite short-
comings. It was plagued with excessive engine failure. Further-
hor€r at night and in bad weather, when the pilot had reduced
reference to the horizon, the O-lts insufficient instrumentation and
cockpit lighting made fLying hazardous. WhiLe the machine pos-
sessed enough endurance time for a FAC mission (usually 3 ll2 hours),
it was handicapped with inadequate rate of climb and zoomr rrot
enough top speedr &rrd too few marking rockets.62

Gl As a result, a Southeast Asia Operational Requirement
(SEAOR)+ was submitted outlining reguirements for an improaed
FAc aircraft. The North American ov-10 Bronco was serected to
evenfually reprace the o-1, but first deliveries could not be made

The

*Greater detail
aircraft will be found
and the T-28 section

on employment of the starlight scope in FAC
in the O-2 and C-L23 sections of this chapter

of chapter V.

to .expedite
fr'd

ttre Air Force established SEAOR|s in July 196b
the operational requirements of units in Southeast Asia.
system recognized short- and long-term requirements.
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3,..11

until Febmary 1968. As an interim replacement, the Air Force
bought the Cessna 337 Skymaster and redesignated it the O-2.
Ttris 2-p1ace, twin-engine (push/pull) aircraft had a high wing
and twin tail booms. Its navigational equipment included TACAN;
VHF omnirange (VOR); and identification, friend or foe (IFF).
White lights on the panels, adjustable by rheostat, illumined the
instruments. One of the first units to receive ttre O-2 in November
196? was the 23d TASSq at Nakhoh Phanom.63

o-2 Nail FACrs--Tactics and Techniques i'*4

tf Nicknamed Nails, the O-2rs in Southeast Asia served
almost exclusively in the strike control and reconnaissance role.
Early (196?) O-2 missions differed from those of a year later. t:t
196?, working with Blindbat C-130ts, the FACts marked the targets
with smoke rockets after the flareships had already marked them
with flares or marker logs. Not until early 1968 did the Air Force
permit O-2ts to drop marker logs. Thereafter, the stan{ari O-2
load consisted of seven 2. ?5-inch Willy Peter marking rockEts,
two Mk-6 marker logs, and four Mk-24 flares. Since Willy Peter
was a smoke rocket of short life, it was often used along with
flare illumination. Flying at 90-120 knots, the O-2 Nail com-
pleted an average missiott itt 2 hours and 45 minutes. 64

Cessna O-2A Obsenration Aircraft
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O Most o-2ts carried two crew members--a pilot and astarlight scope operator who was also the navigator. premis-
sion briefing dealt mainly with the daily intelligence summary,
weather, emergency procedures, and rules of engagement. Aft"r_
wards, the o-2 took off and navigated by TACAN- o" -"p*.adingto its general area of responsibility. If the TACAN wasntt work-ing' the control and Reporting centerfs (cRCrs) covering thatparticular area vectored the FAc. once over the Loc the navi-gator handled the navigation.6S

A About I to l l/2 miles from the Loc, the o-2 navigator
completed the first order of business__a rapid visual reconnais_
sance of the entire fiagged area so that opportune targets wefenot allowed to escape. By this procedure the navigator hoped' to
detect ground activity before ttre enemy realized a FAc was in thearea. The technique seldom worked. The enemy knew he wouldbe recoruroitered, so at dusk he automatically adopted his night
tactics. 66

fi ett"r this first inspection, the navigator rested the scope
on the doorsill and searched the area systematically with thestarlight scope. (A small windscreen deflected the air and the
scope was tied to the operator with a lanyard. ) since the navi-gator continually peered into the scope he couldnrt read the mapsor charts. Hence he memorized all headings, times enroute,
distancesr €rrd fixing landmarks. He used hand and voice signalsto indicate directional turns. Instructions such as ttEasv rishttt
(10o-15o of bank), t'Left turnt' (lbo-Boo of bank), r'Hard rlft""(roughly 45q of bank), and ttRo[ out,tt were used. The operation
called for close coordination between navigator and pilot. The Nail
tactics manual noted: ttyening, chewing, stamping feet and ottrer
such actions are not conducive to effective night coordination.tt6?

7 Eremy antiaircraft fire set the operating altihrdes for
visual reconnaissance. Normally, the o-z FAc team flew between
3,500-4, 500 feet, and in heavy gunfire areas--for example,
Tchepone--climbed to 6,500 feet. To assess the accuracy of
enemy ground fire, many obserwers adopted a favorite teehnique of
keeping one_ eye in the scope and the other toward ttre rear of theaireraft. ttff the tracer did not get any bigger, you lcrew he was
on you. You instantly called for a hard bank to the left. t since
the aircraft had dual controls, the navigator often performed thismaneuver. ttNail pilots were always prepared for 

-ttris.tt68
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fr If tmcks or suspicious activity was seen' the Nail
crew decided when and where to strike. The O-2 contacted the
ABCCC which assigned available aircraft and strike radio fre-
quencies. The FAC frequently picked the rendezvous point,
commonly a range and bearing from a TACAN. Once in contact
with the attack aircraft, the O-2 pilot relayed the rendezvous
point, target altitude and description, suggested run-in heading,
and a general area briefing. In turn the strike pilot told the FAC
how long he could work with him (play time) and the type of
ordnance caruied.69

fr Not until strike aircraft amived or were at least on
their way did the O-2 mark the target. Ideally, the FAC dropped
the markers a few miles down the road from the trucks and out
of the enemy driversr view (similar to the O-1 tactics discussed
earlier). On dark moonless nights the pilot flew upwind of the
target and dropped a flare. Flare settings and release altitudes
varied but most FACts preferred 4,000 feet AGL with settings of
10 anit 15 seconds on the parachute and igniter' respectively. This
usually put the flare over the target after about one-half of its
burn time. Next the O-2 executed a right-hand turn, enabling the
navigator to keep the target continually in view. After flare
ignition the navigator switched to high-powered binoeulars because
the bright light blanked out the starlight scope. He pointed out
the target to tJle pilot who marked it with a Wi1ly Peter rocket
and proceeded to direet the strike. *70

6 Like his O-1 counterpart, the O-2 FAC preferred holding
on the approach side of the target, offset to the side during the

*Many crews were not enthusiastic over the use of Willy
Peter marking rockets at night. If a pilot took his eye off4the target
--for example, to cross check engine and flight instruments4he
might easily miss the rocketts ignition on impact. Whatrs lalof€r
the. rocketrs smoke quickly dissipated and blended with smoke
created by flares, making target acquisition very difficult. Needed

was a bright long-burning log that could be delivered by the 2.75'
inch rock&. tI,t; (S), oep comdr/ops, 35th TFwg to ?th AF Dir/
Ops Analys, subj: Night Weather Operations, 14 Dec 68--hereinafter
cited as 35th TFWg ltr--itt supporting documents of Lt. col. Philip
R. Ilamison, Impatt of Darkness and Weather on.g Operations in
SEA (S) (Hq PACAII eropct CHECO' 10 Mar 69. )l
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the strike aircraftrs attack to avoid midair corlision. 
* 

Most
roads patrolled by the Nai1s ran northwest to southeast, "l ttu
FAc held east of the road in the northwest quadrant. This
left both running up the road and the west clear. The daylight
axiom t'see and be seen" did not apply at night, for visibility
was limited and strike aircraft ran blacked out. In addition,
some FAc areas were but B miles long. Fighters in hot pursuit
of trucks repeatedly crossed from one control area to another,
and sometimes two strikes were on the target at once.?l

0-2 Creru Checks fheir Ordnance and Aircraft

0 Being offset from the target, the O-2 gave strike
pilots a reference point during pulloff to avoid spatial disorienta-
tion. It also gave gunners a jumping illusion that made FAc
aircraft harder to hit. The fighter usually flew the classic race-
track pattern, descending down through and pulring back up through
the FActs altitude. After the strike was over, the o-2 circled
the area and performed bomb damage assessment (BDA) with
scope and naked eye, or gave ttre strike pilot corrections for

*See figures B and g, pp ?0, ?I.
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another pass. To confirm a kill the O-2 had to see the vehicle
burn. Otherwise, the pilot got credit for a damaged tn ck.?2

n On bright moonlit nights the procedures were essentially
similar except that the pilot would mark the target without expend-
ing flares. Ttris not only introduced an element of surprise, but
many strike pilots favored attacking without illumination because
it cut the risk of spatial disorientation. Regardless of sky
condition, the FAC gave the fighter-bomberts crew the targetrs
position relative to the burning logs or smoking rockets in
cardinal points (north, east, souttr' west) and meters, if the dis-
tance was not over 50 meters. If it was' he stated the distance
in ground reference terms, for instance, ttSee my mark and
smoke ? Hit halfway between them. tt Or "There is a field halfway
between my mark and the river. I want you t% hit in the tree
line on the west edge of the field, one-.t-laH tJre'way betwecfl the
north and south boundaries of the field. tr?3 t

Itlf Wfr.n two aircraft were available to attack a target, the
O-2 FAC stacked one well above the otherrs working altihrde.
After the first expended its ordnance, it positioned itself above the
O-2 while the second was cleared in. Once ttre second was estab-
lished in the strike pattern, the first climbed and held above the
strike pattern. It was most important the FAC keep adequate
lateral separation between the two aircraft as their altihrdes were
being ctranged. T4

Ordnance

|ffrto destroy trrrcks along the Ho Ctri Minh Trail' O-2
FACI; prefemed the soft (spreading) ordnance sucl* a* the,$I-35/
36 Funny Bomb (called Tokyo Fire Bomb in World War II). This
weapon (M-3U32 and M-35/30) came in several sizes, all contain-
ing incendiary bomblets that ignited on impact. Funny Bombs had
clamshell, blunt-nosed casings of poor aerod;rnamic quality but of
excellent spreading characteristics. One bomb could cover almost
the length of a football field--three to four times the distance of
B.LV-27 napalm.75

3.
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Iay intits offsetting night bombing problems. In the B-5?, for
example' the gunner aimed through a fixed-angle, nonsJrnchronous
gunsight. This sight had a b0- and 100-mil ring around thelpipper,
used for estimating distances from the FActs ground marker to
the aiming point. The B-b? crew--or any other crew for that
matter--estimated offset distance based on wind direction/intensity
and the FACrs estimate of where the moving truck wourd be when
the ordnance hit. Estimating distances in the brack of night
proved iffy at best. on the other hand, spreading ordnance could
set off numerous fires over a large area and was idear for de-
stroying convoys and tmck parks. Drring the commando Hunt III
interdiction campaign of 1970, this munition destroyed more tr.ucks
than any other.76

I
FNapalm'cBu-24antipersonne1bomb1ets'and20-

mm machine gun fire ranked high on the tist of FAC-preferred
ordnance. In attacking tmcks, the FACts cared least for the
conventional high explosive (Un1 i"ott bombs because it took a
direct hit or very near miss to destroy vehicles. The Air Force
continued to use these bombs, however. They came in a variety
of sizes, could be carried by all strike aircraft, and were fine
for rooting out bunkers or cratering roads.77

Until the AC-130 entered the scene, 
o O-2 FACts

the Laotian trail network considered the

*Later chapters will discuss B-b?, AC-130 and .4.-26
operations.

operating along
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Martin B-5? canbema and the slow mov"."o thu best intertbtion
aircraft. Ttre conviction rested on the accuracy, long loiter
time, and capability of these aircraft to carry spreading ordnance
for successfully attacking trucks. Strike pilots did not acquire
the ability to hit trucks overnight. Most were halfway through
the l-year tour before they attained it. Crews of the A-1, A-26,
and other ttlow-slowtt aircraft held built-in advantages over jet
crews. The relatively low altitude and airspeed allowed them to
acquire targets that might escape notice of jet crews due 6'pize,
smoke, foliage, or camouflage. Moreover, with a shorter furrr-
radius they could keep the target in sight throughout any reposition-
ing maneuver. Their tracking time was also longer, and being
closer to the gro und the wind had little affect on released ordnance.
Nevertheless, slowness had its handicaps. It kept the recips+ in
range of enemy guns longer, and their response time suffered when
compared to the faster jets. This was partially compensated for by
their loiter capability which permitted them to be prepositioned. TB

6 Gunships had a reputation as truck killers but O-2 FACts
rarely worked with them. They favored conventiotr"t 

"r"tLg*.gir-craft and called on the converted transports only when no other
ordnance was available. There were two main reasons for this.
Several O-2 pilots had inadvertently entered a gunshiprs propwash
and lost control of their aircraft. As one FAC emphatically
phrased it, ttWhen he cleared in the area, you got outlt' Again,
the hunter/kiiler concept inherent in gunships made teaming with
FACts somewhat redundant.'j9 '

C-123 Candlestick Operations

O An examination of night FAC techniques uould be incom-
plete without a discussion of C-123 Candlestick operations. As
previously noted, the first airlift C-123rs were used as flareships
in 1962. Flare support from airlift aircraft declined as the AC-47
gunship and flare-dedicated C-130's were introduced. Beeause
this mission was vital to the interdiction effort, the Air Force
formed a flare-dedicated unit at Nakhon Phanom AB, Thailand--
the 606th Special Operations Squadron of the 56th Special Opera-
tions Wing. B0

*Relatively slow-moving strike
AC-119, AC-130), as opposed to fast

+Reciprocating engine aircraft.

aircraft (.. g., A-1, A-26'
movers (e. g. , F-4, F-105).
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9, Aircraft of the 606th consisted of UC-123 B and K
models, the latter being jet-augmented. The ttu" designation
reflected the planers basic plumbing installed for the aerial de-
foliation operation (Ranch Hand). * None of the aircraft had radar,
cabin pressurization, autopilot, or flight-eontrol boosters. The
UC-123 camied its fuel in iettisonable nacelle tanks behind each
engine rather than in its wing. +81

, By tg68, the 606th primary mission was night recon-
naissance and forward air controller/flareship duties on LOCrs in
neighboring Laos--especially in the Steel Tiger area. Ttre Candle-
sticks usually flew four sorties a night. The number later in-
creased to nine, eight in Steel Tiger and one in Baruel Roll. Air-
craft worked in shifts to continually reconnoiter these roads and
trails. Each mission lasted 5 hours with 4 hours over the target
area. At sundown, the first two Candlesticks lifted off so as to
be over the target area by dark. Ttrey pemained on station until
relieved at midriight by tnl ut" sortieJ. *82

I
pf The C-123 evolved obliquely into a FAC aircraft. Ttre

Air Force experimented to compare the effectiveness of the T-28
versus t.|e O-1 in the use of the starlight scope for night visual
reconnaissance. For various reasons the scope proved incompatible

*Originally, the Ranch tland squadron contained six C-123rs
and 69 officers and men. Officially designated Tactical Air
Squadron, Provisional One, it arrived in the Philippines in early
December 1961 and departed shortly tJrereafter for Tan Son Nlut.
The defoliation program aimed to deprive the Vietcong of ambush
cover along roads and canals and to destroy crops. [Hist (S)' 13th
AF, I Jan-30 Jun 63, pp 75-76. l

+This feahrre paid off when three UC-123ts were able to
recover safely at Nakon Phanom after reeeiving direct hits in the
wing by 37-mm antiaircraft shells.

*Availability of night FACts determined each eveningrs relief
sequence. A C-123 amiving on station at dusk might relieve an
O-2 day FAC Covey. In turn he might be relieved by an O-2 Nail'
the latter by another Candlestick, and by dawn the C-123 would find
another Covey as his replacement. lhntvw (S), author with Maj.
Charles A. Beckwith, JSIPS, I lltar 71.l
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with the T-28. * Improvising, the Air Force placed a locally-
manufacfured scope mount near the floor hatch of the Candlestick
flareship. Lying prone, tJre observer could sweep from 20o
below the horizon to 60o either side of the flight path. Soon the
C-L23 and T-28 Zorco formed a hunter/killer team and applied
this technique. Five Zorros rotated in working with the flape-.
ship, which took off from Nakhon Phanom and 

-arriveO 
over ?Ii8

Loc in darkness. when the candlestick discovered a target, it
radioed the T-28 pilot to allow him sufficient time to position
himself for the strike. Next, the C-123 dropped flares to ignite
at 1,850 feet AGL and burn out around 500 feet. The Zomos
began the attack a few seconds after the flare ignited. This
hunter/killer team operation proved so successful tJ:at Seventh
Air Force directed it be established permanently and include the
A-26 Nimrods in the hunter role as well. Ttrus was born the
Candlestick FAC operation with the starlight scope.83

p The Candlestick aircraft carried three navigators. One
occupied the normal crew position at his table and kept the air-
craft over the road/trail network by using TACAN and speci+lly
annotated maps and charts. He also logged all strike aircr8ff
worked, targets sighted and stnrck, and any assessed bomb
damage. The other two navigators operated the starlight scop"".84

|!t As the mission started, the table navigator gave the
pilot a heading to the general target area in Laos. After the
Candlestick crossed the bombline, about 50 miles east of Nakhon
Phanom, the loadmasters set up the flare dispenser in the
partially opened cargo ramp. After positioning the ground markers
they stood by for instructions before inserting any Mk-24 flares in
the manual dispenser. Both outside and inside lights were hrrned
off, save the red cockpit lights which were dimmed. Ttris allowed
the side windows to remain uncovered to aid visual scanning. The
two scope operators moved to their stations and commeneed to
recce the road. The flareship worked the entire assigned q{ea
before moving on to secondary targets. 85 1|

c-123 lggpg/ReconnaisSance Techniques

prone
floor

;
on

and

On the right side of the C-123r on€ scope operator lay
a GI mattress and 3/4-inch armorplate. Over the open
slightly ahead of the. operatorrs position was a locally-

*See discussion on p IlO.
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built ttdoghouse.tt

this doghouse and
hatch.' From his
through the scope
instarit. 86

A starlight scope hung on a traverse rod in
pointed out the forward emergency bailout
prone position the navigator could observe
about a square mile on the ground at any one

adjustable seat, the third navigator sat in
a starlight scope, mounted on an auto-
he scanned the road to the left of the

A The Candlestick FAC used the improved Air Force
version of the starlight scope. Since it was battery-operated, the
crew carried a spare battery and an old U. S. Army scope as welI.
When the battery failed the spare waJiised first, then the backup
scope. To counterbalance the USAF scopers peculiarities required
an experienced operator who could accurately pick out various tar-
gets in ttre scope presentation. For example, both ground fires
and trrrck headlight beams appeared as white spots. Yet, on
bright nights, tmcks nrnning without lights showed up as black
objects, similar to ttblack bugs crawling down a crack in the floor.tt
Rivers were black, roads white, and trees fluffy cloudlike rolIs.
The navigator peered through the scope with one eye to keep. o[gtt
vision in the other. o I

tf The navigatorrs mastery of the scope rested on his
knowledge of tJ:e route. In early Candlestick operations the belly
scope operatorrs position lacked a compass, so the pilot informed
the operatgr of aircraft headings and turns. Later, a compass
was added' and the pilot no longer had this job. If the scopel
operator needed flight information the table navigator furnished it.
This rarely happened, however. Like their O-2 Nail counterparts'
most scope operators memorized headings, distances, times' and
such visual references along their routes as turning points or river
bends. For the most part crews flew the same route(s) night after
night and knew the area well. If the enemy bulldozed a short by-
pass or ottrerwise altered the landscape, the navigator spotted it
at once. This extra effort sorted out the good scope operators
from the average ones. BB

Buckled in an
the left door. Through
matic weapons support,

*T'lr" doghouse also cut
gunners on the ground might

off any stray light that enem1''.
detect.

+Thi" auxiliary repeater compass was located on the right
bulkhead slightly forward of the doghouse [Beckwith intvw (S)' I
Mar 71. l
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aircraft. This was specially useful when the Candlestick circled
the target to monitor a strike in progress. Notwithstanding, the
606ttt seldom used this position due to a shortage of trained a",
personnel. *89

;l The Seventh Air Foree fragged fighters and bombers each
night into Laos, tentativeLy scheduled to strike a certain target or
work with a specific FAC. Nonettreless, the ABCCC acttrally con-
trolled airbonre fighter resources, &rd could divert them to other
targets of opportunity. When a hole nav* picked up tnrcks or
other targets on his scope, the table navigator recorded the TACAN
position. Flying between 6,000-9,000 feet the C-123 next tracked
the tnrcks or orbited the fixed target. Meantime, the copilot
called the ABCCC for strike aircraft, $ving such information as
number of vehicles, direction of travel, aild TACAN position for the
strike aircraftts rendezvous. 90

fFtl The ABCCC controlled many FACrs and strike airg:aft.
It therefore carefully evaluated each request as to type of targfet,
ordnance available, and to some extent the degree of success that
might be anticipated should it release strike aircraft. Each
forward air controller calling in believed he had good targets, so
this evaluation was no simple matter. In this regard the C-123
copilot ttwho could sweet tatk ABCCC out of ordnanee was invaluable.tt
Many times, however, strike aircraft would be a ssigned to the
Candlestick when it entered the armed reconnaissance area. Then
it was only necessary to inform the ABCCC before hitting a target.gl

, tr Ttre Candlesticks (like the O-2 Nails) delayed marking tar-
gets until strike aircraft were on hand or at least on their fu49.
Too, they favored dropping the markers a few miles down the-road
from the trucks out of the enemy drivers' view. This was possible
when the C-123 worked with aircraft of long onstation time--the A-1,
A-26 or jet B-5? Canbema. The tactic became difficult if other
jet aircraft were assigned due to their poor loiter time--as low as
5 minutes in many cases. Little rironder the Candlestick FACrs
prefemed the slow movers.92

*Major Beckwith estimated that during his tour the third
navigitor was available only 25 percent of the time. [Beckwith
intvw (S), 1 Mar 71; hist (S), 56th SOWg, Jan-Mar 1969, I, 9.l

+The navigator operating the starlight scope.
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I\flarking and Ordnance Delivery Techniques

Al After spotting a truck convoy or other moving target,
the C-123 flew ahead and made a g0o-2?0o turnaround or a tthard

lB0.'r* Roling out on about a reciprocal heading, the pilot
informed the belly scope operator and the loadmasters who w&e
standing by with Mk-6 logs and a red-burning LUU-18.+ At the
scope operatorrs command, the loadmasters launched the markers
out the open ramp door at 1- to 3-second intervals over the target
area. Following a 3-minute delay the logs ignited. The aircraft
furrred around once more and fLew back over the burning markers,
so the scope operator could fix the targetfs position relative to
them. Frequently, the enemy lit other fires in the vicinity to
confuse the FAC and fighter aircrews. This made it necessary at
times to further mark the area to make sure strike aircraft had
the right target. 93

G) Afterwards, the C-123 started a left-hand trackirrg ofbit
Iike that used by a gunship Meantime, the hole nav kept his scope
trained on the target. From a perch* altitude about 4,000 feet
above the Candlestick, the strike aircraft attacked. At this point,
a high degree of coordination and proper radio communication
between hunter and killer was vital. By 1969 the danger of mid-
air collision between aircraft had risen to the point crews feared
this mishap more than enemy airtiaircraft fire. Thus, prior to the
attack aircraft rolling in, the C-123 turned on its fin-mounted
rotating beacon (which was shielded from the ground). Furthermore,
no strike was allowed to begin unless the fighter could see the FAC.

,
(? The Candlestick rarely gave the strike aircraft directions

in meters with reference to the burning markers. What might
appear a 30-meter distance to the scope operator might be a

xAn extremely tight 1B0o turn.
+Th" short-burning Mk-24 flare was used as a log only during

very hazy weather. The green LUU was rarely used, because
from the air it looked too much like a white-light Mk-6. [Beckwith
intvw (S), I Mar ?1. The remainder of this C-123 section is based
on the Eect*ilb interview.

*An airborne position a ssumed by
in preparation for or anticipation of an

a fighter/bomber aircraft
air-to-ground strike maneuver.
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50-meter distance to an F-4 or A-26 pilot. Instead, the FAC
used short, precise, ground-reference terms or phrases, easily
understood by strike pilots. Ordnance release directions re-
sembled those of the O-2 FACts, for example, ttSee where my
last two markers are closest together? Bomb between ttremltt
or ttHit one nape* width south of my burning LUU.It

Gn Folowing the FAC's instmctions the strike aifrrdt
rolled in. It passed down and under the Candlestick, then up and
out the other side. Meanwhile, the FAC maintained a tight left-
hand orbit, enabling the scope operator and other crew members
to see the target markers and expended ordnance at all times.
This attack proeedure was repeated if needed.

QFnnemy gunners quickly picked up the left-hand orbit
tactic and began to lead--expertly in some cases--or tail-shoot
the Candlesticks. Crew members, including the flight engineer'
were on the lookout for enemn AA fire. When s€€nr ttBreak

right" or "Break left" o-r.. til" interphone signaled the pilot to
change course. It was axiomatic that crews never used the wordttBreaktt in any other context, for to the pilot-nEGaktt meant he

C-I2:I ORBIT PAIIERN

).-+1

Figure l-1 (u)

*napalm.
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should take violent evasive action. As strike aircraft made their
p&ssr enemy AA fire commonly concentrated on them rather than
the C-123 but turned back on the FAC once tlre pass was com-
plete. If this occurred in an area formerly free from enemy
fire, the table navigator plotted these new sites for further
investigation.

IFF Canalestick FACts had certain hip-pocket targets ig
suspected or known areas of enemy activity--truck parks, AA sites,
or river crossings. These reserve targets were attacked when
the opportunity presented itself. For instance, a U. S. Navy
Corsair II, unable to return to its carrier with ordnoDC€r might
seek a suitable target to avoid dumping his bombs in the ocean.
Having no truck targets that night the FAC might direct the
Corsair to an enemy-held but little used staging area. Whefher or
not the area was active was unimportant, compared to the psycho-
Logical impact on the ground personnel maintaining the area. Using
ordnance to ttshake up the bad guys a little, to keep them on their
toestt was part of the endless battle of wits between North Viet-
namese logistics personnel and USAF strike aircraft. Many times,
to the FACrs surprise, a series of violent secondary explosions
followed such bombing--a sure sign enemy tmcks or supplies were
hit. One could never really predict when hip-pocket targets might
be active. *

A By 1969, heavy AA fire along the Ho Chi Minh Trail
posed a formidable threat to C-123 FAC operations. Increasingly,
the enemy shot at the Candlesticks and more often the UHF radios
of these aircraft picked up the telltale clicks of the enemyrs Fire
Can* radar. When this took place, the C-123ts immediately re-
quested the ABCCC to furnish electronic countermeasures (ECM)
support. To avoid compromise, the ABCCC never confirmed

*Most truck parks were in areas of moderate to heavy foliage'
making detection from the air extremely difficult. Often the only
clue was a small track 3 miles from the main road that led into a
clump of trees. In these parks the cargo was immediately off-
loaded and separated from the trrrcks. [Rprt of Joint Technical
Coordinating Group (JTCG/ME) for Munitions Effectiveness (S), 1967. l

*Cod" name for North Vietnam fire-co,ntrol ground radars used
for direction of hostile AA fire. A single Fire Can normally con-
trolled from six to eight enemy guns of 57-mm or larger caliber.
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to the requester that it was supplying ECM (EB-66) protection.
This tttrust me" attitude was a little too much for some C-123
crews. They jury-rigged their own ECM chaff dispenser.

' ',;dl

ffiThis dispenser was a sheet-metal box roughly L2 by 4
by 6 inches. Placed at the right hand of the prone starlight
scope operator, the box held from 16 to 20 small red multichannel
boxes of chaff. To prevent the 1- to I l/2-inch slivers from
getting loose in the aircraft and fouling the communications equip-
ment, each litt1e chaff box was secured with a mbber band. A
2- to 3-foot cord was attached to the box and anchored to the
bulkhead. When the scope operator, who monitored the radio,
heard the Fire Canrs clicks, he quickly reached across, grabbed
a box of chaff, and threw it out the scope hole beneath him. The
attached cord automatically opened the chaff box. Ttris ingenious
device acfually worked. The scope operator no longer heard the
Fire Canrs clicks--a sure sign it was either tracking the chaff or
had gone off the air. The operator repeated this ECM procedure
as necessary. ..'

(U) On 30 June 1971, Candlestick operations ended with
inactivation of the 606th Special Operations Squadron at Nakhon
Phanom. The 60tith had contributed significantly in night opera-
tions. Along with the O-2 Nails, its C-123ts were the first
reliable night hunters employed along the Ho Chi Minh Trail. Yet
the whole operation was no more than an improvisation--the mating
of the starlight scope with the old Fairchild Provider. Nonetheless,
it lasted 4 years and proved highly successful.

J) rn high gear oy 1969, the shed Light program produced
sensors and aircraft for the night hunter role far more sophisticated
and advanced than the C-l23rs. The newer AC-130 gunships, for
instance, caruied advanced starlight scopes, side-looking airborne
radar, forward-looking infrared radar, low-light-leve1 television,
and fire control computers. By comparison, these advances made
the Candlestick operation seem somewhat primitive. Furthermore,
these gunships hunted and killed, making it but a matter of time
before they replaced th-e C-123ts. Nevertheless, the Candlestickrs
contribution to the development and implementation of night inter-
diction tactics assures it a distinct niche in Air Force history.
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F-100 Misty FAC

A In hte June 1967, the 37th Tactical Fighter Wing began
operations (code word Commando Sabre) to find out if use of ,it
aircraft in the FAC/SCAR role was practical. The 2-seat F-100F
Super Sabre (call sign Misty) was selected for this mission.
During the first year Commando Sabre was a day FAC operation.
But, in July 1968, the 3?th started a test program to evaluate
high-speed aircraftrs effectiveness in night visual reconnaissance
and forward air controlling. The Mistyrs primary mission was to
detect enemy movement over specified roads and highways in the
panhandle of North Vietnam, gather intelllgence on night and early-
morning traffic, and conduct air strikes as needed. For this
mission the jets were configured with two SUU-25 {Lare pods and
the backseater (a1so a pilot) was given the Army starlight scope.
Two flights each night were scheduled into the high-threat areas
of Route Package I (RP 1) in North Viebram. *94

G The Misty FACts soon found enemy tmck operations in
the North Vietnam panhandle strikingly similar to those over the
Laotian trail network. The North Vietnamese massed their
vehicles in camouflaged parks in RP II until after dark. Around
1900, the convoys moved out at 10-15 miles per hour along selected
routes with vehicles spaced about 100 meters apart. Their trip to
Delta ?4 and other staging areas in RP I took around t hours. *
The tnrcks hid by day and moved south at night, either along
Route 137 into Laos or down Route 101 toward the demilitarized
zone (DM 2-1.95

a,t
*Bombing missions against North Vietnam were coded Rolling

Thunder. At first, specific targets were assigned to t,Le Air Force
and Navy. In late 1965, however, CINCPAC created six route pack-
ages, or areas, to ease air traffic control of armed reconnaissance
missions. Weekly assignment of RPts varied between tlre services.
On I April 1966, CINCPAC permanently assigned RP I to COMUS-
MACV; RPrs II, ilI, IV, and VIB (the area in and around Haiphong)
to t.l.e Commander in Chief, Pacific Fleet (CINCPACFLT); and RPrs
V and VIA to CINCPACAF. Thus through COMUSMACV the Seventh
Air Force became responsible for the lower panhandle and most of
northern North Vietnam. [?th AF Handbook (S), $ea blsrdlelie4, 1

Apr 70, p 80. l
tA well-concealed tnrck park near De1ta ?4 could hold up

200 vehicles. [Lt Col John Schlight, JeL ]@9 Air Controllers
SEASIA (S), (Hq PACAF, Project CHECO, 15 Oct 691,p 16. l

G

to
in
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Gf The southbound trip usually lasted B-b days, dependent
on the number of trucks trying to infiltrate. During lg-28 JuIy
1968 over 300 fully loaded tmcks--carrying an estima.ted 600 tons
of supplies according to intelligenee sources--passed over these
roads to the southern Locrs. * The refurn of the empty vehicles
to RP II took about 15 days. The difference lay in the smdlld
convoys--often single trucks--and the more dispersed destinations
in RP II than on the southern journey.96

fl The Misties could gather intelligence on enemy traffic,
but night visual reconnaissance with the starlight scope was a
different story. The enemy moved at night but solely in poor
weather with no moon--virtually negating the scopers usefulness.
Tnrcks traveled without lights tr used a soft blul headlightdnct
visible above 5,000 feet. whenever flares ryere dropped near a
moving tmck, the driver took the usual aetions. He either speeded
from the lighted area before strike aircraft a_rrived, or pulled off
the side of the road and hid under the trees.9?

F After a few weeks of operations it became obvious that
Misties had achieved only moderate success. Possessing litfle
navigational capability the aircraft relied on TAGAN fixes afiifl
pilotage to locate targets and rendezvous with strike aircraft.
Moreover, the FAc's operating altitude was just too low for thejets. Below 2' 000 feet the latter often lost TACAN lock on and
had trouble^ -keeping radio communications with t:vert* and other
GCI sites.98

ff When enemy fire downed two Misties during 16-1? August
1968, the night flights ended. A review of the program pointtfi up
the problems of jets as FActs. Besides limited navigational capa-
bility, the F-100F lacked enough on-station time for efficient visual
reconnaissance. It consumed the bulk of its t;rpical 4-hour mission
en route to and from home base or tanker refueling tracks. This
left only about 1Il2 hours for visual reconnaissance. In addition,
the Air Force had no accurate target-marking device for the
Misties. The aircraft could not drop with any consistent accuracy

*Considering

much more traffic
+'The control

Thailand.

the enemyrs effective countermeasures, probably
flowed into the staging areas than was discovered.

and reporting post at Nakhon phanom RTAFB,
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the long-burning markers used late in the program for pinpoinf-
ing targets, chiefly tmcks. Furthermore, the aircraft could
carry but two SUU-25 flare pods of eight flares each--a meager
supply barely adequate to do the job.99

tA Nor did the starlight scope work as expected. Satis-
factory in an O-2 or Candlestick, the scope crowded the small
F-100F cockpit, and its field of vision was restricted. Cockpit
Iights refl.ecting off the dome canopy constantly destroyed the scope
operatorrs night vision. In sufficient moonlight or at dusk the,
scope picked up tmcksr €v€n those driven without lights. But
with no moon the scopers value diminishe6.l00

G ln a final report the Commander, 3?th Tactical Fighter
Wing, concluded ttlower performance aircraftwith longer on-station
time, [improved] starlight scopes, flares, shorter, turning radii
and lower speeds can better provide IFACI services at night.rr 101

OV-10 Bronco Operations

O, Under code name Combat Bronco the first OV-10
Broncos were deployed to Bien Hoa AB in JuIy 1968 for evaluation
by the l9ttr Tactical Air Support Squadron. By November, more
OV-l0ts had amived and several units began equipping with them.
The Bronco--the first totally-new combat aircraft introduced and
evaluated in Southeast Asia--held distinct advantages over the O-1
and O-2 FAC aircps11. *102

Q eaaitionally, the OV-10 caruied four M-60C ?.62-mnl
machine guns, each holding l, 600-2,000 rounds and located in the
sponson that protruded from beneath the planers fuselage. Five
ordnance stations could carry 3,600 pounds of additional stores.
Night configuration consisted of 2,000 7.62-mm rounds, 14 LAU-59
rockets, ar.rd 24 Mk-24 flares. Two crew members were provided.l03

*Two engines with improved single-engine capability over the
O-2; visibility--pilot and observer stationed well forward of the engine;
armor plating--328 pounds distributed in back of seats and along the
aircraftrs bottom; more marking rockets and flares; faster--cruising
at 150-180 knots and diving at 400 knots; greater zoorn capability
after marking targets; zero-zero ejection seats--the chute opened
immediately as the pilot ejected; night and all-weather instrumentation.
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Cessna 0-2 O.eft) and OV-10 Bronco Over fhailand

;F Evaluation of the OV-10 spawned no new FAC tac{ics.
The Broncors techniques in target illumination, marking and air-
strike control remained those employed by previous FAC aircraft.
The one notable exception--night airstrike contror using artillery
illumination--stemmed from the u. s. Armyrs need to support its
firebases at night. sihrated in isolated areas, these bases were
susceptible to nocfurnal mortar and sapper attack, just as hamlets
and outposts had been in the early years of the war. OV-l0rs
assisting in the firebase support usually operated frrcm one of five
forward operating bases (troBts). The trlcBts possessed short
runways' marginal ground -operating conditionsr srrd an austere
maintenance environment. ru4

J] When working with an artillery firebase, the FAC
described the target to the strike aircraft, then radioed the
artillery commander. The battery, commonly 155:mm howitzers,
fired a flare toward the enemy on a trajectory parallel to the
fighterrs attack heading. The flare shell, set to ignite at 2, b00
feet AGL, was timed to coincide with the strike aireraft turning
base leg. As the last fighter of the fl.ight pulred off the target,
the FAC radioed the battery to fire another flare. As a variation,

(This page is W
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the battery fired tlrree rounds spaced at l-minute intervals,
affording illumination for target acquisition and marking by the
Broneo crew. After marking the target, the OV-10 climbed to
3,500 feet AGL and began single-flare illumination at 180 knots
IAS. Dispensed at 2-minute intervals, the eight flares (austere
base loading) gave 16 minutes of illumination--more than enough
time to conduct the strike.l05

1) ny t,Le close of 1968, it beeame apparent the O-2
excellbd the Bronco in night operations. The OV-lOrs tandem
cockpit and twin-boom design afforded an almost panoramic scene
from the front seat but severely restricted the view of the observ-
er seated in the rear. Horizontally, for example, the Bronco
scope operator had a 550-600 field of vision compared with 1200
in the O-2. Vertically this limited view was even more pro-
nounced. Here the OV-10 observer lacked about l5o-20o of being
able to see straight down, whereas in the OV-z or Candlestick he
could do this unrestricted. Thus the OV-10 had to offset to a
greater distance from the road, restricting the scope operatorrs
tracking of roads into heavily wooded areas. Too, the Broncors
props caused distortion and the canopy glare off the front part
of the cockpit hampered operations.106

e The 23d Tactical Air Support Squadron at Nakhon {
Phanom partially overcame these night handicaps by modifying the
Bronco. A night observation sight (NOS) was installed on a flex-
ible mount in the camera port, and a biocular viewer fitted to it.
A test program (Zg Oct-t5 Dec 1969) in the high-threat antiaircraft
areas of Laos proved the modification successful and developed
night reconnaissance techniques and strike tactics for its use.
Both Seventh Air Force and PACAF supported a proposal to supply
12 NOS units and 12 biocular viewers for field modification to the
Bronco. Due to the high costs ($1. 2 million), however, the Air
Force scrapped the proposal in favor of Project E?y" Spot--a
direct-view device with a laser target designator.l0T
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Summary

G nmployment of forward air controllers in the Laotian
interdiction war differed sharply from their use in South Viet-
nam. In Laos, the FACrs directed most tactical air strikes
against LOCrs, tn ck parks, storage areas, and enemy troop
concentrations. In South Vietnam, they chiefly controlled close
air support missions. Along the Ho Chi Minh Trail, the
FACrs real value was ability to uncover targets at night, mark
them, and direct air strikes against them. The key element
remained |tdetectiontt and the enemyrs nature and tactics as well
as the temain worked against it. Still the Air Force had to
find and attack the enemy or his logistics flow would move south
unhampered. Hence the strategy of the entire Souttreast Asia war
hinged on denial of supplies, equipment, and personnel reinforce-
ments to the enemy.

6 To do this the Air Force improvised from tools at
hand. This time it was the Armyrs starlight scope--originally
intended for use with rifles and crew-served infantry weapons.
The Air Force mounted or hung the scope in a variety of FAC
aircraft and added a navigator to operate it. Soon, OV-10 and
other follow-on crews discovered they could not adequately camy
out their missions without a properly positioned starlight scope.
Ttris same instrrrment--updated and linked with new sensors and
armament--served as the eyes of the warrs foremost interdiction
weapon--the AC-130 Spectre gunship.
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TV. THE SI,OW MOVERS

Douglas A-26The

p tn midsummer 1964, ttre historian of the 34th Tactical
Group premahrrely noted:

The 8-26 "Attack Bombert' was through in SEA.
This reliable old plane .from WW II, Korea, SEA
1954 through SEA 62-64, had finally reached a point
where it had to be put to rest. In this manner, the t .t
8-26 finished its role in providing capabitity for
ere$rs to resist many forms of aggression. r

stationed in south vietnam, the Group historian was unaware of
stateside decisions for eontinuing the 8-26 in the Air Force
inventory. * The Air Force had already awarded a contract to
on-Mark Engineering of van Nuys, cariforrria, to compretery re-
furbish 40 B-26ts into the K model, Counter-Invader. By
January 1964, the special Air warfare center had tested the first
of these aircraft.2

A Ttre new B-26--so new the FAA certified it as a zero-
time aircraft?--mounted 14 fixed .5O-caliber machineguns. Three
were in each wing (later removed) and two rows of four each
were in the nose. The eight external pylons could caruy 4,000
pounds of armament and the strengthened wings alrowed for more
fuel. Larger and more reliable engines replaced the older power
plants. Like the old Farm Gate B-2G, the new model had a
reconnaissance nose package that interchanged with the solid nose
unit. 3

Q Unaer code word Big Eag1e, the Air Force deployed
eight of these retreads from England AFB, L&., to Nakhon

*Not everyone was enthused over modified or refurbished
B-26rs reentering the theater. In his End of Tour Report, Zs
November 1963, to Gen. Jacob E. Smart, CINCPACAF, IVIaj.
Gen. Rollen Anthis, Commander, 2d ADVON, said: ttThe aircraft
is still a 8-26' and in my opinion cannot be viewed as more than
an interim answer.tt

*An aircraft that had not logged any flying time.

t&.*ry
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poshrre (1,500-1,800 feet AGL). The aim was to gain the element
of surprise and prevent trueks or other moving targets from
escaping and hiding. After the initial pass the 4-26 dropped
tlares and continued the attack. tf the target was not destroyed,
and the ABCCC could send follow-on aircraft, the Nimrod re-
mained in the target area and acted as FAC.6

; November was the time of year the North Vietnamese/
Pattret Lao resupplied and strengthened their forces before taking
the offensive. Hence ttre Seventh Air Force began fragging four
Nimrods each night into the Barrel Roll area of Laos. The plan
was to strike at the enemy in his bivouac areas before he dis-
persed to attack Royal Laotian Government forces. Enemy
vehicular traffic was also a chief target and roadwatch teams
supplied much of the tmck movement information. This inte-
grated operation turned out fine. In one week (2-9 November f966)
Nimrods destroyed or damaged 67 tmcks--results so gratifying
that an A-26 detachment soon operated as a permanent part of
the 606th Air Commando Squadron. By 196?, the A-26rs and the
T-28 Zorros formed a new squadron, the 609th.7 n .l

Before the AC -130 Spectre gunships came on the
scene-, tlle A-26rs were the best tr'r.ck killers in Southeast Asia.
The Nimrods and their FAC counterparts covered the same areas
night after night, which bettered their chances for detecting and
attacking tnrcks. Many crewmembers believed, nonetheless, the
A-26ts effectiveness grew out of its being part of a night-dedicated,
hunter/killer unit--the 56th Special Operations Wing. h th, 16th,
strike crews and FACrs lived and worked together. This fo5tered
a close-knit feeling and a common spirit in which teamwork--so
vital in night operations--became the hallmark. Inasmueh as
FACrs and strike aircraft were often fragged to the same areas
in Steel Tiger or Bamel Roll, they briefed and planned the
missions together. Radio call signs' signals' code words, tactics'
and other matters were worked out on the ground beforehand. In
light of the results this t;pe of organi zatiorl produced, it is no
wonder Ambassador Sullivan held its members in such high
esteem. B

(U) The Seventh Air Force did not confine the Nimrodts
excellent hunter/killer ability to interdiction targets. At times
it fragged the A-26ts to Barrel Roll for close air support of
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General Vang Paors Meo guerrillas, or to defend a Lima Site*
or STOL (short takeoff and landing) site from being overrun by
the enemy. Many Nimrods would up an eveningrs work by serv-
ing as a FAC for other strike aircraft. Regardless of mission,
the combination of long loiter time, range, endurance, p1yload,
and flexibility made the .4.-26 a formidable night weaponov

(U) Flexibility of the A-26 discouraged "standardized""',,
tactics as the Air Force uses that term. Much of Nimrodrs
combat success rested not on tactical doctrinesr per s€r but on
aircrew ability to apply specific flight techniques. This skill came
only after flying combat for some time and was acquired for the
most part by trial, €rrorr and experimentation. Furthermore, a
tactic that worked for one crew might not be readily accepted by
another. Certain techniques, however, were common to all A-26
crews. These are described below.

A-26 Characteristics Affecting Night Operations

The design characteristics of the A-26 had a direct
bearing on tactics. The aircraft had been designed for use in
World War II for straight-and-level attack. In South Viehrar?Ii'1
where there was relatively light enemy fire, this tactic sufficed
but it courted disaster in face of heavy enemy AAA fire along the
Ho Chi Minh Trail. Consequently, tactics were modified to fit
conditions.ll

O The Nimrods usually conducted visual reconnaissance of
the Trail off to the side of the road and without flares. * The
A-26 was not the best aircraft for this job since the engine nacelles
blocked the pilotrs view of the ground. To compensate the pilot had
to fly with an angle of bank and maintain it to keep any target in
view. This was both difficult and hazardous because his eyes were
off the cockpit instruments. Here the navigator proved invaluable,

*Lima Site--Aircraft landing sites in Laos used as bases and
resupply points Tfor anti-Communist guemillas.

+The A-zb carried flares on missions in suppoft of the Meo
Army in Bamel Roll. [Intvw (S), author with Lt. Col. Mark Richards,
USAF, 16 Mar ?1. Colonel Riehards, an A-26 pilot, flew more than
135 night missions in 1968. l
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for he could monitor the artificial horizon indicator and warn the
pilot if the bank became too steep.l2

;|l In addition, the navigator set the armament switcf,eJ
(which the on-Mark modification had been moved to the front panel).
The navigator also handled the radios to and from the reconnais-
sance area but not on the strike itself. When on visual recon-
naissance, the right side was his responsibility since it was out
of the pilotrs view. Dring takeoff, landing, and attack he
monitored the instruments. In Southeast Asia, a few navigators
learned to fly the plane from the right seat to make an ernergency
Ianding in case the pilot was incapacitated. In short, 4-26 navi-
gators discharged most all duties commonly associated withrB-26
copilots. 13 V

Most Nimrod pilots found the nose guns of little use
except to suppress flak. Problems that had plagued the Farm *
Gate crews cropped up in the A-26--poor ammunition, cookoffs*
common, windshield smeared with expended powder, and acrid
smoke filling the cabin. The gunfLash extending about 20 feet in
front of the aircraft had caused Farm Gate pilots to lose night
vision temporarily. hr Laos, this was far more serious beeause
the cone of fire gave enemy gunners an excellent target to track. *
Moreover, the .50 caliber guns required lower altihrdes an{
decreased range for effective application. As the defensive gfound
fire in Laos increasedr us€ of the guns beeame more unaeceptable
in view of the probable results. Consequently, Nimrod pilots
saved their guns for last, content for the most pa-rt to lob their
fire from a distance rather than zooming through. 14

*Ammunition firing as a result of being allowed to rest in
the chamber of an overheated weapon.

*Yut, one historian noted, ttA new t}rye of .50 caliber ammu-
nition arrived in early October. This new t;pe was said to have
completely eliminated flashing, barrel explosions and projectiles
lodging in the gun barrels. "[Hist (S), 56th Air Commando Wing,
I Oct-31 Dec 67, p 53. l
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A-26 Nieht Visual Reconnaissance

Al The typical night visual reconnaissance mission con-
sisted of single-ship sorties, staggered in takeoff times to *;*1

continuously cover key Locts. Enroute to Laos the A-26 flew at
?,000-8,000 feet AGL and once over the Mekong River doused all
lights. The Nimrod radioed the ABccc which handed it off to a
FAC. Rendezvous with the latter--ordinarily an O-2 Nail or
C-123 Candlestick--was made through a combination of TACAN
range and bearing, voice communication, and shierded rotating
beacon. ro

(l' O""e in contact, the FAC briefed the .{-26 on type of
targeti highest terrain elevation and location, preferred run-in
heading, and other essential information.16 At times, however,
the FAC's had no targets immediately on hand for striking. '{
since the Nimrod possessed its own hunter/killer capability, it
frequently covered the northern half of the reconnaissance area
while the o-2 or c-123 reconnoitered the southern portion with
the starlight scope. Both aircraft maintained radio contact. If
one found a lucrative target the other joined up in less than b
minutes.lT

Visibility determined visual reconnaissance altitudes.
Missions in steer riger were chiefLy flown around 6,000 feet AGL,
with the Nimrod offset about B l4-r mile to the side of ttre road.
If a truck 'convoy was spotted--and time permitted--the .{-26
immediately hrrned on a base-leg heading. At 1?0 knots IAS it
aligned the target with the bottom side of the engine nacelle--
rolling in quickly to surprise the enemy drivers. The Nimrod
dove at the established 25o-35o angre and held that dive angle and
heading constant while allowing the pipper to drift beyond the
target.' As the latter disappeared under the nose and after

*After flying about 2 months
characteristics and how to aim so
pipper only for azimutlr alignmmt.

the pilot knew ordnance
well that he used the gunsight

[Richards intvw (S), 16 Mar 71. ]
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{,,
dropping about 3,000-4,000 feet, the A-P6 released the ordnarr"l.o
After the release a 2Llz-G pullup yielded a bottoming-out near
2,500 feet AGL. When working with an O-2 FAC the Nimrod
often dropped napalm as a marker. This afforded the pilot a
dry run and some idea of the wind. To prevent predictability
and confuse enemy gunners the aircraft flew the second nrn g0o
or 1B0o to the first. ru

|fF If the Nimrodrs roll-in was too far back from the truck
convoy' a more shallow dive.angle was required. conversely if
too closer & v€rf, steep dive was called for. Pilots tried to shun
both extremes. The shallow dive angle forced a lower reredte
altihrde and exposed the crew to enemy AA fire lon;"".; 

-O;-th!
other hand, the steep dive exerted undue stress on ttre .A-26 air-
frame. whatever the dive angle, A-26 pilots always tried to hit
the lead and the last truck for this could stop t,l.e whole 

"ortoy.lg
G; If the crew believed the chances good to stop a truck

convoy with the first release, it frequenfly stmng out oranarfte*py
dropping at spaced intervals. crew teamwork was a must. After
the pilot released the first station the navigator quickly activated
the armament selection to another station. The pilot then de-
pressed the release button on his steering column to pickle* each
follow-on drop. compressed within a few seconds, these actions
exacted a high degree of crew skill and coordination.20

*Napalm and iron bombs were released at about 4,000 feet
AGL and M-3U32 ordnance at 3,000 feet.

*In Jrrrr" 1968 severe ,4.-26 and T-28 losses in the 60gth
induced the seventh Air Force to impose a b,000-foot bottoming-
out altitude. To kill trucks, however, A-26 crervs chose to
wink at this directive. This may have accounted for the re-
striction being lifted in January 1969. [Hist (s), b6th sowg, Jan-
Mar 1969, I, 68. l

*To release a bomb or expend ordnance by depressing a
buttom (pickle).
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O For attacking trucks, most A-26 cre$rs first favored
"Funny Bombs,tt then napalm and cluster bomb units (CBUts). *
The latter ordnance was fine for area coverage or attacking gun
emplacements. Nimrod crews shared the FAC view that iron
bombs were poor for hitting trucks, like ttdropping a firecracker
in a sponge. tt Moreover, danger existed in releasing ordnance
below ttre minimum recovery altitude based on bomb blaSt. Many
times the shock waves 'trattled the old bird like a honey bucket
full of marbles. "21

A-26 Trolling/Flak Suppression Operations

t FIak suppression was conducted in conjunction with or
following an interdiction strike. The .4.-26 flew very low (1, 500-
2,000 AGL) along key LOCrs or close to known truck parks.
When enemy gunners fired, the crew noted the gun position,
hrned around, and attacked the emplacement with napalm ortthosed tem down with the guns. fr22 

|
gF U addition, trolling was conducted by two Nimrods.

One flew low and slow, the other positioned 500 feet above. As
tJle lead aircraft moved through the hail of enemy fire, the
second swooped down and attacked the position. Then the daisy
chain began as the aircraft reversed positions, the second air-
craft assuming the lead. The A-26rs usually conducted trolling
missions when devoid of all ordnance save their guns.23

*The historian of the 56th Air Commando Wing noted that
M-3f/32 ttFunny Bombstt were in short supply and unit morale
"dropped to a low ebb during the rHard Bombr interlude but shot
up dramatically when M-31 and M-32 ordnance became available. "
[Hist (S), 56th Air Commando Wg, I Jan-31 Mar 68, p 48. ]

B-57 effectiveness likewise owed a great deal to fire bombs
M-35/36. Production of these bombs u'as allowed to end in 196?,
so no new supplies were available for the intensive dry-season
interdietion campaign of 1968. [Ltr (S), Dr. Lee A. DuBridge,
Science Adviser to the President, to SECDEF, (no subj), 26 Jun 69. J

An improved version of the bomb (M-36E1) was placed in
production in early 1969 when CBU-53/54 proved inadequate.
[Talking papqr (S), Brig Gen A. G. Riemondy, Oir/Sup & Svs, DCS/
Sys & logs, (no subj), (peneiled notation indicates paper briefed
to Air Force Chief General John D. Ryan on 17 Sep 69). I
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A-25 IlAt( SUPPRISSTo]I t,,

FLAK SUPPRESSION

FLAK SUPPRESSION

TOP VIEW SIDE VIEW TGT GUNS

t
Figure t3 (u)

5 The .4.-26 also camied out flak suppression in support of
a c-123 on bomb damage assessment or a strike aircraft such as
the B-57 making an attack. In the latter c&s€r enemy gunners rarely
fired on the inbound pass but waited until the Yellowbir8,,ryas up
and away. since the enemy needed tracers to align fire on tl:e jet,
the A-26 was able to locate and suppress the AA fire with its guns.*z4

*Aggressive gunners loaded many tracers, fully realizing
possible conseguences. Those who did not stood a lesser chance of
hitting aircraft--or being hit. [trtvw (s), author with lVlaj. Kenneth
E. LaFave, Hq USAF, IZ Mar ?L.l

A Seventh Air Force intelligence summary showed ttrat the number
of AAA guns in Laos more than doubled from mid-oetober lgGS to
mid-November 1969. About 550 guns were seen at critical road
junctures and trrrck parks. [Hist (S), gth TFWg, Jan-l\tlar 1969, p 24. ]

The enemy employed the 37-mm gun extensively for barrage
fire. It had a 1.6-pound high-explosive warhead and a maximum
effective range of 5,600 feet. However, it fired only 80 rounds per
minute, and at night its tracer fire could be accuratery tracked and
avoided. Crewmembers considered the enemyrs 14.5-mm ZPU
machinegun more dangerous than his 3?-mm. Crewed by four to
five men' the zPu had an effective range of 4,600 feet and could

GUNS
o

\

accurately pump out 150 rounds per minute. [Hist (S), 56th SOWg,
1 Jul-30 Sep 68, p 29.1 *
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O to counter the Nimrodts flak suppression tactics the
North Vietnamese constrrrcted many dummy gun sites in open
areas near a timberline. * When the aircraft dove to attack a
dummy site, concealed weapons among thetrees opened up. A
second A-26 started an attack on this gun emplacement, only to
find another battery--diagonally across from the one he was
firing at--now trying to shoot him down. Facing such odds it
was better to retreat and live to fight another day. o,

lf iVlany A-26 crews were convinced ttre enemy monitored
their IIHF radio conversations with the FAC. They cited the
many occasions when upon calling ttTurrring basett the enemy
gunners opened up on them. Chances of surviving flak traps grew
slimmer all the time and no one wanted to alert enemy gunners.
So rather ttran announcing a heading the .4'-26 pilots often saidttAm going from California to New York,tt i. e. r proceeding west
to east. Comparing this with a north-south tmck route the FAC
knew the .{-26 was on its base leg. Crews similarly disguised
other headings, believing the technique helped keep them alive.26

f n-r"trfually, however, the Nimrod era closed. After
nearly 4 years of operation from Nakhon Phanom, there were only
a few A-26ts left in the USAF inventory. Following inactivation
of the 609th Special Operations Squadron, the remaining fd:r
A-26rs returned to the United States. Z'1

ll? Frorn the time of the Big Eagle deployment in June 1966,
the 609th flew ?,159 combat sorties--almost exclusively at night--
for a total of 19,763 combat flying hours. During this period
Nimrods were credited with destroying 4,268 tnrcks and damaging
696. This meant one tmck destroyed for each one and a haU
sorties flown. To this tally could be added 201 enemy gun positions,
No aircraft, except the AC-130, chalked up a better truck-killing
record. 28

(U) One of the finest compliments paid the Nimrods came
from Brig. Gen. Wendell L. Bevan, the former commander of the

*T?r" upper limit of tree growth in mountains or high latitudes.
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432d ractical Reconnaissance wing at udorn. Although he com-
manded a jet wing, the General noted the 60gth was

"A one of a kind" outfit--[producing]. . . under
conditions where our more sophisticated weapons
systems were stymied. Their loss signals the end
of an era for the grand old A-26 and the crews
who flew it. . . . They literally "wrote the book'r on
how to kill trucks at night and in the m_o^st trostifE"{
AAA environment we have encountered.29

T-28 Zorcos

|a The T-28 also experienced revival and demise at Nakhon
Phanom, where 12 of. these single-engine aircraft formed part of
the original Big Eagle detachment. Tt'e Zorco bore only a skin-
deep resemblance to its Farm Gate predecessor. It possessed a
more powerful engine, reinforced wing, self-sealing wing tanks,
protective armorplate, and a variety of communications equipment--
vHF' uHF, FM' TACAN, and sIF/IFF. * Additionally, the arma-
ment switches--located on the o1d r-z8 between the pilottga€eet--
now graced the front pane1.30 ,

5 The T-28rs flew armed reconnaissoocer interdiction,
flare support, and--in a pinch--FAC missions. hr early 196?,
the zorcors normal combat load- for a night mission comprised
two fixed .'50-caliber machineguns, each with 680 rounds; rockets;
and incendiary/general-purpose bombs. The aircraft courd carry
only 3,500 pounds, less than half the A-l Skyraiderrs qr-aximum
weight capability. Nonetheless, to deliver its diversifidd o{dnance
combinations required the T-28 to spend from I hour and 40 min-
utes to 2 hours and 40 minutes on target. 31

G During this period the seventh Air Force fragged hrcos
on single-ship night sorties with takeoffs spaced I hour and lb
minutes apart. The T-28 teamed with O-l and O-2 FACts
equipped with the starlight scope. Either a c-180 Blindbat or the
Zorro furnished any needed flare support. S2 The 56th special
operations wing briefed r-28 and FAc crews together, assigning

*selective identification feahre/identification, friend or foe.
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them a specific area to recce singly or as a team. If the brief-
ing showed enemy trucks in tJ:e area, the crews worked as a
hunter/killer team. The Zorco flew 500-1,000 feet above and
behind the FAC, making ttStt maneuvers and orienting on the
O-2rs rotating (and shielded) beacon. When tnrcks were
sighted, the T-28 quickly attacked from this position and achieved
at times an element of surprise. 33

#lf On routine armed reconnaissance the hunter/killer team
split up, the FAC flying to one end of the LOC and the hrro
to the other. Keeping proper altitude separation the aircraft
started back toward one another from opposite ends, seeking to
box in the tnrcks. If vehicles were s€€rrr conventional rocket-
marking tactics followed. Dre to ttre aircraftrs limitations, 1nost
T-28 pilots considered it a "plrrgt' and not a hearly strike iirlraft.
Tactically this meant the pilot tried to hit the first and last truck
of a convoy to prevent any escaping or pulling off the road. If
he corked the bottle (stopped the tnrcks) the pilot immediately
radioed the AB_CCC for more heavily armed strike aircraft to
finish the job.34

Jr|- Tyee of ordnance dictated release altihrdes for the T-28
as it ilid for the 4-26. To deliver its two M-3L132 Funny
Bombs the hrco rolled in from 7,000-9,000 feet AGL, dove at a
600-?00 angle, and released at about 4,500 feet. This prdduEed a
bottoming-out altitude around 2,500-3,000 feet. T-28 pilots,
however, failed to share A-26 crew enthusiasm for M-31/32 fire
bombs. This flatnosed, garbage can-shaped ordnance made the
aircraft hard to maneuver and demanded the high dive angle--
not relished by pilots used to conventional attack techniques.
As one pilot put it, ttThe T-28 was not a Shrka dive bomber.tt
Little wonder most Znrro pilots prefemed to drop both M-31/32
bombs on the first pass. *

*The T-2Bts bottoming-out rule was the same as the
A-26ts--:3,500 feet. Actually the Zorros ttrarely operated
it!" [Intvw No. 2 (S), author with Maj Charles Brown, Hq
9 Apr 71. l

above
USAF,
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*l

PLrosphonrs Bonbing

A, The T-28 pilots liked the 100-pound white phosphorous
bomb best, followed by CBU. They also dropped flares as
bombs. Since a tnrck wasnrt considered hit--just damaged--
unless seen to burn, hrro pilots often skip-bombed flares into a
convoy on their second pass. By doing this they sought to ignite
a truck leaking or dripping gasoline. * In addition, like the A-26
cr€wsr they held off using their . 50-caliber machineguns until
last because of the rnuzzle flashes.

O Night or day the T-2Brs seldom served as foward air
controllers. The Zorco carried only four Mk-24 flares and no
Willy Peter marking rockets. When out of ordnance the T-28
would FAC until an O-1 or O-2 could take over. Additionally, it
did the job now and then for a T-28 or A-26 from Nakhon Phanom
having ordnance still on board. As FAC, the Zorco employed O-2
tactics.

*4-26 crews frequently skip-bombed flares into the jungle next
to a road to reveal tmcks that might be hidden under the foliage.
[Technical Report ASD-TR- 67 -17 (S), AFSC, Low Altitude Recce/Strike
Techniques, Problems, Dec 1967. ]

t$
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9 The Zorcos experimented with the starlight scope,
operated by a second crewmember in the rear seat. The test
compared the relative effectiveness of the T-28 versus the o-1
in night visual reconnaissance. Zorco scope operators ran into
the same problems that later troubled F-100 Misty FAcrs. T?re
scopers limited field of view, fore and aft, restricted the T-2g
to an orbital pattern for visual reconnaissance. Moreover, the
bulky scope crowded the rear seat and caused crew discomfort.
Besides' the operator suffered eye fatigue from the reflected light
off the plexiglass. opening the canopy at 1ow speed didnrt help
much, for wind blast and noise completely blanked out interphone
and radio transmissions. The T-2Bis only advantages over the
o-1 lay in longer loiter time, more flare capabilityr &rd greater
speed for wider coverage in a single flight. In light of these
findings the experiment was abandoned. S5

I;iUt From its maiden sortie on g January 196? until
final phaseout in early 1968, the T-28 flew B, 8?6 missions
losing only four aircraft in combat. Engine failure in January
1968' however, caused two aircraft to crash and the fleet was
grounded 3 days for engine inspection. hr addition, severe
stmchrral problems and strengthened enemy defenses in Laos
militated against the T-28 staying in the Air Forcers southeast
Asia inventory. By Mareh, the Air Force had decided to phqse
out the zorco in favor of the A-1 Skyraider. when the last T-zB
combat mission was flown on g June, only three of the aircraft
were left. * Nonetheless, the %rco did not die. In tribute toits predec€ssorr the A-lrs of the 22d special operations squadron
at Nakhon Phanom adopted tJle old call sign.36

Douglas A-1 Skyraider

(U) The A-1 Skyraider was no stranger to Nakhon pff"do*
or the out-country war in Laos. The aircraft had furnished close
support in south vietnam and since 1966 one skyraider squadron--
the 602d--had operated in Laos as part of Ambassador sullivanrs
Air Force. older than the T-28, design deveropment of this
Douglas fighter-bomber began in early 1944, as a replacement for
the Dauntless shipboard scout and dive bomber. After service

*The three T-28rs were eventually handed over to the RLAF.

The
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in the Korean War, the A-1 reached South, Vietnam and ofrf
nations by way of the vast American military aid program.
Evenhrally, the Skyraider entered the USAI' inventory as a
counterinsurgency fighter-b^omber replacement for the Air Com-
mando B-26rs and T-28rs. o'

ff\ An excellent gun platform, the Skyraider flew 30 knots
faster and had nine more ordnanee stations than the T-28.
Besides four M-3 20-mm cannons, the A-l camied rockets,
torpedoes, mines, and other stores on external rackg. A rela-
tively slow speed enabled ttre aircraft to better acquire taftgts
and bomb more accurately ttran the jets. * Auxiliary fuel tanics
boosted the A-lrs endurance and loiter time over ttre fast movers,
especially at low altihrde. On the other hand, the Skyraider
maneuvered sluggishly when heavily loaded--maximum climb rate
being between 200-300 feet per minute and furn radius about
triple that of a clean configuration. * Ttre slow cnrise and escape
airspeed of the A-l and other aircraft at Nakhon Phanom made
t,|em rmlnerable for barrage fire from larger (23-mm to 100-mm)
AA guns.38

6 of the three A-1 squadrons in tre 56th Special opera-
tions Wing only the 22d SOSq had solely a night mission. Flying
the A-lE/H, the squadron interdicted enemy supply lines and
furnished close air support for friendly forces. Secondarily, it
served as FAC for jet aircraft fragged to Barrel Roll. Other
A-1 squadrons, however, flew night missions. The 602d SOSq
carried out search and rescue--strictly a daylight operation--yet
often loaded flares to support General Van Paors army in Barrel
Roll. In f969 the lst SOSq flew night escort for AC-ll9rs and
AC-I23ts. Neverttreless, these trvo squadrons primarily conduated
day operations.39

oTh" Joint Munitions Effectiveness Manual estimated the A'lrs
accuracy to be 30 percent better than the jets. lStrike Ops it
SEA... Strike Aircraft, pp 118, 120.l

*Cl""r, configuration or clean aircraft--an aircraft without
extra fuel tanks, ordnancer &rrd ottrer external stores.
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wingman quickly followed. The fl.ight joined up a minute later
as the wingman cut off the leadrs h:rn out of traffic. Once
over the Mekong River, the flight went into tacticaL formation--
the wingman about Il2 mile out to the side and 500 feet above
the lead who usually flew at 6, 500 feet eCl.41

,l The A-1 Zorcos, unlike ttre A-26rs, were not allowed
to selI-FAC* in Steel Tiger. Hence they operated with O-2
Nails, C-123 Candlesticks, and the C-130 Blindbats. For naviga-
tion the Zorros relied on TACAN or radar vectors from GCI
sites. The aircraft flew blacked out, the lights being turned off
at the bombline. After joining the FAC the A-lrs orbited nearby
while the FAC methodically searched the LOC. When suitable
targets were spotted, the FAC marked them and called in the
krros.42

a

lfl The lead A-l dove at a 45o angle from about ?' ffiO
feet and dropped ordnance at 4,500-5' 500 feet AGL. Tttis first
drop--frequently napalm but sometimes a flare--marked the target
further and gave the wingman a better view as he delivered the
initial strike load. Many A-1 pilots favored napalm for marking
since flares caused spatial disorientation and created a milk-bowl
effect when reflected off clouds.43

f|\ The FAC watched the strike and gave immediate re-
strike information to follow-on aircraft for the next pass. The
process went on until the target was knocked out or therA-lrs
*ut" "Winchestert' (out of orlnance). During the attack, ifimed
reconnaissance might quickly change to flak-suppression. Often
this took place when enemy gunners fired on the lead aireraft--
usually as it pulled off the target after the first pass. Instantly
the wingman--orbiting the target 500-1,0O0 feet above--strlck with
napalm o" a ?5O-pound VT-fused bomb.44

A Aircraft crews operating along the Ho Chi Minh Trail
knew how hard it was to find and identify active flak sites at night

*SeU-tr'AC--to act as its own forward air controller. The
A-l's of the 602d SOSQ (call sign Firefly) and lst SOSq (call sign
Hobo) could single-ship (fly singly) and self-FAC in Barrel Roll.
lMsg (S), 56th SOWg to ?th AF Dir/Ops' 0206122Nov 68, subj: FAC
Procedures and ROE, document T-53 in Thompson, S!$i Control
and Reconnaissance (SCAR) in SEA. l
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As gun emplacements multiplied, it became impractical to de-
stroy the guns. hrstead, aircrews silenced them temporarily by
killing' injuring, or driving the guncrews to cover. Even if the
hrcots didntt force the evacuation of a gun emplacement, a
100-foot miss with a ?5O-pound vr-fused bomb injured the gunners
physically and psychologically. l\ttrcst important the bombrs tre-
mendous explosion damaged the hearing of the guncrews. rJn the
North vietnamese air defense scheme this was critical, sinte +at night the gunners fired at the sound of an aircraftts engines.'
A-1 crews were keenly aware the enemyrs impaired hearing
lowered chances of aircraft being shot down. Ttrey also knew the
bombrs sfupendous bang cowed many gunners and caused them to
stop firing and hide until all aircraft had gone. In this respect,
pilots of the 22d special operations squadron felt a special pride
--they ttwere never chased off the trai1.tt45

Q fU" A-L Zorros conducted armed reconnaissance lvitho-2 Nail FAcrs, using intelligence information from lgroo frrrite
sensors. Igloo White (formerly nicknamed Muscle Shoals)
employed airdropped acoustic and seismic sensors to watch for
movement of enemy trucks and personnel along infiltration routes.
Ec-121R aircraft picked up information from activated sensor
strings and relayed it to the infiltration surveilrance center at
Nakhon Phanom, manned by Task Force Alpha (TFA). Air strikes
controlled by TFA and using sensor information were dubbed
Commando Bolt.46 t

Task Force A1pha fed the computer with information
from activated sensor strings to come up with the time tmcks
would ari'ive at a certain point. TFA gave this estimated time of
arrival (ETA) and the pointrs coordinates to the Nail FAC and the
blind-bombing site at Nakon Phanom known as LID. LID vectored
the FAc and two A-lts (or ottrer aircraft) to the fixed point. The

I*The enemyts homemade sound-detection equipment was quite
reliable. It consisted of two megaphones mounted on a hollow
bamboo rod. trside the rod were two baffles that directed the
sound toward the center. Attached at the rodrs center were ear-
phones. This cleverly designed, extemporized detection gear was
mounted on a wooden base and could be changed in direction and
azimuth. [Intvw (S), author with Maj. Richard Starnes, Hq AFSC, B
Mar ?1. l
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hunter/killer team sought to amive in the area the same time as
the trucks. If the Nail spotted the tnrcks, he dropped two $bemd-
markers and a flare before hrrning upwind. The lead A-1
released napalm on the road to stop the vehicles. The wingmart
followed up with Mk-36 Destructor land mines. *4?

;l The A-1, unlike the .4'-26 and T-28, did not phase out
of the USAF inventory. Rather it was gradually removed from
the night interdiction role, as more effective night truck-killers
such as the AC-130 and AC-119 gunships proved better suited to the
task. The Air Force inactivated two special operations squadrons--
the 602d in December 1969 and the night-dedicated 22d several
months later. Attrition of the A-lrs finally reached the point where
their activities had to be cut back. The Zorros retained' however,
their missions of close support in Bamel Roll as well as.armed
helicopter support. tr the latter role the A-lrs became the main-
stay in clearing the enemy from rescue areas so SAR oBerations
could successfully proceed. Notwithstanding, by mid-L9?O "O.ld
Reliabletr could no longer claim a night interdiction mission. +o

A-1 Tropic Moon

G As a direct outgrowth of the Shed Light R&D program,
the Air Force deployed four specially equipped A-lE aireraft to
Nakhon Phanom in January 1968. A main aim of Shed Light was
supplying sensors for night detection and attack. By joining the
sensors with an ordnance release system the aircraft eould strike
a target once it was picked up. Low-light-level television became
one of the programrs first sensor developments. In December
1966, Eglin AFB received for testing an A-lE fitted with the
Dalmo-Victor, pod-mounted closed circuit LLLTV system. The
TV pod nested under the wing on the left inboard station. It
contained two cameras having image intensifiers and highly
sensitive hrbes. Wide-ang1e optics of the first camera covered
an area 40o wide by 30o high. The telephoto lens of the secondt
a naruow-view camera, magnified t, """" 80 wide by 60 hign.49

*U. S. Navy-developed, the Mk-36 was a high-drag (slower
falling)version of the 500-pound GP-bomb. It detonated when any
metallic object entered its magnetic field. [?ttt AF Handbook (S),

SEA brterdiction, I Apr 70' p 65.l
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3| On the A-lE, twg monitors and operator controls were
mounted on ttre right side of the cockpitrs aft compartment, with
a repeater scope installed above the copilotrs instnrment panel.
This aruangement proved impractical, however. So on SEA-
deployed aircraft one monitor ended up in the center of the pilotts
instmment panel in place of the gunsight. Additionalry, two t
monitors were located on the console directly in front of the
navigator/observer (who now occupied the copilotrs position. ) Crew-
members could select either the narrow- or wide-view presentation
for viewing. Further, on ttre pilotrs monitor the electronically
generated crosshairs of the wide-view display were boresighted*
to the aircraft. This allowed the display to function as a gun-
9ight, The display also contained the namow-view, Iine-of-sight
(LOS) box. Ttris box showed up where the narrow-view camera
was pointed when inside the 30o by 40o area depicted on the wide-
view camura. So

LOS X MIMUTH RATE INDICATOR

ALTITUDE
r'INDICATOR

Wl DE-VIEW ELECTRON ICALLY
GENERATED VTDEO PRESENTATIONS

Flgure Lh (s)

*Boresight line--an optical reference line used in harmon-
izing gufrsr rockets, or other weapon launchers.

t'
TARGET RETICLE
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€r To choose a wide- or narrow-view presentation the
pilot flipped a switch on the throftle, whereas the navigatof' t
could monitor both displays simultaneously. Using a tracking
handle the navigator could position botlr cameras from 30o above
to 1100 below the horizon. The narrow-view camera could swing
from 100o left to 80o right of the aircraft heading. hr contrast
the wide-view camera could move only up a3d down. The navi-
gator chiefty controlled camera movement but the pilot could gain
control of the wide-view eamerars depression angle through an
override. switch.5l

,0.. ..ul

;f The system was designed for automatic tracking with
the nlryow-view camera, provided the target was of high eon-
trast and the aircraft new straigtrt and level. An electronically
generated tracking box, adjustable in size and ratio' was displayed
in the center of the naryow-view monitor. When the target was
located the operator seleeted autotrack' placed the tracking box
over the target, and released the action awitch on the hand control.
This kept the naruow-view camera o-q the target within the limits
of the camerars side-to-side swing.52

1..,,

INDICATOR

TRACKING BOX

ALTITUDE
INDICATOR

NARROW-VIEW ELECTRONICALLY

GENEMTED VIDEO PRESENTATIONS

Figure t5 (s)
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6 The LLLTV tests at Eglin, conducted at 2,500-8,000

feet AGL' showed that truck-size targets could be tracked onlyif sufficient light surrounded ttrem. A quarter-moon was con-
sidered minimum tight for effective trrrck-kil1ing. Moreover,
television by its very nature failed to present a trrre portrayal.
Too often the navigator sweated to interpret a hazy, drab, bi"-torted picfure of the target--only to see the scene swallowed upby dark shadows. SS

*^ Nevertheless, LLLTV opened up possibilities for lower-light-level operations. The four A-IErs ano six crews (coded -l
Tropic Moon I) were to evaruate the sensor equipment in combat
bts detecting, locating, and striking targets along the Ho chi MinhTrail. If the aircraft failed to find targets with LLr,Tv, theywere to request a FAc from the ABCCC. They would then
operate as standar{ 4-1Bts. x54

Tropic Moon Armed Reconnais sance- -Steel Tiger

€\ First flights of rropic Moon I aircraft into steel riger
originated from Nakhon Phanom in February lg68. The normal
schedule specified three A-IE sorties a night with takeoff times
staggered to slightly overlap coverage in the reconnaissance area.
More important, takeoffs had to conform to moon phase so enoughlight would be available. To speed up fragging, Tropic Moon I
kept its own moon charts. The seventtr Air Force used this chart
information and current weather evaluations to develop the frag.5b

.-^
_. ^-7 The A-lErs navigated to the reconnaissance area by
TACAN with backup from GCI sites. The aircraft normally
reached the operating area--in the vicinity of Route g and rchepone,
Laos--in 40 minutes. There the navigator searched for teruain
feah:res to establish position. This done, the aircraft reconnoitered
the Loc.with time on station from 1-2 hours. The pilot flew

xTropic Moon crews were highly experienced. Maj. Geraldc. schwankl, for example, was a former A-l instructor pilot at
Hurlburt Field (an adjunct of Eglin AFB). His navigator, Major
Bernard s. Flynn, had spent most of his career in sAC as i F.-471
P-52 navigator-bombardier. [trtvw (s), author with Maj Gerald c.
Schwankel, Hq AFSC, 6 May ?1.l
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parallel and to the
AGL and 140 knots

right of the roadway at 4,500-5,500 feet
rAs.56

Figure 16 (s)

Visibility dictated the offset distance from the roadway.
If vegetation was low and the moonlight bright enough' this
distance might be as much as 1.5 miles. On the ottrer hand, too
little light and constant haze--created by slash-and-burn agri-
cultural techniques--frequently shrunk this distance to about",l/2
mile. tr diminished light th; wide-view camera was usel""sY Th"
crews relied almost entirely on the naruow-view camera. It' too,
was handicapped because the high roadside vegetation demanded
steeply depressed camera angles. Be that as it tn&;rr given
reasonable ground visibility and enough suruounding light, LLLTV
held promise as a night detection device. a''

#S Upon detecting a target, the crew noted the aircraftrs
relation to it through the narrow-view camera then ehecked the
depression angle. The navigator tracked the target with the TV
as ttre aircraft maintained a left-hand base-leg hrn. On attack



L20 rff**
the A-lE dove at a 20o-B0o angle and released ordnance when
the proper combination of sight pichrre, dive angle, airspeed,
and altifude was reached. ordinarily, the aircrift dropped the
ordnance at 3,000 feet and bottomed out at 1, b00 feet. since
the A-lEts flew singly' they commonly received one free passat the target for the enemy gunners believed them to be FAcrs
and not strike aircraft. + After that, however, the gunners were
alerted and aircrews limited themselves to two *oiu passes. bB

TP|CAL SELF"CONTAINED NIGHT ATTACK

ROAD/TRAtL
OR WATERWAY

+
AIE

Figure 17 (S) ,l

al If rropic Moon I aircraft spotted no trucks along theLoc' they oftentimes ttmotoredtt to a road junction and s"f lrp
lheir orbiting left-hand pattern. Many times the formidable AA
defenses around such areas as Tchepone forced the A-lErs toclimb higher. This heightened the Jbnt-range visibility problem.
The wide-view camera could not resolve truck-size targeis
beyond 4,000 fqet s-lant range, so the namow-view camera had to

*The A-lErs might release napalm on the
second pass. [Schwankl

a

first pass to better
intvw (S), 6 May ?1.mark the target for the
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take over. On its TV display a small rectangle oovered the"{
target during automatic tracking (figure 14). Thus, as the air-
craft gain^ed altittrde, detection and tracking eapability fell off
snarpr]. 59

lli The mixed ordnance load of Tropic Moon I aircraft
resembled that of other A-lts. It included M-31/32 Funny Bombs,
finned napalm, fragmentation and VT-fused bombs, and Daisy t
Cutters (antipersorurel bombs). The aircrerrirs considered M-31/32
bombs the best truck killers, finned napalm a close second, and
hard bombs last. Tropic Moon I aircraft carried no rockets,
however, because at Eglin AFB the ignition plume of a rocket had
burned out one camera (approximate cost $20,000). *60

Armed Reconnaissance in South Vietnam
nxr{

J Proper evaluation of the LLLTV system required
straight-and-Ievel flight plus attack in an area free of hear4y AA
fire. Hence the Air Force moved the Tropic Moon aircraft on
temporary duty to Bien Hoa AB, South Vietnam. The move
meshed with the Laotian wet season which limited strike aircraft
operations. In the south the A-lErs interdicted barge and canal
traffic on ttre LOCrs leading from Cambodia to Laos as well as
those in the Mekong Delta a""a.6l

Gtr- the Delta area Tropic Moon I aircraft took more hits
than in Lads. Nonetheless, the crews searched the Delta at
2,000-2' 500 feet AGL and attacked straight-and-level at around 500
feet AGl--exactly as ttre LLLTV system was designed to work.
The contrast of targets against the canals, the wake of the boats--
all sharpened the TV picture and allowed autotracking. Even tJ:e
persistent drizzle did not degrade the picture as much as haze
from Laotian farmerst fires formerly did. As a result, 83 per-
cent of A-lE missions in the III and IV corps areas of South
Viehrary sighted targets, destroying or damaging almost half of
them.68

*Eo"n though the TV camerafs eye closed if too much light
entered, it couldnrt close quick enough to escape light from high-
velqcity rockets. [Schwankl intvw (S), 6 May ?1. ]

TV
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In Steel Tiger the A-lEts had'carried flares for ot?rer
strike aircraft as well as BDA. Itr south vietnam, however, they
carried them either to supply sufficient light for t}re LLLTV orto serve as flareship in support of hamret or outpost defense.If flaring, the A-tE climbed to 10,000 feet AGL and dropped the
flare to ignite at 7,000 feet. *63 

_{

Gl Progress in the Delta operation pleased A-lE aircrews.
Notwithstanding, the overall performance of the LLLTV system
was not as effective as it was designed to be. picture quality
was better in southeast Asia than in the united states, but ttre
system still would not autotrack except on high-contrast targets.
tr'urthermore, the unexpected hearrSr AA fire in Laos forced the
crews to develop tactics for which the system was not intended.
Subpar performance was the resu1t.64

. f Despite these shortcomings the Air Force was convinced
the system merited further development. An improved LLLTV
was to be mounted in the B-b? arong with MTI radar, FLIR, 

"r{oan automatic weapon derivery system. Meantime, the Air Force
ended the Tropic Moon I program on I December 1968. It re-
moved the LLLTV from ttre four A-lErs thereby refurning them to
standard configuration. The sensors were shipped back to the
united States but the aircraft remained at Nakhon phanom as part
of the 56th Special Operations Wing.65

- 
*Flaring along the Trail in Laos caused enemy trucks to pull

off the road, making it harder for TV to pick them up. Flaring
also blanked out the scope temporariry, preventing both target
acquisition and BDA. [Msg (s), ?th AF to cINCpAcAF, 2oot45zApr 68, subj: Tropic Moon I.l
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v. THE FAST MOVERS AND THE GUNSHIPS

t.,,
F The Martin B-5?, developed in IgbB from the Eng1i-sh

Electiic canbema, holds several distinetive firsts in aviation
history. It was Great Britainrs first jet bomber, the first com-
bat aircraft of foreign design since world war II to be adopted by
the united states for operational service, the first of a long line
of USAF jet aircraft used in South Vietnam, and the first Air
Force jet to drop bombs in the Southeast Asia conflict. *1

{U) The B-5?B was an extensive modification of the British
Canbeira to better fit it for the interdiction role. The Air
Force had .greatly strengthened the aircraft to allow the full range
of high ttctt maneuvers necessary for tactical delivery. In addi-
tion to the rotary bomb-bay door, space for eight . b0 ealiber or
four 20-mm machineguns was added. Load capability was increased
to 10,000 lbs. by the addition of eight external wing stations. The
B-model was introduced into the Tactical Air Command in 1954
but after_1959 the Paeific Air Forces became sole operator of the
aircraft. 2

ilFtre tempo of combat in Vietnam quickened during April-
June 1964. In respone, the Air Force reassigned the 8th and
l3th Tactical Bombardment Squadrons of the 3d Bombardment Wing
from Yokota AB, Japan, to Clark AB, Philippines. These squad-
rons later deployed on 60-day rotational temporary duty to Bien
Hao, South Vietram. In July 1965 they moved to Da Nang and in
October 1966 to Phan Rang. In January 1968, the 8th changed
from a TDY to permanent status and the l3th was inactivated due
mainly to combat attrition. On 15 October 1969, the last B-5?Brs

*The RF-101ts had flown in South Vietnam since 1961. The
B-57rs and some SAC U-2rs, however, were the only jet aircraft
in-country until June 1965 when the Air Force deployed a squad-
ron of F-l0Ors. [Hist (S), 34th Tac Gp, I Jan-B JuI 65. ]
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left South Vietl'ram for storage in the United States. 
*3

0 The early missions of the B-5?B Yellowbirds were
(1) close support, and (2) day and night interdiction of the Trtfl.
Gradually, however, as the complexity of the war changed and
ttre interdiction mission grew, the Yellowbirds became excrusively
night attack aircraft. By 196?, they and the A-26rs had killed

P.57 over Phan Rang AB, South Vietnan

most of the trucks destroyed along the Trail. One reason for
this success was that many pilots had numerous hours in the
B-5?8. Several had also flown night interdiction sorties in the
13-26 during the Korean War. Moreover, the in-and-out rotation
of crews every 60 days maintained an information flow within the

*Initially, in 1964 and early 1965, the B-5? crews were not
fully qualified for night operations. An intensive training program
in the Philippines was begun in January 1965, however, so that by
mid-year half the authorized number of crews (28) had qualified for
night combat. The program was severely handicapped after June
due to a severe PACAF-wide flare shortage. [Hist (TS-NOFORN),
Pacific Air Forces, I Jan-31 Dec 66, pp 323-25. l
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two squadrons, enabling crews to identify weaknesses and modify
tactics accordingly. With 24 sorties scheduled per day against
23 erewsr sorn€ pilots accrued over 300 missions. -As one
B-5?B pilot noted, ttwe were tired--but proficient. tt4 r d

f The B-5?Brs construction and fLying characteristics
suited it ideally to the interdiction role. Its long tailpipe reduced
the enginers noise and the jet plume at night. The broad wing
enabled the aircraft to maneuver like a much slower plane while
maintaining far greater speed. Unlike other jets, the Canbemars
slower run-in speed made target acquisition easier. It pulled out
of a dive without the usual mushing associated with the fast
movers. The aircraft could carry over 9,000 pounds of ordnance
and work a target--depending on distance and load--anywhere from
20 to 60 minutes. 5

t>Like the A-26, a great deal of the Canbemars utility
grew but of teamwork and coordination between pilot and navigator.
In night operations the rugged temain, marginal weather' enemy
defenses, and an old-fashioned gunsight made night dive-bombing a
dangerous and complex business. It demanded almost perfect crew
coordination. The 2-man crew allowed the pilot to concentrat6 on
flying the aircraft. The navigator handled all radio calls between
external control sources' Forward Air Controllers, maintained
position of the aircraft, armed the guns for each pass and called
airspeed, altitude and angle of attack to the pilot for each bomb
run. In addition to ttanother set of eyes'tt the navigator capability
allowed^ the pilot to give his undivided attention to destroying the
target. o

B-57 Tactics

Cftr Route Package I of North Vietnam, the Canbera
crews were permitted to conduct armed reconnaigsance withoiiba
FAC being present. Here the pilot offset to the side of the road
and began his tteyeballtt reconnaissance with a series of S-turns
at 250 knots IAS and 4' 000 feet AGL' The B-5?-B' however' was
not an ideal aircraft for visual reconnaigsance. Its speed' the
large wing blocking the pilotts view to the rear, the lack of any
detection devices--these severely hampered a visual mission.
Crews quickly realized the Canberra would be better off working
with a slower-moving FAC equipped with the starlight seope and
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carrying sufficient flards and ground markers. As a result,
when 8-578 interdiction missions began in Laos, a FAc super-
vised them.7

G seventh Air Force normally fragged canberras as single-
ship sorties into the steel riger area of Laos. using TACAN as
the chief navigational aid, the B-b?Brs climbed to 24,0oo-28,0b0
feet (depending on weight carried) and radioed the FAc about 100
miles from the target area. Approximatery b0 miles from the
FAc the aircraft began a controlled descent to arrive over the
target area at 10,000-12,000 feet. The B-b?B perched between
8,000-10,000 feet while the FAC marked the target. Once it was
established that crews of both aircraft saw the target, the
canbema rolled in at 6,000-8,000 feet AGL. Next it dove at a
30o-45o angre and released ordnance betweert 4,000-6,000 feet AGL.
After bottoming-out around 8, b00 feet AGL, the aircraft executed a
4-G pullup followed either by jinking or a climbing hrrn. on the
first pass the B-5?B might drop naparm as a marker, then mA.ke
a high as^eight passes--subject to t;pe of target and enemy
defenses. u

The Air Force also tried the B-b?B in the two-ship flak-
suppression role used by the 4-26. crews of both aircraft coord-
inated tactics during the pre-takeoff briefing, and were scheduled
into the target area r0 minutes apart. while the first canbema
attacked a target, the second--the suppressor--flew a circular
pattern above until it spotted enemy gun defenses. when this
occumed, the suppressor cleared with the first aircraft and the FAC
and attacked tJ:e gun position. Although these tactics proved useful,
it was the consensus of Canberra crews that overall effectiveness
of the F-578 force was diluted by having two aircraft on the same
target. I

t
Inasmuch as ttreir main targets were moving trucks, the

canberra crews strongly favored the M-36 F\:nny Bomb. Any one
of this bombts 182 thermite bomblets could destroy a trlck or at
least leave a fire from which further aiming corrections could be
made. I\or only the 8-578 crews but most all combat crews in
Southeast Asia considered the M-36 the best tnrck-killing munitions
in the usAF inventory. * From April lg68 on, however, supplies

*This statement is based on t.l.e authorrs interviews with
many combat crewmembers who interdicted the Trail.
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of the Furury Bomb were exhausted until production resumed lta*
mid-1969.10 ^ -*t

lFDeprived of Funny Bombs, the Canberra crews substi-
hrted other ordnance.. One satisfactory combination included
BLU-2?rs (800-pound napalm cannisters) mounted on the wing
pylons, together with M-l17ts (?50-pound general-purpose bombs)
in the bomb bay. Despite its effectiveness against vehicles and
personnel, napalm covered only one-fourth the area fire bombs did,
and it required more precise delivery. As for the M-117rs, rfhey
lacked the fuze-extenders that would have achieved a more effedtive
fragmentation pattern. 1l

G Mating C.I3V-24 fragmentation-cluster bombs with napalm
didnlt work out too well. CBU might stop a tnrck but it wouldntt
destroy it nor would it leave a fire from which pilots could cor-
rect their aim for the next strike. Furthermore, only two of the
weapons (vice four M-11?ts) could be camied by the Canbema. *
Attempts to restrict the CBU-24ts dispersal patterrr and increase
the bomblet density by lowering ttre release altihrde failed. Hence
with the Funny Bomb not available the crews preferred the
BLU-2?/M-u? ordnance comuinatio".iz 

---"- r*srsrres srE ''

B-57 Tropic i\ltroon II

ltes a further step toward a seU-contained night attack
aircraft, the Air Force modified three B-5?Bts a"nd deployed them
to South Viebram in December 196? for a 90-day test a"nd evaluation.
The aircraft--coded Tropic Moon ll--were fitted with new night-
detection devices. Foremost was the Westinghouse LLLTV with a
zoorlr lens, installed in a pod on the left inboard station of the
Canbema. In its stateside test this TV detected moving targets at
a slant range of 3,000-6,000 feet under starlight and 8,000-10,000
feet under a one-half to three-quarter moon. It was expected to
permit firing on the first pass, thereby eliminating the circqlpr
orbit that had characterized A-lE aircraft of Tropic Moon I. rr

*Four M-65rs
substituted for the

(1,000-pound GP
M-11?rs.

bombs) frequently were

--
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Other devices included stabilized optics, a laser ranger,
a weapon-delivery computer, plus associated electronic displays
and controls. When the LLLTV picked up a target, the laser,
ranger fed the computer slant-range information lairspeed, Uonlb-
ing altitude, and weapon ballistics were preset ). After the TV
started tracking the target the computer automatically dropped
the bombs. This system, like that of Tropic Moon I aircraft,
was designed for straight-and-leve1 attack. 14

€F The Tropic Moon IL aircraft fLew two sorties each night
from Phan Rang AB to the Mekong Delta, the principal targets
being .sampans on tlre waterways and tnrcks along Route 4. Seventh
Air Force plans called for the ttrree B-5?Brs to operate 3 weeks
in the Delta, fly close support for I week in war zones Charliet
and Deltar &rrd complete the remainder of their 90-day TDY in
Tiger Hound. An early short round*--it hit a police headquarters
--changed all this. Ttre Tropic Moon II crews went to Laos
sooner ttran expected. 15

Jfr" Tiger Hound and along the truck routes leading to
Khe Enh, the B-5?Brs of Tropic Moon II ran into problems
almost identical to those faced by Tropic Moon I aircraft. Given
the arears weattrer and visibility, the tactic of flying at 3,500 feet
AGL and 275 knots IAS was too low and too fast for first-pass
target acquisition. The crews acquired most targets at about
9,000 feet slant range--too late to maneuver to complete the bpmb
mn before automatic computer release. Most observers of the
test and evaluation consider this system marginal at best, so
it was returned to the United States. +16

*short rounds--The inadvertent or accidental delivery of
ordnance sometimes with resultant death or injury to friendly forces
or noncombatants.

*Aft"" being briefed on Tropic Moon IIrs results, Gen. John
D. Ryan (then CINCPACAF) concluded that not only was this system
marginal but he was tired of "us buying everything they send us. "
[Trip rprt (S), ?th AF (Plans) Trip Rprt--Tropic Moon LLLTV,
r0 May 68. l



Tropic Moon III--The B-57G
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A "t

F tr September 1967--two months before operational de-
ployment of the three Tropic Moon II aircraft--a Shed Light
General Officersr conference had selected the B-57 as the
interim SCNA aircraft until the F-111 was fully operational. On
28 November 1967, the Air Staff approved modification of 16
B-5?Brs for Tropic Moon III. These modified aircraft evenhrally
became 9-576r".17 ,

(frn Air Force equipped the modified Canbemas with
LLLTV, FLIR, forward-looking radar/MTl, plus an advanced
digital computer system for target-tracking and straight-and-level
uteapon delivery. It added a laser ranger to furnish the computer
accurate slang-range information. As defensive measures it
included radar homing and warning (RHAW) and ECM equipment.
Ttre aircraftrs ceramic armor and foamed-filled, explosion-proof
fuel cells (tanks) further protected the crew.lB

b57c canberra

S
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Qf- Tactics required B-b?G aircraft to operate at 2,000-3' 000 feet AGL and at airspeeds of 200-800 knots IAS. sincethe sensors were forward-rloking, the systems operator directddthe aircraft so as to keep the aircraft tottowing the road. upondisaovering a suitable target the pilot lineo up 1ne bomber forattack and selected his-weapon. At the p"op.. point the ordnancereleased automatically. 19

,^_ ^f_The 
B-5?Gts key sensor was forward-looking radar(FLR): Theoreticalry, it could detect jeep-size targets traveringat 3. 5 knots at ranges of almost g mills, if the object was withinl9o gf the ground track. when the navigator rocated the targEt onthe tr'LR he placed the crosshairs on a rougb approximation ofthe_ aiming point. This turned the LLLTV and FLIR at the targetand sent steering information to the pilot on his fr.ight controlindicator (FcI). Ttre navigator tracked the target in automatic,computerr or rrr€r.nual mode. He used LLLTV and FLIR to supplyadditional refining information when ttre target came in range ofthese sensors. ft", li"-1"p aldo'release 

".qi"rr." mentioned in thepreceeding paragraph followed. z

3r In october r9?0, ereven Tropic Moon rII aircraft de-ployed to lrbon, Thai1and. After a few weeks operation it becameevident the G models were not going to be as successful as anti-cipated._ 
_ 

They wresiled the same problems that had beset earlierTropic Moon aircraft. working characteristics of the sensorsdictated tactics geared to an op.-erating altifude and airspeed thatplaced the bomber under the nlse of enemy gunners and aflowedthem too mueh tracking time. Ttre flak forced the aircraft tohigher levels (6,000-8,000 feet AGL) and correspondingly down_graded the sensorsr effectiveness. At these altitudes, for instance,the MTI encountered scope strobing* and no video outpJlzT---

_. ^ n.3"^^"1R. detected objects beyond its designed slant rangeof 9' 000-12' 000 feet and picked up many things the LLLTV missed.

*repeated intense flashes
+Orrt of 5?B sightings no

lRprt (S), USAI' TAWC, TAC,
Evaluation, Mar ?1, p B. J

of light of short duration.
MTI detections were ever recorded.
Final Report B-b?G SEA Combat
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Nonettreless, this slant range--acceptable in controlled stateside
tests--was insufficient in combat. Frequently the crews could
not get lined up for a bomb run before the point of release had
been passed. This required the pilot to fty a teardrop, race-
track, or random-hrrn pattern in an effort to reacquire the
target. It was often too late. Enemy drivers had spotted the
aircraft and driven off the road to hide. The need for a reliabre
cuing device or sensor capabre of operating at higher ranges and
greater distances was obvious.22

(u) Tropic Moon aircraft highlighted an important factor in
the procurement of complex military weapons and hardware,
some of which had never been used in combat. Dre to the long
leadtime in developing advanced weapon systems, their fuhrre
success often depended upon a relatively static battlefield. But in
Southeast Asia along the Ho Chi Minh Trail the operational environ-
ment changed. Ttre enemy moved in many AA weapons and an
area once rightly defended now bristled with defenses. Revised
and altered tactics would herp redress this balance, but it could
do little to improve the operational characteristics of sensors.
Only new and better sensors could do that.

{'t McDonnell-Doug1as F-4 Phantom II

(U) The F-4 Phantom II was one of ttre most versatile
combat aircraft employed by the Air Force in the vietnam war.
This 2-seat* multipurpose iigttt"r began life as a U. S. Na.rry
shipboard interceptor, only to wind up as the Air Forcers
standard land-based fighter in southeast Asia. Here ttre c, D,
and E models served as fighters, fighter-bombers, and high-
speed photorecoruraissance aircraft. After the 1968 halt in the
bombing of North vietnam " the Air Force directed most phantom
sorties against the Ho Chi Minh Trail and its defenses.

S The foremost advantage of F-4ts and other jets lay in
their speed and maneuverability that ret them operate in heavily
defended areas. Enemy gunners uging'. _optically-sighted AA
artillery found it almost impossible to manually track these planes
that sped so swiftly in and out of range. swiftness alrowed the
jets to attack ground targets at night with some element of sur-
prise, and to respond to requests for immediate support.2S

*The crew consisted of two
The guy-in-back (GIB) performed

pilots or a pilot and a navigator.
navigator/observer duties.

stfiK"

it'r"l{; .. ri.
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F-LE Phantom

F,, On the ottrer hand, speed handicapped the fast mov€rsr
especially in their night armed reconnaissance role. Ttre jets
had inadequate sensor detection equipment. When not under
FAC direction they relied solely on tteyeball reconnaissancett
while speeding in the black of night. Their greater speeds and
steeper dive angles required ordnance to be dropped from a
higher altihrde, thus degrading accuracy. The aircraft needed a
sizable area for turning and maneuvering, which restricted low
level operations in such mountainous areas as Laos and North
Vietnam. Limited fuel capacity and lack of continuous air-refueling
support reduced the range and onstation time of 'ttre jets. Ttre
F-4, operating in a 200-mile range, could loiter only 20 minutes
before expending ordnance which took another 20 minutes. Air
refueling could extend onstation time another 40 minutes to t hour.24

|5t It was fairly evident that jet aircraft could not
match the slow movers in tmck-killing and interdiction. The
F-4C, for instance, possessed no effective nonvisual system for
delivering conventionil weapons. Its manually-depressed reticle*

*reticle--a sSrstem of lines, dots, crosshairs, or wires, in
the focus of an optical instmment.

]1l!
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bombsight was reminiscent of world war II aircraft. Moreoverttre aircraft was without a ttheads-up display,rr so the pilot hadto divide his attention among cockpil insiruinents, bombsightreticle' and the target on the ground. The F-4D eventual-ly en-hanced night stlike capability *itr, it" weapon rerease computerset (WRCS) and improved radar. Nevertheress, all versions ofthe F-4 lacked night detection devices, as well as adequateforward-firing munitions until introduction of the E model with itsnose-mounted gun. Both the c and D versions of t].e fighter hadpoorly designed interior rights, requiring the pilot to mask manyof the instrument/cockpit lights in trder-to opl"at" ;t;i;i;t.;-Exterior wing lighting was arso unsuitable for safe night formationfLying. considering all these conditions, it is surprising thePhantom performed as well as it did.25

C-130 /F-4 Flage-Strike Tactics

C Despite its inherent flare capability the F-4 usually
worked with various FAc aircraft. In lg66 the phantom flew manymissions with c-180 Brindbats. when fragged with these aircraft,a pair of F-4rs rendezvoused by TACAN or airborne radar in thetarget area 2,000 feet above the flareship. (Base artitude oftheflareship, dependent on teruain, often reached 10,000 feet. ) Unlesscleared at once for attack the phantoms set up a holding pattern ifthey had enough fuel. when immediately cleaied one F-4 descendedon the side of the flareline opposite the flareship, while t1re secondF-4 remained high. once established --either above or below the
C-l30rs altihrde--the pilot circled the area and identified the targetbefore beginning his strike. Below the Blindbatrs attitude the F-4
could attack from any direction, but above it was permitted towork only the left-hand side of the flareline. Meantime, the c-130
fL9w a right-hand pattern at 160-280 knots IAS and 6,000-8,000 feetAGL, with flares fuzed to ignite at 2,000-8,000 feet AGL. After
the first Phantom completed its pass the flareship cleared in the
seeond fighter.26

+The 497th Night owl squadron (Bth rFWg) at rrbon, Thai1and,
locally modified their cockpit lights with a rheostat that could dimor brighten selected instrument lights. [Intvw (S), author withCol. Carl H. Cathey, Jr., He USAF (Ops), 2 JuL ?1. (See footnote
35 for a resume of Coloney Catheyrs SnA experience. ). ]

.*,*
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F-4 Armed Reconnaissance/ Lightty Defended Area

1S By mid-July 1965 there were tB4 F-4 aircraft in the
Southeast Asia ttreater. Because the F-4rs camied flares,
armed reconnaissance quickly became one of the Phantomrs main
missions. Each mission began in the wing or squadron briefing
room. Here ttre crew carefully chose a route to and from ttre *,
target. Not only the defenses, airfields, and GCI coverage of the?
enemy governed this choice but tJre number of checkpoints as well.
Sufficient checkpoints were essential to offset the serious night-
navigation problems of jet aircraft. The slightest miscalculation
in night'navigation could lose the target. Hence the crews
realized they had to fully use TACAN and t'oltt-fashioned dead
reckoningt'* as backup for the F-4ts inertial navigation system (INS)

135
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*dead reckoning--finding oners position by
and calculations based on speed, time elapsed,
direction from a lcrown position.

means of a compass
effect of wind, and
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and radar. The INSrs design limitations produced a 3- to 5-mile
emor for each hour of fLight. Designed for air intercept, ttre
radar presented a substandard pichre when used to "*rp.tt
Even the WRCS and improved radar of the F-4D did little to en-
hance night navigation. For these reasons ttre crews stressed
mission planning and painstaking study of tmck routes.27

Ttre favorite formation for armed reconnaissance con-
sisted of two aircraft. The lead F-4 served as a flareship, the
second as killer. This amangement was favored over one of four
F-4rs mainly because it was easier to control. At night it was
very hard for pilots to see one another while working a target.
Furthermore, the requirement to maintain different positions, the
increased number of radio calls, and the intrinsic dangers of night
flyrng in a congested area--these militated against any sm&ll:^
advantage (more ordnance) offered by a four-ship formation. zu

f fne lead Phantom camied the SUU-251A flare dispenser
(a modified LAU-IO Zuni rocket launcher) that used the Mk-24
flare, The dispenser carried eight flares--two in each of its four
hrbes. Each time the pilot pickled the dispenser tube it released a
minimum of two flares. From a drop altitude of 3,500 feet AGL
and a 20-second ejection and ignition setting, the flares burned
from 150-180 seconds and produced 2,000,OO0-candlepower illumina-
tion. Most crews dropped below this altifude, however, in order
not to descend below the flares. Then, too, flares would still be
burning on the ground and could be used as markers. A typical
load consisted of eight SUU-25/A dispensers (64 flares) mounted
on racks under the aircraft. * It was this fLare capability of the. ,
Phantom and its lack of night detection sensors that prompted F-4
units to develop their own hunter/kiner teams and accompanying
tactics. 29

(l n" route, the second F-4 was offset I5o in azimuth
and from 5 to ? miles behind the lead F-4. Intercept radar

*Later the Bth TFWg used the SUU-42 dispenser, which had
a high Mk-24 dud rate. Another load repeatedly employed consisted
of either two fuel tanks outboard with three SUU-25/A's centerline,
or a centerline fuel tank plus one outboard fuel tank with three
SUU-25rs loaded outboard on the opposite wing. The inboard stations
then carried either bombs, rockets, or CBU.

;,..rtj.i$f
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r maintained position between aircraft. Altihrde $ras usually 25,000
feet and airspeed around 420 knots. *30

ll; Once the pilot of the lead F-4 determined he was in the
assigned .reconnaissance &r€&r lights on bot?r aircraft were hrned
off and proper attack procedures agreed upon. Aircraft altitude
and airspeed varied with the flare settings. Most drops took
place on a straight-and-level track at 3,500-5,000 feet AGL and
450 knots IAS. lVlany times the lead employed the double-pickle
pattern, dispensing four flares in pairs, 10 seconds apart. After
ttre second drop, the lead held the heading for 15 seconds before
making a 1B0o left turn (figure 19). Ttre l0-second pickle interval,
plus the 5 to ? miles the second F-4 trailed, brought bgth air-
craft over the target area just as the first flare blossomd. Ttre

*F-4 crews considered dead reckoning the best navigation
method for short legs. The Phantomrs radar was poor for mapping
but good for low-altihrde identification of rivers, vaLleys, ridge lines'
and peaks. [Manual (S), Sttr TFWg, Night Combat Tactics, 10 Sep 66. ]
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Phantoms were then on reciprocal headings and opposife sidesof the flareline. br addition, the heading on which ttre flareswere dropped established a reference line. The aircraft usedthis line to keep track of one another by calling out crock-codepositions. The first flare became tt6 oiclockrr and the last flare,tt12 otclocktt (figure 20). T?re flares also served as a referencepoint for objects siglnted, for example, ttTrucks 4 orclock tonumber three flare. tt Before attacting a target, however, the
second aircraft called the direction of the intlnded strike andreceived confirmation from the lead phantom. Bl

t4 ruo.srHtP mAC[ TACITCS

25 sEC

w,*,

ptgure 2t (s)

€l on occasions the lead F-4 flared and continued on for
2 or 3 miles before flaring again. The second F-4 searched the
area of the first fl.aredrop while the lead reconnoitered the area
of the second release. ff either crew spotted lucrative targets,
t.l.e other Phantom could be called in to help.32

60 sEc
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fl Experiences of F-4 crews echoed those of other South-
east Asia veterans of air combat. Phantom crews found that
flares alerted enemy defenses. Truck drivers immediately
pulled off the road at first flarelight. A pilot observed tl:at if
the tr'-4ts navigation emed ttone could be within one mile of an
objective and be eompletely confused when the flares atre rightefi
and the objective is not immediately acquired. " Likewise flares
could be dangerous to crews delivering ordnance, for to dive
below them gave the enemy more aircraft to track. Moreover, the
sudden transition to and from flarelight could cause disorientation,
loss of night vision, and vertigo in "Ii""ru*".33

|tlr The 2-man F-4 crew, like that of the A-26 learned to
counter disorientation, loss of night vision, and vertigo. Thettg,ry i* backtt(GlB) of the Phantom crew could monitor solely on
instmments the'ordnance delivery and the aircraftrs recovery.
(He had previous instructions to assume aircraft control when
some specific altifude, pitch, or angle of bank was exceeded. )
The GIB helped the aircraft commander to accurately deliver
ordnance by monitoring airspeed and dive angle, eross-checking
for proper switch positionsr orrd calling out weapon release alti-
tude. Meantime, the aircraft commander in the front seat eo6$
concentrate completely on tracking and maintaining the comect
sight picture. 34

JSSDive toss--the favored method of ordnanee
delivery--was later adopted for all attack environments. Dive
toss used air-to-air radar and the WRCS. During the bomb run
the GIB operated the radar in the AIR-GRD (air-ground) mode to
provide a drift-stabilized boresighted antenna. Next he locked on
the radar ground return, which fed slant-range data into the W49S
computer and the optical bombsight. At this point the ililot p1ac6d
the bombsight pipper on the target, pushed the bomb-release
button, and began a wings-level straight-ahead pullup of 2-3 Grs.
When the aircraft reached the proper range the WRCS released
the ordnance automatically. If properly maintained, the dive-toss
system was more accurate than the manual dive-bomb one.
Nevertheless, the straight-ahead wings-level pullup presented
enemy gunners ideal tracking for aimed or bimage AA fire.
Further, the release of bombs during a pullup of 2-3 Grs resulted
in an increase of hung ordnance. It also lengthened the bomb
pattems on the ground, reducing kill probability for pinpoint targets.
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F-4

a high unit spirit. As a case
had the old Flying Tiger p-40

n

F-4E personnel as a sguadron kindled
in point, each F-4E amiving in Korat
sharkrs mouth painted on its nose.

Gross e*ors were not at all uncommon using dive toss, so i't I
was not used for close support. until late lg68, the F-4 wings
employed dive toss off and on, but almost entirely in lighily
defended interdiction areas. 35

5f In November lg68, the first phantoms of a newF-48 squadron touched down at Korat AB, Thailand. (The F-4E's
replaced a squadron of F-l05rs in the Bg8th ractical Fighter wing. )Drring the F-4E sguadronts stateside training the aircrews gained
considerable experience in dive toss and maintenance personnel
came to know the systemts equipment. soon the BBBth was demon-strating the validity of dive toss in combat--posting an enviable 1circular emor average (CEA) of 160-l?0 feet- Not to be outdone,
the other F-4D wings reemployed the system--using the secondF-4D of the two-ship formation for flak suppression. By 1969 divetoss had become the chief ordnance release system for all F-4
wings engaged in night interdiction in Laos. *33

Armed Reconnaissance/ Highly Defended Area

A By mid-1969, few lighfly defended areas remained along
the Ho chi Minh rrail. The Rolling Thunder campaign, with its
air_strikes against the Locrs in North vietnam, nia ueen scrappedin october 1968. The enemy responded by moving ma4y of his
Ha_noi/Ilaiphong-based weapons south, inciuding those 6i' r""g", r
9_ar]ber. The gunners came south with their gurs, and usAF and
U. S. Navv pilots soon noted the more accurate and better disciplined
fire. 37

- O The Air Force devised two flare/search patterns for this
hostil6 environment, both with the view of illuminating the area
only once. To do this the target had to be near an easily definedinitial point (IP), so the first pass over the target could drop theflares with some precision. using the first flare pattern the pilot
of the lead F-4 dispensed 16-20 flares in a straight-line densepattern' parallel to and 1-2 miles away from the target. As the

&'Training and deploying

"*r u{il
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flares blossomed they tended to draw
strike aircraft.38

enemy fire away from the

F.4 PARALLEL FLARE PATTERN
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Figure 22Q
Fl When following the second flare pattern, the pilot

of the lead F-4 dispensed flares l-2 miles back from where he
believed the target was. Between each pickle he hrrned the air-
craft l5o-20o while maintaining basic direction and a groundspeed
of about 420 knots. After 32 flares were dropped in this manner,
there was a good chance the target would be illuminated. Strike
aircraft then made short passes aeross the fringes of the flare-
light, not trying to see more than a short segment of tJre road
on a single pass.39
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pigure 23 (s)

O tn chances of kiling trucks under these conditionswere marginal. The wind blew the frares, making it hard toput them directly over the target. From the higher altifudesthe flares gave too ritile right -fo" 
"r"*s to detect pinpointtargets at the desired roll-inpltitude of 9,000-11,000 feet AGL.often pilots descended into helvy'AAA fire, acquired the target,and climbed back to roll-in altihrde--burning up valuabr. rrrStt{in the process.40

G Hence, most F-4 crews favored working with an o-2or c-123 FAc. Frequently, however, ttrey were frlgged to operateon their owq due to dense air traffic in the reconnaissance area.Two Phantoms--spaced 30 seconds apart--wou1d fLy at 100-200feet AGL over the Locts, seeking to acquire targets by moonlightor surprise.4l

'.hli'rritilit
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€ F-4 delivery techniques hinged on enemy defenses,
ordnance aboard, aircraft speed, and to a certain extent on the
intensity of available light. For instance, in lightly defended
areas the F-4 could attack almost straight-and-level' recovering
at least 500 feet above the highest temain located within 3 nauti-
cal miles of the target track.42 The Phantom crews of the Bth
Tactical Fighter Wing followed the ordnance delivery guidelines
in the table below. Note that the M-117 high-explosive bomb
could be dropped at either 400 or 450 KCAS (knots' callbrated
airspeed) and .with either a 30o or 45o dive angle. ReleasE alti-
hrdes and mil+ settings were changed 1o accommodate the
characteristics of specific ordnance. 43

I\rpe Dlve Anel-e

M-LL7 300
I+5o

CBII Level
Ievel

M-l_L7

CBI'

300
b50

IeveL
IcveL

2r00o
2r5OO

h00
11000

208

" ".i*tu

106
BO

*mil--l/6400 of 3600.

@ rcA.s pRoP

ReLease Altitude

313oo
\r75o

Recovenr Altitude

2r000
2r5OO

I+00
lr0oo

Ui1 Settine

LzL
99

2]-2
'2$+3n

SQ rcm onop

3r9OO
5 

'3oo

|ErForlow.leve1missions'theF-4crewsemp1oyed
cBu-z ordnance. ThiS weapon was achrally the BLU-3 fragmen-
tation bomb, mated to the l9-hrbe rear-firing suu-? dispenser'
upon ground impact the cBU-2 expelled 250 16-grain steel

"fn"r* 
into ttre air. It was chiefly an antimateriel weapon.

Unfortunately, it required straight-and-levef flight through-the-
delivery phase and for two sec&ds after releasing the pickle button'

*ry,



This munition was also known to damage the dispensing airqaftif these fiight conditions were not met. In addition, manyincidents were reported of the suu-? aispenser damaging thele-ading edge of the 
-wing when jettisoned. As for napalm, thePhantom crews preferred Pj,u-zz because of its honey-like con-sistency (Napa1m B) that adhered better and destrpyed more.Being complex, these napalm weapons were fined at the factoryand shipped as a single unit instead of being filled in the ri"iJ. aa

ar- Jinking--rapidly changing an aircraftrs heading and arti-
fu09--w1s widely used to evade aimed gunfire. To avoid stereo-typing this tactic, positive ano aEfrfiT Jir"rrg"" were made in arandom pattern. A rule of thumb foltowed-by F-4 crews was forthe jinking intervar (in seconds) to be two-thirds each onethousand foot of altifude. Thus, a phantom at 15,000 feet jinkedevery 10 seconds. Ttre lower the altihrde, the more fr-equent themaneuver. Against barrage fire, jinking extended the time theaircraft was exposea so in this instance speed was the best defense.But speed ate up fuel, shmnk time over target, and required
frequent trips to a tanker--if one was at fraria.45

-{l 
crews were strongry discouraged from performing theirown BDA since it often spatially disoriented them. At firsi thecre$'s followed this dictum. However, as they became familiarwith their operational areas, the tendency of iilot" to perform

BDA on their own (a holdover from combat crew training at Davis-
Monthan AFB' Ariz. ) reasserted itself. At this point, a good anti-dote was strong AA fire or temporary ross of aircraft contror.46

. ?-The- lead F-4 did not use afterburner except for a quick
spurt (and ignitiorr glow) to help the second F-4 join up. tuost
crews departed the target area by their own radar or a TACANbearing. crews of the 4B2d racticar Reconnaissante wing, *orexample, rendezvoused near Nakhon phanom TACAN on tli"i" ,"yback. Ttrere they used flashLights to check one anotherrs air-craft for hung ordnance before proceeding on to udorn.4?

L44

Loran Bombing/Commando Bolt

%l br May 1g6g a new F-4 mission extended theflexibility and emploSrment of tactical air power. Known asFlasher or Commando Bolt, it teamed loran-equipped, specially

F-4
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modified F-4 Pathfinders with standard F-4 fighter bombers.
Utilizing intelligence information from Igloo White sensors,
these aircraft were to interdict enemy LOCrs in darkness and
bad weather. After a yearts stateside training, the 25th Taeti-
cal Fighter Squadron of loran-eqr:ipped F-4rs had deployed to
Ubon AB, Thailand, in lMay 1968 and became part of the Bth
Tactical Fighter Wing. The 25thrs dedicated mission was to
dispense anti-infiltration sensors at high speed. The sensors
needed to be accurately placed so that Task Force Alpha at
Nakhon Phanom could closely track and monitor enemy infiltra-
tion. To assure this accuracy the Z5thrs F-4f s were, Fquipped
with the Shed Light-developed ARN-92 Loran D sets.48

G Designed for precise navigation, the Loran D set in-
cluded a computer, map display, and instrument display coupler.
It provided the pilot a readout of his present position, cross-
steering coruection, as well as the course and distance to any
target. At first, like many new avionics, the Loran D set
suffered peculiar maintenance problems and frequent loss of
signals. By May 1969, however, these problems wer.g mostly
overcome and the 25thts F-4rs (the "Assam Draggins") could drop
sensor strings with an accuracy of 330-660 feet.4v

rffil Each spring brought bad weather to Steel Tiger.
The low ceilings and poor visibility hamstrung operations of gun-
ships, A-lrs, and the few remaining A-26ts. On the ottrer hand'
these conditions aided North Vietnamese infiltration down the
Trail. In 1969 the Air Force still had not found a way to harass
enemy ttmoverstt during the monsoon weather. So it turned to the
25thrs F-4rs to fill the void by keeping constant pressure on the
I09r".50

f|lillf|l The sensor strings were the heart of Commando
Bolt. When the infiltration center at Task Force Alpha detected
trucks moving through the sensor fields, it computed an ETA
for a preplotted Lorin point. Flasher aircraft--a Loran-equipped
F-4 and a pair of conventional Phantoms--would already be orbiting
a predetermined point in Southern Laos, awaiting target informa-
tion from the TFA. Upon receiving the information the Flasher
aircraft departed their orbit to agive over the target at the pre-
determined time. 51
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lru) Commando Bolt operations required precise
timing and navigation. They also called for the closest crew
coordination, particularly when the Loran-equipped F-4 maneu-
vered into position with its wingmen. To place the maximum
ordnance on the target, all aircraft--at time of delivery--had to
be stabilized on track at an altifude of 4,000-9,500 feet AGL
and an airspeed of 480 knots IAS. To satisfy tlrese criteria the
leader flew straight-and-level for at least 2 minutqs prior tg-,
ordnance release. Ttris allowed the wingmen to move into cloFe
formation, stabilize for delivery, then release ordnance on ttre
Loran-equipped F-4rs tone signal. The long level flight path
gave enemy gunners plenty of tracking time, -exposing Commando
Bolt missions to heavy' baruages of AA fire. bz

ffi Most Flasher teams employed CBTJ'Z  ordnance'
adding napalm in April 1970 due to its excellent area coverage.
After ordnance release all aircraft left the target area. Usually
the Loran aircraft cycled back to a tanker, refueled' and renfl'ez-
voused with the next element of aircraft to be led to a release
point. Since many Flasher crews relied on follow-on reconnais-
sance or FAC verfication for BDA, it was hard to determine the
Loran C systemrs precise effectiveness.S3

Pave pay

)rl tr September 1966, the Air Force set forth a require-
ment for a laser* target designator system with which a -FAC
could accurately and covertly mark a target. The strike air-
eraft would carry pod-mounted.laser seekers that locked on the
energy refurn from the target.54 Eventually two systems evolved.
One used the F-4 Pahtom as the "illuminator"; the other, the
C-130 Blindbat. Both methods employed F-4rs camying 2' 000-
pound Mk-84 bombs with laser-seeker kits in their noses. When

'' ' - *qt
*acronym for light amplification by stimulated emission of

radiation. Laser light is most often invisible or infrared. It
differs from ordinary light in that its individual light rays are
all the same wave length and all are in step. Hence its energy
is not dissipated as the beam moves out--thus permitting an in-
tense concentration of light energy. [Trends, Indicators, and
Analyses (S), DCS/Plans & Ops, Apr 69, pp 1-1?. J
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an F-4 released a Pave way bomb wittrin a certain area called
the ttbasket,tt it homed in on the laser beam refrected from the
target. Targets were preselected and included fords, bridges,
road bends, switchbacks* down a mountainside, and other non-
perishable targets. S5

Gt The F-4 bomber/illuminator team worked at
slightly higher artitudes than the F-4/c-r30 combination. The
optimum release altitude for Pave Way was 12,000 feet. The
delivery F-4, therefore, rolled in at 18,000 feet with a 30o-b0o
dive angle. Meantime the laser-equipped F-4 flew a curved
track at L2,000 feet and kept the 1aser beam on ttre target. At
20,'000 feet slant range a change in bank angle as litfle as 10
displaced the center of the laser beam about 3b0 feei 6n the a

ground. Consequently little evasive maneuvering was possible. S6

ti The laser-equipped C-180 Blindbats worked in a some-
what different way. The c-130 passed the geographic coordinates
to the F-4 which computed a Loran release point for the selected
heading. The Blindbat flew a ?,000-8,000 foot AGL right-hand
orbit, simultaneously tracking the target wittr the night observation
sight (Nos), and laser. Ttre Phantom rolled in and while in level
flight released the weapon at the computed Loran coordinates
(see figure 21). The size of the release basket compensated for
any emors. Variations had the Blindbat illuminating an areb.*"
with flares or working with as many as three bombers. At times
the blacked-out C-130 worked below a cloud-deck (the laser
illuminator could not t'seett through elouds) while the F-4 worked
above. First southeast Asia tests and evaluation of this weapon
system took place in early 1970. The results pointed to the
systemts immense possibilities. 57

AC-130 Development and Eqr:ipment

Jlj9lflbThe AC-130 Gunship II proved to be the most
effective aircraft for night interdiction of targets in Southeast
Asia. The Air Force developed this converted Hercules transport
as a follow-on to the AC-47 in the classic role of close air
support (site defense) and as an interdiction weapon along the

xzigzag roads in a mountainous region.

''i"i; il
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PAVEWAY BOMB
RELEASE POINT
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I ,500'
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BI.II{DBAI PAYTWAY
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LASER BEAM c,_ 130 oRBtT

AA GUN POSITION

Flguro 25 Ql
*{

Laotian Locts. To aid in truck detection the aircraft was
equipped with several electronic sensors. Chief among them
were a large starlight scope called the night observation device
(NOD) and a forward-looking infrared (FLIR). *58

*Additionally the aircraft camied side-looking radar to
search, acquire, and track X-band radar operated by friendly
forces at isolated Laotian sites. This side-tooking radar could
not detect vehicular traffic. [Hist (S), Bth TFWg, Jan-Mar 1969,
p 3?.I

)
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5) In addition, Gunship II clmied a 4O-d'lowatt
xenon lamp/illuminator mounted on the cargo-ramp door. A
selector switch allowed the operator to select visible light or
covert infrared/ultraviolet radiation through use of internal
mirrors or filters. *61

AC.I3O GUIISHIP DTITGIIO}I DTYICES

FLgrrro 26 fr
{re The AC-130ts four ?.62-mm miniguns and

four 2'0-mm conllonr like the primary S€rSofSr were Sifirated on
the left side of the aircraft. These guns were extremely effec-
tive antipersonnel weapons and chiefly responsible for the gun-
shipts success as a tmck killer. The minigun could sustain fire
at 3,000 or 6,000 rounds-per-minute; the 20-mm gatling' 2,500
rounds-per-minute. Every AC-f30 carried about 15,5_0-0 rounds
of ?. 62-mm and B,000 rounds of 20-mm ammunition. 62

*xenon--a heavy, colorless, inert' gaseous element used in
specialized electric lamps; kilowatt--a unit of power equal to
1,000 watts.

t

,.Ih
ITLUMINAT'ON
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fit||l1|i The gunshiprs AN/AWG-13fanalog coflputertied sensors and ordnance together. It received inputs from theNoD, FLIR' and beacon radar and established a line-of-sight toa designated point. It solved the approach-guidance problem,
supplied azimuth steering signals, and corrected fire-control
equations for wind, airspeed, and altitude. AlI the pilot neededto do was put his^gunsight pipper on the target reticle and
commence firing. o:l

fl ttre Ac-l3o surpassed the Ac-47 in modification andextra equipment. It had foam-filled fuel tanks, radar homing
and warning (RHAW) equipment, some proteetive armor, apneumatic frare launcher, and a 40-kilowatt searchlight. Thelatter, operated manually or by remote control, was especially
efficient -in support of friendly ground forces in contact with the
enemY.64

I ouring 20 september-r December 196?, the Air Force
conducted the first of two southeast Asia evaluations of the proto-
t5pe Gunship II. Evaluation missions normally lasted b hours
and encompassed airborne alert in support of friendly forces in
south vietram and interdiction in the Tiger Hound area of Laos.
Refurned to the united states for modification, the protot;pe was
again in ljbon, Thai1and, by February lg68. Meanwhile, the Air
Force directed ttrat seven more c-lgqArs be modified into gun-
ships and tagged for Southeast Asia. 65

ffi) when the prototype AC-130 (spectre) returned,
the yq.rly monsoon weather in Laos restricteo its armed recon-
naissance role. Notwithstanding, in only 48 missions the Ac-lB0
sighted 847 vehicles and dtmaged or destroyed 319 of them.
Next, the gunship went to Tan son Nhut, sout^h vietnam, to help
counter the rocket threat to saigon. when thls threat abdted,
the AC-130 flew interdiction missions against the enemyrs boat,
sampan' and trlck traffic on the rivers, canals, and roads of
south vietnam. D:ring this period, several u. s. special Forces
camps furrred to spectre for fire support. on three occasions
the gunship flew special missions in the DMZ searching for heli-
copters. By the time the weather began to clear in Laos, how-
ever, significant maintenance problems with the AC-lB0rs sensors
(many were handmade) cropped up. Seventh Air Force was
concerned since continual sensor breakdown would compel Spectre
to operate as a conventional AC-4?.66
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;} The Air Force organized the first AC-130 unit--the
16th Special Operations Squadron--at llbon in October 1968 and
placed it under the Bth Tactical Fighter Wingts control. By the
end of the year the tired protot5pe rehrrned to the United States
and four new AC-130rs were in place at Ubon.67

AC-130 LOC Interdiction Tactics

ry Seventh Air Force usually fragged a gunship
to an area or along specific route(s) with authority to attack any
valid target within the area or along the route. Combat experi-
ence had shown that the smallest search area should be at least
20 miles long by 7 to 10 miles wide. This allowed enough room
in which to vary search patterrrs, maneuver escorts (when used)'
and permit the AC-130 to execute evasive maneuvers and other
variations in tactics. Similarly, combat experienee set the alti-
tude at 4, 500-5,500 feet AGL and the airspeed at 145 knots IAS: 68

The AC-130 relied on three basic patterns in
armed reconnaissance missions--rfbribom search, parallel search,
and spiral search. These patterns (detailed below) showed a sig-
nificant evolution over the old AC-4? pylon-turn maneuver and
revealed that the Spectre had borrowed certain fighter and FAC
techniques. The type of pattern chosen hinged on the AAA threat,
temain features, LOC width, height of trees, jungle canopy' and
like factors. Many times a combination of these factors dictated
a blend of the three patterns. *69

Rairdom Search

H)theSpectreaccomp1ishedroutereconnaissancein high-threat arieas by making right- and left-hand turns that cut
the LOC at random points and at random angles (figure 27). This
pattern enabled the NOD and FLIR to scan a road or waterway for
considerable distance in both directions while crossing it at differ-
ent angles. Since furns back to the LOC were randomr cr€ws
searched for hidden storage areas and trrrck parks off the main
area. It might take longer to cover a road or waterway in this

t

in the next five
l4th SOWg,

"'Descriptions of the three search patterns
paragraphs are based on: Pamphlet (no class),
Gunship Tactics, I Oct 70, pp 29-32.
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manner but coverage was fairly thorough. More important the
time exposed to enemy tracking and firing was shortened. once
a sensor--either the NoD or FllR--detected traffic ttrat sensor
was designated as primary. The other sensor then aligned on
the primary and confirmed the target.

frF) Ttre gunship now began its pylon turn while
firing on the target. At times the pilot deemed it bept to con- *
tinue on a heading for some distance before furning into the
target for a fast attack (figure 24). ordinarily this cut down
exposure to ground fire and allowed the AC-130 to make a
deliberate pass with only a short time in orbit.

Parallel Search

JroUn$ During parallel search the gunship paralleted
the trail' stream, or river while the sensor operator kept one
sensor forward along the artery. This freed the other sensor to
scan the Loc for any traffic. Since some traffic might be visible

:#,rqill

A(.I30 RA]IDOTII PATTER]I
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to one sensor and not to another, there was frequent switching
between the FLIR and the NoD. once traffic was discovered,
the detecting sensor locked on the target and a no4rnal firiryt
pass started.

ffi with this pattern the AC-1B0 courd track a
Loc no matter what its direction. on a snaking road the gunship
tracked the middle path rather ttran each turn. This permitted the
other sensors to probe for choice targets without violenily maneu-
vering the aircraft. If the Loc made a definite hrrn toward the
gunship, the pilot flew over it, executed a 27Oo turn and paral-
leled the road once more (figure 2S). This method rapidly
covered a road but often put the gunship on a flight path less than
a mile from areas occupied by enemy AAA batteries.
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AC.I3O PARA11EI. STARCH PATIER]I

PRIMARY SENSOR
TRACKING PATH

at

Figure 29 n

Spiral Search

5)Whenonspira1search,thegunship''spira1ed''
down the road using a combination of sensors to maintain its
position in the area. Many times the NOD was designated t\e
primary sensor to track a point on the ground. r The pilot kept
the AC-130 in orbit by target steering while the other sensors
searched the area thoroughly in all directions. Then the NOD
was moved down the LOC to a point about one-half its field of
view. Next the pilot reacquired the orbit and continued the
pattern (figure 26). Very often the primary sensors $rere switched
to let all devices search an area. Although spiral search offered
more complete coverage than other patterns, it exposed the gun-
ship to any AA threat in the area.
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AC-f30 Attack Procedures
ly

fr If the target was a tmck convoy, the AC-130 alway-s
tried to attack and destroy the first and last vehicle. This
blocked the road and prevented the escape or dispersal of the
rest. Once the gunship assumed an effective orbit, it was simply
a matter of keeping the sensors locked on the target. The pilot
made repeated orbiting passes (g0o of bank) while spraying the
target area with 2- to 3-second bursts of cannon fire.70

E During the first half of 1969, ttre four AC-130ts
flew 516 sorties and destroyed or damaged 2,105 tmcks--a rate
of four vehicles per sortie. Nevertheless, the area ceased to
be lightly defended, for the North Vietnamese had moved many
AAA guns into Laos to defend the Trail complex. Flying at 5,500
feet AGL the converted transports offered enemy gunners an

fl



ftn. tankers were
along the LOCts. [End of
Bevan, Jr., Commander,

.,d

periodically repositioned as Spectre moved
Tour Report (S), Colonel Wendell L.
432d TRWg, 3 Sep 68-? Jun 69. l.. '*!,it
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inviting target. In the commando Hunt I operations (1968-1g69dry season) several gunships sustained battle a"-"!". Zf

fl Inasmuch as the Ac-180 spectre was not designed to shootit out with the €h.€rrlfr its main defensive maxim was to avoid theguns whenever possible. New gunship tactics incruded varyingapproaches to the target, partial orbits, and highe" opu""iini alti-tudes. (The latter tactic, however, degraded sensor capabilities. )oftentimes the spectre orbited a safe distance away from ttre gunsand waited for the enemy trucks to go to a lightly defended area.In addition' the crews practiced techniques to track, fire, and rorlout before completing more than gOo-I2bo of their pylon turn. Themost effective remedy for the enemyrs AAA fire, however, wasthe introduction of an F-4 flak-suppressio' u""o"t. ?2

AC-130 /F-4 Flak-Suppression Tactics

Gi The first F-4 unit to devote fulr time to gunship flak-
suppression was the 4971h Tactical Fighter Squadron fthe ttight Owls)
stationed at Ubon AB. Selection of the 4g7th had distinct advantages.Its crews were experienced in night combat and the aircraft operatedfrom the same base as the Ac-l30rs. This amangement enabled
ll""t9A and Spectre crews to mission plan and brief together before
takeoff. ^ There was the ever-present danger of air collision at night.(The spectre flew blacked out except for formation lights and asmall, shielded'. red rotating bea.con on top. The F-4rs of the Nightowls had their bottoms paint& dlack. ) Hunce it was essentiar that
each crew know ,the -procedures to follow should it become necessaryto suppress enemy AAA fire. +73

A rhree F-4rs escorted each spectre mission and workeda target area for about B hours before returning to base. 'ThB
fighters took off 30 minutes apart to provide one escort over the
AC-130 at all times. The first fighter lifted off, refueled with a
Kc-135 tanker (usually at 18,000-20,000 feet), and joined the gunship
as it began surveillance. when the second F-4 arrived, the first
Phantom recycled back to the tanker which was completing the re-
fueling of the third aircraft (figure 31;. * ?4

*This amangement resembled that of the 56th special opera-
tions Wing (see p 99).

*Aftu" January t9?0 the Night owls discontinued interdiction
missions and performed full-time gunship escort. [Hist (s), ?th AF,I Jan-30 Jun 70, I, lb. l
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THE AC-I3O SPTCIRT SHUN]I

THAILAND

Figure 31 (s)

3 The AC-130 usually reconnoitered at 160 knots IAS
and 5,000-7,000 feet AGL. The F-4 escort positioned himself
in the right-rear quadrant, 2-3 miles behind and 6,000-8,000
feet above the gunship--using the latterrs red rotating beacon to
visually maintain position. Since the AC-130 flew a straight
courser the faster F-4 escort had to fly a series of S-cunres or
a large elliptical orbit (figure 32) to keep the required interval.
When the gunship entered its firing orbit, the fighter enlarged its
orbit about the same point (figure 33). To keep its B or 10 orclock
position the F-4 varied the circumference of the circular pattern
by introducing a steeper bank. The escort continually jockeyed to
regain or retain the prefemed position, but at times ended up on a
heading reciprocal to the gunshipts. When this occurred, the
technique was to "S-offtt and try to get in position. TS
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When enemy gunners fired (usually at the gunshipts
right side), the AC-130 moved off the target and informed the
flak-suppression aircraft. If a strike was in order, the F-4
would be cleared in immediately (figure 30). Frequently, the
gunship reentered the pylon-turn orbit to'perform BDA for the
escort or to continue firing at the target. Normally, the F-4
flew through and back out the gunshipts altihrde, dropping one
CBU cannister or a 2,000-pound bomb with a fuze extender
attached. * Repeat passes were made as necessary. T6

t4 ttAt( suPPRtssloil IoR AC-t30

Figuro 3h (s)

Normal load was three 2,000-pound bombs and eight
CBU-24 or CBU-49 cannisters. [End of Tour Report (S), Col.
L. Beven, Jr., 3 Sep 68-? Jun 69. l
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fl There were occasions when the gunship met only light
AAA fire, and it was productive to expend ordnance on the gug
sites. In these instances the AC-180 served asrd FAC.' It'*or
searched for targets with its sensors, dispensed flares or markers,
and directed the flak-suppression F-4ts on armed reconnaissance
targets discovered along the LOCts.77

tF ffat-suppression tactics may well have saved the
AC-130ts interdiction mission in Laos. with escorts, the gunships
could operate over most of the Trail complex. Exceptions included
such areas as Mu Gia Pass and rchepone that bristled with AAA
batteries. In February 1969, the five AC-l3Ots destroyed 210 -trucks; in March, 292; and in April, an alltime high of +gO. 

o7B

lff It was not completely one-sided, however. Ttre North
Vietnamese responded to the AC-130fs success by assigning the
highest priority to shooting down a gunship. To this end they modi-
fied their tactics. one gun fired on ttre gunship. Then anottrer
gun opened up on the escort as he began the attack, seeking to dis-
tract him from his original target. With the escort fully committed,
the gunners knew they were for a moment safe from attack. Hence,
they bamaged fire at either the F-4 or the gunship. T9 The gun-
ships began taking hits and several times only outstanding flying
made it possible to refurn the aircraft to lfbon. Finally, an
AC-130 was destroyed on 24 May 1g69 while attempting an emer-
gency landing after being hit with two rounds of 3?-mm fire. B0

;f Ttre enemy AAA buildup, after the Rolling Thunder cam-
pai$l ended, prompted further Air Force countermeasures. Work
was arready under way to enhance both the gunship forcets abirity
to survive enemy fire and its effectiveness. one result--an updated
Ac-130 known as the surprise Package--was another step toward
realization of a self-contained night attack aircraft. The Air Force
added' for example, a neur fire-control computer, improved s€[sorsr
and larger caliber guns that could inflict greater dqnpage ,at*".14;nger
ranges. Surprise Package entered the theater in December 196g
for test ipnd evaluation--as the eighth and last programmed AC-180A
Spectre. Bl

oTh" psychological aspects of flak-suppression cannot be over-
looked. Night owl crews, like A-l pilots, used the 2,000-pound bomb
not so much for its destmctive capability but for its big bang. Also
"putting something on charliet'bolstered the confidence of gunship
crews. [I::tvw (S), auttror with Col. Carl H. Cathey, Jr., HQ USAF,
(Plans) 2 Juf ?1. l
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Ttre Surprise Package (Coronet Surprise) , ,i,

ffiTo the three primary sensors of Spectre' the

Surprise Package SoineO these special feahrres: LLLTV with
taser ranging, MTI radar' S-band ignition system detection' im-
proved tta-rig"tion equipment, and a digital computer fire-control
system. AIso included was an inertial/targeting syste* ryftieh

could store or memo rize tatgets of opporhrnity and th:i :"l*t-"f $;r9,aircraft to rehrrn to the area for an attack on the target (figure

AC.I3O SURPRIST PACIAGE

st ]lsoR/ARilArrlt ]il c 0 1{ I I G u RAII 01{

LASER MNGER/DES

BLACK CROW SENSOR

2 KW LIGHT

TV pLATFORM TV CONSOIS INERTIAL aOuU GUNS
NAV

Figure 35 (S)

G The Air Force developed the S-band ignition o
system detector (B]ack Crow) for the AC-f23 Btack Spot aircraft'
The detector identified and acquired targets by sensing electrical
impulses from vehicles and ottrer equipment using an ignition sys-
tem. It also furnished the fire-control system accurate azimuth
and elevation information on the targets. The Black Crow-lnitially
detected about 6b percent of aLl Su{rise Package targets. BB

*Dis.gseed later in this chaPter.

rl
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ffi The MTT displayed ttre normal -rada}picture,,or only moving targets, canceling out all other video. Its
alerting feattre cued the operabr to moving targets as he looked
at the normal display. To pinpoint vehicles, a control permitted
display of the customary background with the MTI. The setrs
variable range extended to 2A miles and it detected targets moving
from 3 to 500 knots. 84

; Superiority of the Surprise Package digital computer over
the Spectrers AN/AWG-l3 analog computer was the really sjgnificant
difference between the two aircraft. To control fire accurately,
the digital computer continually processed inforrstiol, from the"f
navigation equipment and sensors plus certain manuaf inputs. It
accepted azimuth and angle data from up to six sensors. More
important, it enabled Surprise Package to fire accurately from
various airspeeds and altitude. In contrast, the AN/AWG-I3 ^.
computer restricted firing to specific airspeeds and altitudes. B5

;\ The Surprise Package configuration replaced two of
Spectrers 20-mm guns and two of its nriniguns with two bamels
from the U. S. Navyrs Ml 40-mm antiaircraft artillery gun, com-
monly known as the Bofors. This weapon loaded manually using.
standard four-round clips, fired singly or at 120 rounds-per- " I
minute, and had a n:ruzzle velocity of 2,870 feet-per-second. With
Bofors the aircraft could now work at altitudes up ta 14,000 feet
with a standoff range in excess of,2ll2 miles.86 Surprise Package
further'carried a BDA recorder to record either TV video or
infrared imagery on video tape along with the accompanying audio.
This information confirmed battle damage reports and served as a
source for reconnaissance intelligence in the planning of other
strikes. 87 t

|Ift Surprise Package employed standard gunship
tactics but from higher altihrdes (8,000-9,000 feet AGL) and longer
slant ranges (2.5-3 miles). In addition, the improved navigation
system and sensor equipment provided capabilities beyond those of
Spectre. The aircraft adopted two armed reconnaissance search
patterns. The first entailed a rapid search of the fragged area
to identify any traffic moving at the time. If targets were observed,
the gunship went directly to them and attacked, utilizing the first
sensor that acquired the target. If no targets were s€€or the
spiraling search pattern (figure 30) was nown. BB

d
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J; understandably, the compricated srrfpri"" 'Package system ran into a host of technorogical problems. Drring
the evaluation the total system seldom functioned. The MTI radar,
for instance, proved an unreliable detection device. Ttre fire-
control system needed precise maintenance, including tedi.ous
boresighting before e?ch mission. on the other hand, the Black
crow demonstrated iTGurd detect a variety of targets in any
weather. ftr fact, if it could track accurately enough to be used
as a primary sensor, it could give the gunship 

"tt all-*"athef I
capability.89

llFlElFlltt Despite the need for sensor improvement,
Surprise Package took a high toll of enemy vehicular traffic. In
the 1969-70 dry-season campaign it averaged ?. 84 tnrcks destroyed
per sortie compared with the spectrets 4.84. In the summer of
19?0, the Air Force retrrrned t.l-e five Ac-Ig0 spectres and the
Surprise Package to the United States for modification and updating.
The Spectres were configured the same as Surprise packagu. 90 

r

The AC-119G/K

fl rne Air Force did not have sufficient c-130's to divert
more of them from airlift missions for conversion to gunships.
secretary of the Air Force Harold Brown, therefore, approved
modification of the twin-boom c-l1g transport (Flying Boxcar) into
the gunship configuration. (At ttre time the c-llgrs were assigned to
u. s. Air Force Reserve units. ) In early rg68 a contract was
awarded to Fairchild-Hiller for modification of the Flying Bo*"a".91

Cl Stateside testing of this new addition to the gunship family
showed it to be a very stable gun platform. It also had the ability
to remain over the target with 1ess pilot effort thanlthe AC-4? r
spooky required. single-engine performance was marginal, however,
and its endurance only 21lz hours compared to spookyts 4rlz hours.
consequently, the AC-llgrs deployment was far down the seventh
Air Force priorities list. Nevertheless, the Air Force deployed
ttre aircraft to South Vietnam. *92

*The author remembers attending a force-deployment conference
at Headquarters, Thirteenth Air Force in September 1968. The Seventh
Air Force representatives remarked that the AC-119 gunships were being
forced on them. Seventhts chief objections were the gunshiprs marginal
single-engine capability and the 1ow rnanpower ceiling for South Vietnam.

4
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t The Ac-119G shadow arrived in south vietnam in mid-December 1968, the AC-[9K Stinger a year later. Shadow hadfour ?.62-mm miniguns for armament plus a four-tube pneumaticflare launcher (24 fl.ares), night operating device, fire-control
eomputerr &Dd a lead-computer gunsight. It ca*ied a crew of
gight and possessed an endurance time of around 6Llz hours.similar to shadow, the stinger was fitted with such additional
equipment as two 20-mm gunsr FLIR, beacon_tracking radar,
doppler computer, RlIAw, and auxiliary jet engines. Its crew
numbered 10 and it could stay aloft about- S hours.93 
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GF The AC-119ts primary mission was armed reconnais- _

sance and the stinger devoted over B0 percent of its sorties to f
that end. * An operating level of 8,500 feet AGL, however, was
not well-suited for Trail interdiction without an escort. Hence,
the gunships confined their interdiction missions to lightly defended
areas of south vietnam. Ttruy gave top priority to defense of
troops-in-contact (TIC), outposts, hamlets, and firebases--essen-
tially the AC-4? Spooky mission.94

AC-119 Armed Reconnaissance

Jpf Throughout South Vietnam, Seventh Air Foree designated
a number of specific strike zones (shadow boxes) for AC-llgG opera-
tions. Most of them were along infiltration routes, base camps,
or staging areas near ttre Cambodian border. Intelligence, often
supplied by Task Force Arpha, determined which boxes contained
the most lucrative targets for the night. shadow was then fragged
into these boxes where unrestrieted search was permitted. Many
of these zones were in rugged mountainous temain, so the gunship
flew a TACAN radial to a prominent randmark within the box.
After positively identifying the landmark, the gunship dropped a
Mk-6 ground marker or a red-burning LUU-IB marker to serve as
a reference point. Next the pilot descended to 8, b00 feet AGL
(5' 000 feet for the AC-119K working in Laos) and began a random,
parallel, or spiral search pattern (figures 27, zg, and 30). 95

0+ By 1969, such gunships as the AC-119 hq.d modified and
shortened their pylon turns. Enemy AA guns too easily tracked
the aircraft if it maintained an extended orbit. It was now essential
to leave an escape route open. Pilots still watched their rD z4g
needle and when it showed the proper roll-in point the attack started.
Immediately after firing (3-second bursts), however, shadow or
stinger rolled out and continued across the Loc. An experienced
crew could sometimes acquire a target, ro11 in and fire in B0o or
less of hrrn (figure 33), and ro11 out before the AAA fire amived.96

*Ammunition loads varied. On an out-country (Laos) mission,
S{inger camied 8,000 rounds of ?. 62-mm, 3,000 rounds of 20-mm,
L2 \lk-24 flares, and 12 Mk-6 and 12 LUU-18 markers. Standard
in-country load was 18,000 rounds of T. G2-mm, l, 000 rounds of
20-mm, 24 I\[k-24 flares, and 6 Mk-6 and six Ltru-lB markers.
[Final Report (Combat King) (S), Aug ?0, p b?. ]
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A(.II9 ATTACK PROCEDURE

s-_

/ ACQUtStTtON

Figure 3? F)

AC-119/A-l Escort Operations

|G' Just as three F-4ts had escorted each AC-f30 mission,
enemylAAA fire compelled Seventh Air Force to frag two A-1
Skyraiders as escort for the AC-119. The A-1 made an ideal
escort because its loiter speed of 140-150 knots offered 2 !Z-
3 hours on station. Escort/nat suppression tactics likewise
paralleled those of the AC-130/F-4 crews. The rendezvous
point--either a set of coordinates or a TACAN fix--was within
the shadow box. When ttre escort arrived, the AC-119 furned on
its rotating beacon for no more than 5 seconds to help the A-l
pilots see the gunship. Ttre gunshiprs shielded beacon and
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formation lights were also on and remained so during the strike
phase. After joining up, the gunship crew briefed t?re escort on
operating altifude (in relation to base), general terrain feafures,
and the best escape and evasion area in the immediate vicinity.
Before any armed reconnaissance was attempted, the crews dis-
cussed and fully understood the procedures to be followed in
event the enemy began firing.97

€)After join-up, the lead A-1 flew at 7,000 feet AGL, his
wingman 500-1,500 feet above him, I mile to the rear and offset
to the right (figure 38).98

A.l ESCoRT 0I Ac-llg

Figure 38 (u)

A Vn n AAA fire was s€€ru the A-1 escort called to the
gunship t' has the guns at your (clock-code position), have
you in sight, am I clear ? " When the gunship replied in the
affirmative, the escort started his pass. If the AAA guns lay
outside the gunshipfs orbit, the attack began prior to receiving
clearance, but the gunship had to give clearance for the pass to
continue, If inside Shadowrs or Stingerts orbit, the gunship needed

GUNSHIP

ESCORTS
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to acknowledge it was "breaking out" or "ceasing firett uefof6
the mn-in could begin. The cardinal rule, observed by all, was
that no attack on a gun site could occur without the AC-ugrs
clearance.99

Commando Hunt V: The Gunship Shooting s!fg$I-
||ItFll|t prestige of the Ac-r30/tts gunships rose to

new heights during the lg?0-?l dry-season campaign in Laos
(Commando Hunt V). Success or failure of this third Laotian air
interdiction effort was of cnrcial importance to both the North
vietnamese and the Air Force. Ttre united states, for example,
needed time for camying out its vietnami zation program relatively
unhampered--"to give south vietnam a fighting cla4Eet'--as it wasphrased. This left it squarery up to t.l-e Air Forc6 (ano the d
fighters on U. S. Navy carriers) to make certain no enemy offensive
dismpted this program in the summer of 1971.100

tffi General Giaprs North vietnamese forces faced
difficult problems too. They not onry needed to obstnrct American
efforts but do it without many of their cambodian sancfuaries,
particularly the ports. (These had been lost with the overthrow of
the Prince sihanouk regime on 18 l\narch rg?0). fire enemyrs
alternate avenues were through the DMZ, across-the-beachr or
over the Ho chi Minh rrail. of these choices only the Trail net-
work' with an increase of vehicles and new road g.onstnrctiog held
Promise.l0l

il|f,lFlllill Thus, with the a*ival of the lg?0 wet s€&so'r
the North vietramese departed from past practice in steel riger--
they did not rehrrrr their engineer/constnrctibn battalions to Nortfrvietnam. Instead, the troops remained to build and improve
roads. West of Ban Bak, for instance, constmction continued on
a new road to bJrpass a system of interdiction points heavily
pounded by airstrikes during Commando Hunt III. within tlle pan-
handle in North vietnam, road constnrction also picked up.
vehicles to transport supplies over the new and improved .roads
were plentiful. Reconnaissance photos revealed about 6,500 trucks
nesting in parks in and around Hanoi and rlaiphong. In short, this
stepped-up wet-season activity served notice that the North viet- r^dnamese would launch an intensive resupply effort in the dry season.tt'
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(5 seventh Air Force countered with a plan for
funneling 9, 800 (70 percent) of the 14,000 available sorties into
Steel Tiger against interdiction targets. The ;!C-130/119 force
was almost entirely devoted to this operation. * If there was any
question of the gunshiprs validity as a weapon system, Commando
Hunt V clearly answered it. The AC-130ts flew 1, 311 sorties
against trrrcks, racking up a record total of 14,922 vehicles
struck with 12, ?41 destroyed or damaged. The AQ-[9K Stinggr
force also sfung. In 558 sorties it attacked 3,128 vehicles,
destroying or damaging 2,40O. This performance of gunships as
trrrck-killers at night was unmglsl'1s6. +103

AC-123 Black spot

The AC-123 Black Spot marked another devel-
opment of the Shed Light program pointing toward the SCNA
system. Not a gunship but a CBU bomber, Black Spot camied
certain advanced night detection sensors. It was designed to oper-
ate in lightly defended areas at 2,500-3,000 feet ACL, with ttft
optimum effective range of its sensors limited to 5,000 feet. The
Air Force deployed two of these aircraft to Korea in August 1968
for testing of the sensor equipment against North Korean attempts
to infiltrate South Korea by sea. In mid-November 1968, the
aircraft were transferred to Phan Rang, South Viebram, then
finally to Ubon, Thailand, in February 1969.+104

Fnffi The Black spot sensor system consisted of
forward-looking radar with MTI plus three sensors--LLLTV,
FLIR, and laser ranger. One aircraft also contairled the Bladc

*sixteen AC-lt9Kts and 12 to 14 AC-130rs were available during
the 1970-71 dry-season campaign. [Commando Hunt V Report (S),
illay ?1, pp 155, 261. ]

+The 10 B-5?Gts wer e not far behind the AC-119Kts in effec-
tiveness. In over 840 sorties the Canbemas attacked some 2,800
enemy vehicles, destroying or damaging 1,931. [Commando Hunt V
Report (S), May ?1, pp 61, 155. l

futact< Spot was originalty designated NC-123--the "N"
meaning ttspecial test.tt The change to ttAcrt came in early 1969. [Ltr
(S), DCS/PIans & Ops to WRAMA, subj: Request for Change, Type
Designation NC-123 Aircraft, 19 Feb 69. l



crow vehicle ignition detector. 
o Th" radar occupied the nose

radome. The LLLTV, FLIR, and laser ranger fitted in the
fiberglass ball turret which was mounted in the nose under-
section. Of the three sensors the FLIR was primary. An analog
computer tied the systems together and provided necessary com-
putations for target-positioning and weapon release.' A speciafly{
designed, environmentally controlled compartment--located to the
rear of the coekpit and forward of the munitions dispenser--
housed the operators and their display equipmen1.l05
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C-130 Blindbat in
Hist (s), ?th AF,

CUIAWAY Of AC.I23

FORIIVARD

*Black Crow was also installed in one
early 1969. [?th AF (Oir/Plans) input (S) to
I Mar-30 Jun 69. l

LOOKING RADARt*
SENSOR TURRET AS-SEMBI}-?
[LTV, FLIR AND I.ASER)

Figure 39 (s)

ry Black Spot utilized the SUU-24 munitions
dispenser assembly that had been originally designed for the
B-47 /g-SZ bomU bays. The assembly consisted of two box-
frame units, one stacked on top of the other. Each unit had 12

OPERATORS COMPARTMENT

iluNnloNs DISPENSER uNlTs
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vertical chutes and every chute held three cube-shaped munitions
canisters' for a total capacity of 72 canisters. stacking the two
units permitted six canisters to be dropped from each chute. A
timer in each canister courd be set for any interval from l-90
seconds. It allowed the BLU bomblets to fa1l free and dispe"s".106

F The BLU-38 and BLU-26 bomblets employed
were antimateriel fragmentation types with 16- and ll-grain steel
balls propelled radially upon detonation (figure 3G). 

* T?re dispenserrs
72-canister configuration could dispense 12,7OO of these BLU-26
bomblets. For normal operations, however, the dispenser was
loaded with 36 canisters of BLU-3B bomblets and 36 canisters of
BLU- 26 6or-t151s1s. 107

BLU-3 AllD B[U-26 B0trlBlffS

BLU-3 BLU - 26

Figure h0 (c) t

* The spinning motion imparted to the BLU-268 bomblet by
flutes and edges on its circumference caused it to arm. Detona-
tion occumed at ground impact. [BuI 3 (S), Combat Analys Div,
USAF Ftr Wpns Sch, 31 Mar 66, p B. l

,l
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/rC-L23 Tactics

fffi Black Spotts search and acquisition tech-
niques were somewhat similar to those of the gunships. Ttre
navigator directed the AC-123 on the fragged roadway at 1b0
knots tnre air speed (TAS) and 4,900 feet AGL (approximate
upper limits of the weapon computer). * Navigation was conducted
by doppler-fed map display corrected by radar, TACAN, and geo-
graphic-coordinate readouts from the analog computer. The
navigator watched the relationship of the road to the aircraftrs
centerline and informed the operators of the LLLTV (primarily a
cuing sensor) and the infrared sensor. when one of the sensors
detected a target, the pilot centered his steering needle tarrril the air-
craft proceeded down the bomb run. The systems operator pro-
grammed the munitions panel and determined the tSpe of weapon to
be delivered and the rate of delivenr. Frotn detection of the
target to bomb-release took 20-25 seconds. BDA was accomplished
by photography off the infrared sensor scope or visually by the
flight engineer stationed in the rear of the aircraft. At times, a
second pass on the target was necessary. Black Spot then either
flew a racetrack pattern to come back over the target from the
same direction as the first passr or executed a teardrop pattern
in which it approached the target from the opposite direction. +108

; Two Black Spot aireraft under call sign Tritori'f*w 106
sorties during a 57-day test period (15 Nov 68-9 Jan 69). The
table below shows the targets attacked and rssu11g.109

Targets

Sighted

Attacks

Destrqled

Damaged

Secondary Fires & E:cplosions

Results Not Observed

Boats

l_03

Vehicles

305

L72

9B

8h

182

L23

63

55

2It

79

2b

*In the lightly defended Mekong Delta the operating altihrde
was 3,500 feet AGL. [Rprt (S), Illack Spot Combat Evaluation'
Jan 70, p 27.1

fl,o"" of the doppler radar was cause for aborting the

mission. [Rprt (s), Black spot combat Evaluation, Jan 70, p 27.
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It was particularly significant that 58 percent of the attacks on
tnrcks were made on the first p&ssr and only 16 percent of such
attacks required more tlran two passes. A different tlpe of muni-
tions would have enhanced Tritonrs effectiveness even more. Often,
direct hits on trucks with fragmentation bombs had no effect what-
ever. Nevertheless, the aircraftts ability to detect and attack
tmcks had been proven, and CINCPAC extended Black Spot deploy-
ment through the Commando Hunt III campaign. By late lWay 1969
--the end of the Laotian dry season_--Black Spot had destroyed
418 trucks and damaged 2?3 others.llo

0) Despite its truck-killing success, Triton quickly faced
the same predicament that had confronted the gunships. Too many
enemy guns fl.anked the Ho Chi Minh Trail and upping the air-
craftrs operating altihrde was not enough for survival. A fLak-
suppression escort was needed and the A-1 Hobos from the lst
Special Operations Squadron (S6ttr SOWg) filled the role. Due to
Tritonfs poor wing lighting, however, and the A-lts own limited
visibility, the Hobos were hard-pressed to keep the aircraft in
sight on these missions. A right turn by Triton made tracking
virtually impossible by the A-lEts. + As a result, the escort
effort did not gusqgs6 111

t? The second deployment of Black Spot (late 1969:-learly
f9?0) witnessed improved A-1 escort tactics. This time, the
night-dedicated Zarcos, rather than the Hobos, flew escort.
Operating in pairs, ttre single-seat A-Its rendezvoused with B1ack
Spot about .150-200 miles southryest of Nakhon Phanom area with the
lead A-1 maintaining a position 1,000 feet above Black Spot and his
wingman flying 500-1,000 feet above him. The Zorcos "played
their hlrnstt to stay above and behind the aircraft, so as to have a
relatively unrestricted view of the area. When enemy AAA
batteries opened up, the A-lts attacked using procedures resem-
bling A-1 escort operations with the AC-119rs (described above).
Ttre lead secured clearance from Black Spot before attacking the
gun site. After he pulled off the target, th-e^trnro A-lts switched
positions and the wingman made his attacy.LLZ

oTh" n -oauf of the A-l had side-by-side seating.
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VI. RE@NNAISSANCE AND ROLLING THUNDER
F.4,

l|l u. s. Air Force reconnaissance in t].e vietnam war
was inaugurated in Jarruary 1961. At that time, the Air Force
wittrdrew a camera-equipped SC-4? from operations along Korears
DMrZ and deployed it to Vientiane, Laos, to support the aerial
reconnaissance requests of the U. S. air attache. This aircraft
flew 38 sorties before it was shot down over the Plaine des Jaffes
in late March 1961. 1 ''' t

lnh During the auhrmn of 1961, four McDonnell RF-101

Voodoos and a p=ttoto processing cell (PPC)* were detailed tem-
porary duty from Kadena AB, Okinawa, to Tan Son Nhut, South

Vietnam. Ostensibly, their mission was to provide the Viet-
namese government with photoreconnaissance of the countryrs
flooded areas. The deploymentrs true nature' however, was to
obtain mosaic coverage of border infiltration routes and suspected
vietcong strongholds. After fLying 6? sorties, the voodoos
returned to l(adena in late November 1961. z

RF-r-olc

@}ot p"o.essing, Printing' and

reconnaissance sensor/intelligence products'
interpretation of
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O Meanwhile, the faster tempo of communist activitiesin Laos caused the Air Force to deploy a second RF-IOI recon-naissance task force (RTF). coded AbIe l\rtrable, it aruiged ptDon Muang A3' Thairand (near Bangkok) in November rg6r--the
same month Farm Gate arrived in south vietnam. As the yearclosed' Able Mable lrad flown 130 sorties and processed over53,000 feet of film. 3

A None of ttrese missions were at night. The air com-
ma^ndos of Farm Gate (chapter II) flew the first night photosorties. At first, all Farm Gaters B-26rs operated only bvlday,for they lacked-ttre_necessary wiring for night and infra"ua"inoto-graphy. Ttren in May 1962, two of Farm Gaters B-26rs ."""Lrehfned to Clark AB, Philippines, for this modification. Whenthe refitting was completed, th" two aircraft were sent to Don
Muang and placed under the Able Mable commanderfs operationalcontrol. Here they performed Brack watch missions--rriglrt photo
reconnaissance of Laos. Between zg May and 2g Jury 19-62, ih"""two aircraft flew b0 such missions. After the Laotian ceasefireagreement was reached, the Black watch aircraft rehrrned to theFarm Gate operation at Bien Hoa. *4

qhr December 1962, ttre four RF-lOlrsrehrrned from Kadena to south vietnam, boosting the total to sixaircraft. Two infrared-equipped RB-b?Ers (nicknamed patricia
Lynn) further bolstered this force in April 196g. + rt " "ojiti"iwas essential because the RF-101 had an unsatisfactory night capa-bility due to inadequate navigation equipment. The inaieqoJ"ymirrored the state-of-the-art technorogy at the time (195?) facticalAir command accepted the aircraft aJ a repracement for the RF-84F.The RF-101 was not designed to give the navigation accuracy neededin southeast Asia. consequently, it courd not be effectively emproyedat night. *5

xwhile ttre two Farm Gate B-26rs were being rewired, theirserial numbers were marked on the two B-26rs from Kadena thatreplaced them. [capt Mark E. smith, usAF Reconnaissance in south-east 4fg (ts), (HQ pAcAF, project crEZ-o)E" z l=-+A third RB-5?E amived in December 1964 and a fourth thefollowing month. lsmith, Reconnaissance in SEA, p ZZ.I
+Modification l8t--mating at RF-B4F flash-cartridge pod to theKS-72 camera--was a 1964 attlmpt to give the voodoo " ,rigtt capa-bility. The modification faiLed due to the limitations of the air-

-cr3ftrs_ 
navigation equipment. [lactical Air Reconnaissance in sEAI Jan 65-31 Mar 68, I, xxii. l
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shared the RF-l0ils lack
capability such as the INS

{

nP-57

ff The Patricia Lynn RB-5?Ets' with the
use of photoflash eartridges, possessed a night optical eapability.
For 5 years following their deployment these Canberras operated
with several different infrared scanners. The HRB Singer
Reconofax VI, the first of these S€DSorSr was designed for drone
rather than manned aircraft use. It was hastily modified and
installed in the RB-5?E while research and development concentra-
ted on newer and more sophisticated systems. A stopgap innova-
tion at best, Reconofax maffunctioned on 48 percent of the RB-57E
sorties and it evenhrally gave way to the RS-?. Poor engineering
design, however--both in quality and convenienue--caused the RS-?

to be replaced by the updated RS-10. The latter made use of a

tape recorder to record lR-generated impulses, but it was not
compatible with the VR-3A cockpit viewei. The RS-10 could t'see"

a 6-inch object at 1,000 feet; at the same altitude the vR-3A
could display only a  -foot object. Ttris sihration lasted until- mid-
1968 when a viewer compatible with the RS-10 was installed. 6

,-'.il
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or mapping radar. To compensate for this shortcoming the
canberra used its IR radar as a navigational aid. This was a
satisfactory substitute provided the mission was on a moonlitnight. Then the pilot could keep the aircraft on course while the
navigator devoted full time to locating and pinpointing targets onhis B-scope. Missions on moonl"ss nights- or under overcast
skies were a different story. The navigator had to split his
attention--focusing chiefly on navigation rather than target detectionJ

_tt rn _light of their many problems, it is easy to see why
the Patricia LSmn RB-b?Ets attained but marginal success. During
15 months of operation, the aircraft fulfilled only 2t of 29 requests.In summary, ttre night photography effort in the first 2 years of
invorvement in viehram produced little usable photograprty. B

ov-1 Mohawk

Q F.ro^ Novembe r Lg62 to May 1964, all reconnaissance
operations were confined to South viehram. Ttris standdown in
reconnaissance sorties for Laos stemmed mainly from the GenevaAccords. when Project yankee Team* started, however, recon-
naissance missions for r,aos resumed. Nonetheless, the bulk of
the reconnaissance effort continued to be flowrl in support of the
immediate tactical intelligence and operational needs of u. s. and
viefiramese field commanders. These needs centered on informa-
tion regarding the enemyrs strength, movement, and activity.
Requests for photo support usually originated at company level,
moved up the chain of command to corps headquarters, then to
the Air operations center (Aoc). After the mission was flown,
the PPC processed the film (normalry within 24 hours), then
refurned it by courier aircraft to the requesting unit. com-
manders considered this procedure too slow in a war demanding

oYarrk"e Team grew out of North viefiramese/pathet Lao
attacks against the Neutralists on the plaine de Jarres in May
1964. The reconna'.-:nce force consisted of RF-Brs and RA--3$s
from the seventh Fleet and RF-rOrts from Tah son Nhut. [Rprt(s), PACAF Phase--Report on the war in vietnam, He pAcAF,
Jun 68. l
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quick reaction to fLuid battlelines and minute-to-minute changes to
enemy action. *9

t| The U. S. Armyrs slow-flying OV-I Mohawk offered just
such a rapid response for field commanders. Within a few
minutes, the OV-lrs observer could transfer SLAR or IR scope
image to film, develop and scan it, then radio possible targets to
the supported unitrs headquarters. Additionally' Mohawk photo-
graphy could be developed by portable processing units attachedlto
each aviation company or, in many instances' at the supported
unitrs headquarters. Thus the results would be in the hands of
commanders within a few hours. By the end of 1966' the Army
was flying 3,000 Mohawk reconnaissance sorties per month compared
to 1500 for the Air Force. Unfortunately, little of this A"Ty 

fO
intelligence information found its way into Air Force channels.'

Ff In 196?, the Army added a data-link terminal ttrat en-
abled the Mohawks to effectively transmit their findings before
landing. As the aircraft flew over the countryside, it automatically
sent SLAR and IR responses to ttre gnound terminal. * There, a
second observer viewed the imagery and re,corded the data on film,
just as in the aircraft cockpit. If either observer detected a tat-
get, he passed the information to all Army activities concerned.
Artillery fire, for example, could be placed tn t?SS&6
soon as the data was received. Later' the films were tu

11to unit intelligence sections for more detailed analysis.

;!F Although the Mohawkts 'rreal-time response'r capability
was superior to equipment in tJle USAF inventory, it should be

borne in mind that the Air Force after 1953 placed its primary
emphasis on gathering of strategic intelligence. This does not
mean to imply that tactical reconnaissance was neglected. On the
contrary, cameras and equipment for photographing conventional
battlefield targets had been developed and were employed in

$, ;;. - *':' -- "'e*'J

oTh" charurels a request passed through were burdensome
and time-consuming. Nevertheless the routing insured that the
numerous requests reached the agency most capable of honoring
them and giving priority to those deserving it. [Montagliani,
Army Aviation in RYN., pp 54-55. l

*Data link was later added to the RB-5?E.
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Viefuram. The RF-4C, for example, possessed an IR capabilitvbut its AAs-18 sensor operated in the B- to l4-micron* 
""rrg"that could detect hot engines and not in the B- to b-micror, *"rrg.that was more capable of spotting cooking fires. Then, too, -l

almost all requests for Air Force photos in south vietnam
involved strike BDA o5 category III targets (broad-area coverage,
i. e. , 10x10 kilometers). +IZ

!!l Nor was the Mohawk reconnaissance system fau1fless.In marginal weather the SLAR suppried the only usable photo-
graphy, but severe conditions rendered it ineffective. IR--rugardlessof the military service using it--was not an all-weather sensor forthe aircraft had to fly beneath cloud layers to detect emissions.
laze' mist, fog, and rain further degraded the Mohawkrs system.Drring the dry season, the many fires from slash_and_burn farm_ing left little chance to positively identify friend from foe. Heavier
enemy smalr-arms fire against low-fLying aircraft--especially s$w-movers--made any type of reconnaissance hazardous. Finaliy, the
want of terrain-following radar handicapped the Mohawk (as well asthe RF-101 and RB-5?E) in mountainous terrain.13

in Night Reconnaissance

G Reconnaissance crews encountered manyof the problems in night operations that beset strike crews. photo
.rns in Laos are a case in point. They followed a path that
skimmed over the towering karst formaiions. shadows cast by
flares and reflected from ctouds produced an environment conduJi.veto vertigo and spatial disorientation. Pilots had to be highly skilledin reading instruments and flying by them. Moreover, reconnais-
sance crews encountered heavy enemy AA fire and were just as
aware of pote_ntial midair collisions in crowded areas as were
strike pifots. 14

- 

In addition, reconnaissance crews
experienced several problems unique to their night missiou Aerial
photography rarely revealed the enemyrs movements under the

*A unit of length equal to one-thousandth of a milrimeter.*of ,r.""ssity the Air Force had to allow its aircraft a long
responsive time in photographing Category III targets.

"{

Problems Inherent
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dense canopy of trees or in heary jungle foliage. While infrared
might uncover t'hot spots, " it cogld not telI if they were friendly
or enemy. Heavy haze or bad weather ould hamper the loeating
and photographing of small fleeting targets. The arears high
moisfure content diffused the thermal emissions of targets' further
distorting the infrared picture. Also reconnaissance crews--
perhaps more than strike crews--required pinpoint navigation aids
to accurately position themselves prior to a photo run. With the
single exception of the RF-4C, however, such equipment was
notably lacking. Limitations imposed by equipment and temain
impeded identification of the target. hr the darkness the crews
could accurately identify few targets either visually or with
forward-looking radar. Hence, photo mns often began on the
coastline or with some prominent radar rehlrn, and contir5red with
precise control of heading, airspeed, and time.l5 '

The RF-4C Phantom

f,f The RF-4C was a day/night, high-altitude' all-weather
reconnaissance version of the Phantom II. Besides optical-framing
and panoramic cameras, it was equipped with IR detection plus

Rt'-hC
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side-looking and forward-looking radar sensors designed for high-
and low-altitude night missions. special features included an
inflight refueling capability, infright photographic film processing,
a mapping and terrain-following radar, and the same inertial
navigation system found in the fighter version.16

A, Following secretary of Defense Robert s. McNamarars
visit to southeast Asia in 1g6b, the Air Force decided to deploy
the RF-4c to the theatre. Trre first nine aircraft of the l6th
Tactical Reconnaissance squadron arrived in october 1g65. one
year later, 60 RF-4crs were assigned to various units throughout
South Viebram and Thailand.l?

f, Night in-country reconnaissance consisted chiefly of
infrared strips, infrared area coverage, and photoflash cartridgestrips. ordinarily, single RF-4c sorties performed both IR and
photoflash reconnaissance, fr.ying at 2,000 feet AGL and 360 knotsIAS. trasmuch as enemy defenses were of low order, the air-
craft used 20-30 photoflash cartridges ler strip. This let, much
longer strips be taken. *18

RF-4C Out- Country Operations

_ A Probably more than any other group of flyers, the
RF-4c creu's aruived in southeast Asia better prepared for the
type of enemy defenses they wourd meet up with over North viet-

-nam. This preparedness derived from their tactical training that
recognized the soviet deproyment of the sA-2 Guideline surface-to-air missile (sAM) throughout Eastern Europe in the early lg60rs.
The soviets designed this Mach 3.5 radar-guided missile for
medium-to high-altifude interception of subsonic nonmaneuverableaircraft. In Juty 196b the Air Force first discovered that sAM's
were being used in North viet:am. These missiles possessed a
range of around 20 miles. If not degraded by countertactics,

*Most times the RF-4C camied
ITI.A (S), Apr 69, pp I-tO. J

40 photoflash cartridges.
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they could achieve an effeetive kill probability frgm 1,500 feet to
well above the service ceilings of U. S. aircraft. *19

fr The SAMts compelled the Air Force to adopt low-level'
high-speed reconnaissance (or strike) tactics. The technique was

to pick a route with teryain that would best mask the aircraft,
and to penetrate enemy teritory at lowest possible altitude and" 

'high airspeed. Pilots popped up over the target just long enough
to obtain photo coverag; ior dispense ordnan.u), then dropped "on
the decktt to leave the area. This doctrine goverrred all tactical
reconnaissance training. Aecordingly, the RF-4C crews arrived
in Southeast Asia well versed in low-altitude' high-speed tactics
suited for high-threat areas of North Vietnam. Until Oetober 1966'

most night reeonnaissance covered low- to medium-threat areas of
the panhandle of Laos and North Vietnam. But as Rolling Thunder
gathered momentum, sorties were also fragged into the northern
route packages which were more heavily defended.20

a The principal photo system applied in North viehram
contained the KS-?2 framing camera and a M-123 photoflash ear- ,
tridge of 260-million candlepower. The RF-4C|s camera compart-
ment could be configured to house a Single vertical KS-72 camera
(3-inch focal lengthi and a pair of KS-?2's (6-inch focal length),
arranged in a split vertical array. The intralens shutter of the
camera(s) was tripped by the photoflash terrain light detector
when the photoflash cartridge reached peak light intensity. Camera
limitations t<ept most photo runs between 2,500 and 3'000 feet
AGL. This allowed aircrews to change altitude yertically and

confuse the tracking solution of enemy gunners.2l

ft Before entering North Vietnam, the RF-4C deseended

to low level, often as low as 200 feet AGL over flat 1evel terrain'
Upon reaching North Vietnam, the Phantom flew an altittude of
500 feet above the highest mountain peak along the route chosen'

*Thu author found no RF-4C training syllabus dated prior to
October 196?. At that time, 11 night missions (28 hours) were
scheduled for both pilot and navigator. These missions, flown at
2,000 feet AGL and 360-450 knots TAS, used both photoflash and

infrared. [Training Syllabus (U), USAF Tactical Reconnaissance
Aircrew Training Course, RF-4C' TAC, Oct 67.l

',n,{
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As the aircraft approached a high-threat area, it further de-
scended to 500 feet AGL utilizing the terrain-following mode of
the FLR. rf the target happened to lie in the flat delta area of
Route Package VI, the RF-4C might fly as low as 2b0 feet and tat airspeeds up to 540 knots.22

Gl+ I no show target* called for the selection of the initial
point to be a positive radar refurn no more than 10 miles from
the target. (Detailed mission pranning was required to properly
pinpoint such definable IPts. ) nr flight, the navigator directed an
approach to the target by aligning the aircraft through the Ip on
the correct ground track to avoid any heading change at the Ip.
over the target, the pilot increased aircraft altitude to 1, b00-
2,000 feet AGL for photo coverage (800-1,000 feet AGL for infrared).
Exposure time during a cartridge run was held to five cartridges
to prevent the enemy from bamaging AAA fire. After the pictures
were taken, the aircraft departed at minimum altitude until clear
of defended areas--particularly SAM sites.23

C t" August 196?, the Seventh Air Force introduceO c""tailt
operational changes to RF-4c reconnaissance tactics, due to the
enemy buildup in North vietnam of radar-directed guns and sA-z
SAMrs. The RF-4C began carrying two QRC 1608/ALe-?t ECM
pods for defense. The single-ship night sorties continued the
same low-altitude, temain-masking profile. This was necessary
because EcM backup from EB-66ts and other aircraft was not
present at night. As for day sorties, they returned to altitude
ranges of 5,000-10' 000 feet. Ttre night Phantoms did not adopt
the constant-jamming techniques of the two-ship day sorties.
Instead they furned on their pods and jammed, only when a SAM
radar posed a definite threat to the aircraft. Jamming was at t
l0-second intervals. when the sAM radar operator turned back
the scope gain to counter this jamming, the RF-4c dropped chaff,
turned off the pods, and quickly descended to the "deckt' using
the terrain-following overuide mode of the FLR. + With jamming

*A 
target not showing up on the aircraftrs radar.*Th" FLR presented the terrain ahead of the aircraft andpermitted the pilot to fty more safely at lower a1tifudes, especiallyat night. (The ovemide mode shifted the FLR from automatic to

manual control. )

t
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now stopped' the enemy radar operator funed his gain back up--
only 19 pick up the chaff. These EcM techniques worked quite
weIL.24

A For added protection to reconnaissanee erews, fighter
aircraft applied flak-suppression tactics essentially the same as
those discussed in chapter IV. Briefly, an F-4D loaded with cBU
perched high above the RF-4c. If it was necessary to suppress
an enemy AAA site, the fighter coordinated his roll-in with the
first photoflash ejection from the reconnaissance aircraft. If
delivery angle arid timing were correct, the F-4D rereased ord-
nance as soon as the enemy guns opened fire.25

b Night infrared missions resembled photoflash ones
except that the pop-up altitude was 800-1,000 feet. The Air Force
relied chiefly on infrared to film the LoCrs in North Vietram that
threaded into the south because the IR film supply was greater
than that of the KS-72 photoflash system. The RF-4C--as had the
OV-l Mohawk and the RB-5? Canberra--experienced shortcomings
with the IR sensor (AAS-18). Its top altitude for photographing
trucks, for example, was 1,500 feet--an altifude that placed the
aircraft within range of enemy AA fire. At higher levels the film
resolution suffered; above 4, 500 feet the imagery lost all tactical
value. Below 1, 500 feet AGL the IR picture improved, but lateral
coverage was but 3,400 feet. Moreover, the RF-4C needed to
maintain a near-level attitude to avoid image distortion. This
meant that accurate coverage of tJle t;4pical winding artery of the
Ho Chi Minh Trail was hard to obtain. {'26

flr Additionally, the recce Phantoms camied out night air-
borne alert missions. The ABCCC assigned targets that usually
brought the RF-4C to an area where he joined up with a FAC.
The latter briefed him on type of target, its location, and the
expected enemy defenses, then illuminated the target for identifica-
tion. The Phantom pilot activated photoflash cartridges and sensors
as the target disappeared under his planets nose" If no FAC was
available, the crew accomplished in-flight mission plaruring.

{'The Air Force conducted experiments utilizing the RF-4C
and an argongas laser (Project Compass Count). At this writing
the laser appears to hold pre{ise for fufure reconnaissance photo-
graphy. It has, however, the same resolution/lateral coverage pro-
blems as IR photography. [TIA(S), Apr 69, pp 1-18.]
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ESCAP# ROUTE

A. APPROACHING THE NORTH VIETNAM BORDER A DESCENT TO
LOW LEVEL BEGAN.

B. AT LOW LEVEL THE ALTITUDE FLOWN VARIED WITH THE
DEFENSIVE ENVIRONMENT. IN THE HIGHLY DEFENDED
AREAS IT WOULD BE FLOWN, USING THE TERRAIN

, FOLLOWTNG OVERRTDE MODE OF THE FLR, AS LOW
AS 250 FEET AGL.

THE IP MUST BE LOCATED WHILE AT LOW ALTITUDE FOR
TIMING FOR THE PHOTO RUN.

ABOUT I NM FROM THE TARGET A RAPID CLIMB TO PHOTO
ALTITUDE BEGAN , {

LEVEL OFF AT PHOTO ALTITUDE WAS PLANNED TO COINCIDE
WITH THE START POINT FOR THE PHOTO RUN.

AT THE END OF THE PHOTO RUN A DESCENT BACK TO MINIMUM
ALTITUDE BEGAN.

EXIT FROM THE TARGET AREA WAS MADE AT MAXIMUM AIRSPEED
AND MINIMUM ALTITUDE.

c.

D.

E.

F.

G.

Figure l+1 (ll
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Besides plotting the target
minimum enroute altitudes
calculations, the navigator
FLR and INS.27
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and photo nrn, the crew determined
and airspeeds. Based on these quick
directed the aircraft to t}re target by

't

n The 432d Tactical Reconnaissance Wing teamed with
Army OV-lts to identify and confirm truck traffic passing through
the Tal1y Ho area near the DMZ. A common time-over-target
(TOT) was fragged for the RF-4C and the Mohawk. The Phantom
held a given point while the OV-I used side-looking radar with
MTI to locate moving trucks. Upon spotting them, the Mohawk
first predicted their direction and speed before giving the RF-4C
an ETA to a predetermined geographic point. The jet plannpd a
target nrn-in to make good the ETA and tried to photograph the
vehicles with photocartridge illumination. ln 26 missions,
however, just three tnrcks were photographed. Apparently there
were too many variables to achieve anything but mediocre success.
Among ttrem were incorrect ETA estimates, changes in target
speed, and tJ:e RF-4C inability to meet the ETA. xZE

Rolling Thunder

|} 6p"tation Rolling Thunder--the third separate air cam-
paign aimed at bringing the Communists to the negotiating table--
began on 2 March 1965. On tJlat date, 104 USAF aircraft
(B-5?rs, F-105rs, F-100rs, and KC-135 tankers) along with l0 VNAF
A-lH's struck North Vietnamese military targets at Qrong Khe
and Xom Bang. This daylight mission ended the purely retaliatory
strikes of Operation Flaming Dart started I month earlier. -

*To detect enemy shipping, single-ship RF-4C missions using
SLAR flew at 30,000 feet AGL and 20 miles offshore along the coast
of North Vietnam. [End of Tour Report (S), Col. V. N. Cabas, 19
Sep 67-3 Sep 68. l

I'Flaming Dart was the direct result of tJle ? Febnrary 1965
Tet attack against the airbase at Pleiku which killed seven Americans.
On the same day, 49 aircraft of the Seventh Fleet bombed the staging
base and bamacks at Dong Hoi in reprisal, Two days laten a Viet-
cong attack on a IJ. S. enlisted mants bamacks at Qui Nhon (21 U. S.
dead, 22 wounded) and several ambushes and assassinations with a
?Z-hour period triggered another heawy retaliation raid. [Jacob Van
Staaveren, q$Af' Ela"s. and Operations g Southeas! Asia, 1965
(USAF Hist Fliaison 
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Rolling Thunder continue.d until october L96B with air strikes
accelerating to a 2-a-day occumence.29

!f The objective of the u. s. air campaign against Northvietram was to cause rlanoi to cease its aggression in south
vietnam and to make continued support of the vietcong airri["rt
a-nd costly. By steadily increasing military pressure againstNorth vietram the united states hoped that Ho chi Minh wouldsee the folly of his ry.ays. unfortunately, the lulls in this"guaranteed response"enabled the determined enemy to adjust toany shortages and dislocations resulting from u. s. air oplrationsj0

t(u) North vietnam (68,000 square miles) is slightly smallerthan the state of washington and covered by rough mountains.
West of the Red River the mountain peaks rise from ?,000_10,000feet, elsewhere not more ttran 6,000 feet. The Red River Delta
extending to the east resembles south vietnam coastal areas.North vietramrs weather is monsoonal. From May to september
lu"yy rain drenches most of the country except ror trre strip ofland east of the mountains. october marks the transition to thenortheast monsoon. While the mountains dry out, this monsoonpours rain on the coastal and delta areas--Ilanoirs annual averagebeing 66 inches. The low ceilings and protracted 1ow visibdity orthis weather inhibit air strikes over the Red River Detta. 31

f_rl: Republic F-tOb Thunderchief became sJmonymouswith the Rolling Thunder campaign. Affectionately known- as Thudor Lead Sled by its crews, the F_105 flew more sorties intoheavily defended areas of North Vietram and incurued higher lossesthan any other aircraft. About 43 percent of all F-lObD7Frs werelost in southeast Asia combat. At the outset of the war in theNorth, the Air Force had available for strike operations both theF-105 and the F-100. The Thunderchief, however, excerled thesuper sabre in several ways--it had more speed and range,
demonstrated marked handling superiority at top speeds, and
camied twice the munitions load. Notwithst"trdirrg, the F-l0brs
bombing system of Korean war design required field modificationin southeast Asia to better suit it to iron bombs. As was thecase with the F-4 and other strike aircraft, the F-105rs bombingset was not designed for the high accuracy needed for night opera-tions. Moreover, the aircraftrs cockpit 1ighting was marginal.Despite these shortcomings, the Air Fo"".- emptoyeo trre F-tos innight operations utilizing the internal bombing radar. These
missions bore the nickname Commando Nail.ts2
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The Commando Nail F-105

6 ttr" Thunderchief engaged in Commando Nail operations
was the 2-seat F model, also used in Wild Weasel hunter-killer
operations against enemy SAM sites. The F-105F was a basic
F-105 with the fuselage extended to accommodate a duplicate
cockpit to the rear of and separated from the pilotts seat. Origi-
nally a trainer, the F modelrs rear cockpit essentially duplicated
ttre front seat. The aircraft likewise carried electronic radar
warning receivers installed for Witd Weasel, together with B-14A
radar. Local modification of the B-14A expanded the scope picfure,
furnished a fast sector-sweep to lengthen the radar returnrs
duration, and added a radar""op" ""]o.r". 

*33

The first Commando Nail crews (later dubbed Ryanfs
Raiders) reported for training in April 196?. Three months later,
this group joined the SBBth Tactical Fighter Wing at Korat,
Thailand. The back-seaters, however, were electronic warfare
offieers and not qualified navigator-bombardiers (Air Force Specialty
Code f525). Thus--through no fault of their own--they were slow
in mastering the F-lO5ts radar equipment.

(F Tn the late summer of 196?, the crews went on their
first night radar missions in the low-risk area of Route Package I.
At that time, the southern part of North Vietnam did not have
SAMts. Accordingly, it proved an ideal place for crews to con-
duct night orientation missions and pick up experience before
venfuring into high-threat areas to the north. Targets commonly
assigned included truck parks and supply points within nonrefuelable
fl.ying range of Korat. The somewhat relaxed atmosphere allowed
crews to choose attack headings giving the best radar presentation
and permitted them to perform BDA-as well. Attack altitudes on
these early missions varied from 8,000-15,000 feet AGL.

Commando NaiI of-qEtig3s. ig
I altd vJ

Route FeqE"eq"

A Commando Nail missions began with a Seventh Air Force
frag order, as did all strike/reconnaissance missions in Southeast

*Urrlus" other authorities are cited, the remainder of this
discussion on Commando Nail is based on Maj. Albert L. Michael,
Ryanrs Raiders (S) (Aerospace Studies Institute Special Report
70-24, ASI, Maxwell AFB, Ala, Jan ?0. )

-lat
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Asia. Received early in the morning for a mission that night,
the order contained merely refueling support data, TOT, and
the targetrs description and coordinates. The erew determined
route and altitude to the target, the IP, and bombing offsets. *
It was most important to plot a course that changed direction
about every 5 minutes and low enough so the aircraft could take
advantage of temain feahrres to tthidett from enemy radar. Eaeh
leg of the course was measured for precise distance and com-
puted for the exact f lying time. Every turn was precomputed' t
for the correct bank angle to be flown. A crew not assigned to
fly that night frequently would cross-check ttre calculations of the
scheduled crew.

ttsr In addition, the F-105 crew selected and checked an
average altihrde for each leg of the flight. Many times they
chose an altitude 500 feet below the minimum height of tJle ridge
line considered to be between enemy radar and the aircraft. If it
became necessary to plot a route down a valley toward a known :/
enemy radar, l,000 feet AGL was the absolute minimum planned.
After the Commando Nail fLight plan was approved, a coordination
message was sent the 355th Tactical Fighter Wing, Takhli,
Thailand. This message confirmed the TOT and gave the penetra-
tion point and final attack heading selected by the F-105 crew.
The 355th passed the information to the RB-66 crew alerted to
support night operations (not just Commando Nail). The RB-66
had several orbits in Laos that permitted observation of enemy
radar signals and radioing of warnings to the Commando Nail '1
crew.

;h Similar coordination was achieved with the Wild Weasel
crew assigned to fly cover for the l ow-level mission. This
crew would plan a high-altitude orbit outside the SAM coverage
and opposite the planned bomb mn heading of the Commando Naif
Ttre aim was to distract the defense during the bombing attack.
(To offset this tactic, enemy radars kept operations to short
periods when the Weasel was on an outbound leg of its orbit).

comp
Commando Nail crews considered mission planning in-

until the electronic warfare officer (EWO) had finished
F)
lete

oTh" initial point was used as a starting
mn to the target. Offset bobming employed a
point other than the actual target.

point for the bomb
reference or aiming
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shrdying the target area. scant scope photography of North viet-
nam or the specific target existed, so freehand predictions were
used. Ttre radar prediction officer, working with unit intelligence
personnel, would draw what he believed the target would look like
on radar from the altitude and heading provided him by the EWo.
However, the absence of up-to-date temain-feafure charts and
scope photography severely hampered the prediction officerrs
efforts.

6 aft"r a few hours rest, a complete weather briefing,
and intelligence, updating, the crew prepared to take off. com-
mando Nail F-l05rs usuarly carried six ?b0-pound high-explosive
frag bombs, each fuzed for impact detonation. For the internal
M-61 cannon, 1,000 rounds of 20-mm ammunition were included.
Furthermore, an external EcM pod nested under each wing. orr+,
some sorties two heat-seeking AIM-9 missiles replaced one of
the external ECM pods.

lF This load put the aircraft at maximum gross weight for
takeoff even before its centerline fuel tank was filled. The added
fuel served as backup in case air refueling was missed. without
it a sortie to northern route packagesr rot afforded air refueling,
would have to abort and jettison its bombs safely before the air-
craft could land. consequently, crews prefemed an overweight
takeoff rat?rer than nrnning the risk of jettisoning ordnance.
Eventually, hearr;r gross-weight takeoffs became routine.

Q etter takeoff, the navigator checked the radar calibration
by using ttre known elevation of a temain feature. This check was
a must in planning to avoid certain parts of the terrain during
operations. Further the navigator ran a simulated bombing pro#
lem to verify the circuitry between the radar and bombing computer.

fi n^aar ground controllers aided the air refueling rendez-
vous and maneuvered the tanker and F-105 within the refueling area.
The fighterrs radar or visual contact controlled the final nrn-in
heading for hookup. Refueling completed, the commando Nail
climbed and cmised at high altitude to the final checkpoint prior
to descending to low level. An isolated TACAN station in nortfi{
errr Laos (site Bb) often suppried this final position, and its known
position was used to update the aircraftrs doppler radar. It was
paramount that the F-105 fly low to screen itself from enemy
radar. From this point on the aircraft held tightly to flight plan,

'.t
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utilizing temain-masking and frequent heading changes. At the
planned IP, the pilot accelerated to 500 knots TAS and steadied
the aircraft at 1,000 feet AGL. After ordnance release, the
F-105 jettisoned external fuel tanks, jinked to elude enemy
searchlights and ground fire, then left the area.

* from 6 April to 4 Oetober 196?, Commando Nail air-
craft flew 415 low-level sorties at night in Route Packages I, V,
and VIA. Much of their work was harassment and its effectiveness
could never be definitely determined. The reasons were a lack of
high-speed film for scoreable photography and inability of 'crews to
accomplish BDA due to darkness or enemy defenses. After
October 196?, the aircrafi were utilized in the Wild Weasel config-
uration in the upper route packages,* or continued as Commando
Nail aircraft in the panhandle (Route Package l)--but at higher
altitudes.

GF tt"se later Commando Nail operations--lasting until the
bombing halt in October 1968--were in reality a return to the
orientation strikes first flown. The strikes now entailed simpler
planning because low-level operations were eliminated, although
pre-strike air refueling was retained. The crews couLd plagr any
attack heading that offered the best radar presentation. With the
strikes conducted at 6,000-12,000 feet AGL, the pilot enjoyed com-
plete freedom of maneuver. Moreover, in the lower route packages,
crews could orbit the area to observe bomb impact. Although
more secondary explosions and fires were reported, the missions
were essentially harassment sorties. Chief ttblamett for this lay in
the aircraftrs radar set; it was not designed to drop iron bombs
within the tolerances needed. The F-l05rs cireular error average
(CEA) stood at 2,260 feet compared with the F-4rs 1,050 feet.
Clearly the Thudrs bombing system had to be improved. Yet, any
improvements of the F-105 for night operations would be marginal
in light of the aircraftrs age. Meantime, all Commando Nail
activities ceased in December 1968 with the personnel absorbed into
other units.34

@pm""! ef Iron lland and Wild Weasel

F The F-105F discharged the additional duty of SAM sup-
pression because the once basic North Vietramese defense system

*Numbers of route packages grow larger from southern to
norther North Vietnam (see map 2).
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had become complex and modern. Ttre Air Force quickly dis-
covered that low altitude, high-speed tacticsr workable in
Europe or a general warr wer€ unsuitable for the limited war in
Southeast Asia. There, with relative ease, the enemy could con-
centrate intense AA or small-arms fire in small areas--posing
a serious threat to low-fLyers. On the other hand, the SAMts
would have a field day if the pilot decided to fly at higher altitudes
without some type of ECM/suppression escort. This defenss net- .

workrs constant threat to strike aircraft and its successes
challenged the Air Force to find some way to suppress it. 35

<tl .{t first, crews refurned to medium altitudes and per-
fected evasive tactics. Then it was found that given timely warn-
ing and visual acquisition pilots could outmaneuver the SAM at
altitude.' EB-66rs, EC-121ts" and Navy EA-3Bts supplied electronic
countermeasures support. In addition, the Air Force developed
jamming pods for the strike force to carry under the wings. It
further created a hunter/killer team of specialized aircraft for
SAM suppression. These anti-SAM missions--nicknamed Wild
Weasel and Iron lland--combined electronic means of detecting
and locating sites with various weapons to attack and destroy tfr"m?6

fll The two-seat F-100F pioneered in the SAM suppression
role. The Air Force picked this jet tactical fighter because it
was available and had an extra cockpit for the electronic warfare
officer and his equipment. This freed the pilot to conduct search
and target-marking as well as maneuver to evade launched SAMts.
Tactics specified that the Wild Weasel t'erret out the eRemy radar,
mark the site with a 2.75 rocket (just as a FAC would, do), then
lead the Iron lland F-l05ts in for visual attacks. During daylight
and against fixed sites this tactic worked well. The enemy
quickly countered, however, by rapidly moving his missiles from
one spot to another. More important, AA defenses ringed the
SAM sites. Furthermore, the North Vietnamese relied more on
early warning and acquisition radars for crosstell+ information,

*St"ik" crews received two tSpes of warning--standoff
(chiefly by College Eye EC-f21) and onboard radar homing and
warning. By 1967 virtually all strike aircraft entering high-threat
areas caruied RHAW equipment. [Rprt (S), Analysis of Combat
Aircraft Losses in Southeast Asia, DID Report R-14D, Apr 6f, IV,
54.1

*Crosstell--transfer of information between facilities at the
same operational level.

;tk"
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so their Fan Song tracking radar came on the air just long Gnough
to complete a missile firing. The Weasels soon found it harder
to detect sites and their attrition rate from enemy AA fire
became unacceptable. 37

ff ey mid-1966 the F-105F aircraft had replaced the F-100F
and the AGM-45 Shrike missile had become the main ordnance for
Wild Weasel aircraft. The AGM-45 was a passive, radar-homing
air-to-surface missile specifically designed to destroy enemy
radars. It could be fired at ranges of 10-12 miles or less by
direct fire or lofted trajectory and its seeker head homed infon
enemy radar emissions. On the other hand, the missile had no
m-emory circuit and possessed limited destmctive capabiLity (only a
l4-pound warhead). Moreover, it was still necessary to point the
aircraft in the general direction of the emitting radar. Tttus, the
momentary shutdown of the Fan Song defeated the Shrike, since
it depended on the radarrs homing signal. Nonetheless, for a
moment the Shrike effectively suppressed the SA-2 threat to the
strike aircraft. SB

F-I-O5F Thr:nderchief

-
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tlThe enemy retariated by extending highly redundant
Fan song radar coverage over key area" of North vietnam. T?re
Hanoi-Red River valley area grew into one giant sAM and AAcomplex. New site construction mushroomed (incruding dummysites and flak traps) and the enemy moved missile battalions
from one place to another. Ttris site proliferation promptedl
Iron Hand/wild weasel missions to switch from p,r""ty trunter/killer to escort for strike aircraft flying north. The F-l0bF flew
most of its night missions as escort. 39

Gl The seventh Air Force fragged two suppression air-craft each night. The sorties were usually in support of com-
mando Nail operations or any Navy, Marine, or Air Force
mission--including B-iz Arc Light. Each F-l0bF camied twoshrike missiles, one equippeo witrr a "shorting plug" that per-
mitted the pilot to perform a dive delivery. wrr"" 

"oppo"iing 
t

commando Nait sortie, weasel crews defemed mission ptanning
until the Nail crew had serected their run-in heading. once this
was done, the weaser flight Leader could figure a Tor so as tobe in position for best support of the strike aircraft. Occasionally,
one weasel might support up to four different sorties wlth widely-
spaeed rorts. A KC-135 tanker refuered the F-10bF.40

9) Ten minutes before ttre scheduled commando Nail de-parh:re the F-105F flight would take off with their 6b0-gallon
centerline tanks empty. This reduced takeoff distance, the only
penalty being 2-3 minutes with a tanker. After taking g,000-10,000
pounds of fuel from a KC-13b, the fLight traveled to Route package
I to troll for about 10 minutes. Inasmuch as the commando Nailaircraft followed but a short distance behind, the F-lO5Frs
positioned themselves between the target and the threat area. The
Nail aircraft radioed the weasels their ETA to the target. After
that' the ideal situation wourd have a weasel flying inbound to
the target at shrike firing artitude (10,000-15,0o0 flet AGL) just
as the fighter-bomber prepared for bomb release. T?ris rarely
happened, however. The enemy hardly ever bothered to fire
sAMrs at night. Perhaps he knew single-ship night sorties were
only harassment or he didntt want to give his position away.
Most of the AA fire at night was barrage or visually directed.4l

O tf a weasel attacked a site, it headed straight for the
suspected source of the signal. when rz-t4 miles from the target,
the aircraft nosed up at a B0o-40o angle. Next, it fired the
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missile and broke to the side and down in an effort to see the't
impaet point. In another variation, the weasel dove direcily at
the target and launched the weapon from B-10 miles out. Many
times ttre erews could not see ground damage at night. Hence,
they considered the suppression successful if the radar went off
the air. This satisfied the mission requirements.42

Jl tn February 1968, the Air Force introduced a new air-
to-ground antiradiation missile (ARM)--the AGM-?8 standard ARM.
This new weapon may evenfirally replace the AGM-45. Like the
shrike' it has a passive-seeker guidance system. However, the
Standard ARM is a much bigger weapon (220-pound warhead),
possessing redundant fuxingr orrd a greater standoff capability {eit
40' 000 feet it can be launched 70-7i miles from the target). An
important modification gives ttie AGM-?8 a memory circuit to
keep it on proper trajectory even if enemy radar is turned off.
Nor does this new missile need to be pointed in the direction of
a SAM site to be fired. Launched at any angle or direction it
turns toward the target after release. Ttris feahre blunts the
enemy radar crewrs ability to tell from the Weaselrs heading
whether or not the site is under attack. Nevertheless, the air-
craft at first fired the new missile boresight, so the North Vich
namese wouldnft suspect any change in tactics that signaled the
introduction of a new weapon. When modified to accept the AGM-
78, the F'-105F becomes the F-10bG.43

F-4 Operations in North Vietnam

tlF f-a bomber erews in North Vietnam generally flew two
tlpes of missions--armed route reconnaissance and attacks on
point targets. On both kind of sorties the Night Owl crews fleld
a two-ship formation and at times a ttrree-ship one. For armed
reconnaissance missions the frag order gave two sets of coordi-
nates and the formation operated within them. If part of the area
was heavily defended with SAMts or radar-directed AA artillery,
the aircraft furnishing ECM coverage needed to be on station a.nd
in radio contact with the F-4 flight. Otherwise, the latter was
forbidden to enter that portion of the area. F-4 tactics were those
used for armed reconnaissance in Laos. *44

xManuaL (S),
The discussion on
manual.

8th TFWg, Night Combat Tactics, l0
F-4 taetics in North Vietram is based

Sep 66.
on this
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6 The Night Owl crews disliked flying armed reconnais-
sance missions in North vietnam using flares. Not only did it
lose surprise, but in heavily defended areas the enemy barraged
all available fLak at the flarelight. Gunners quickly learned that
by fuzing shells for around ?,000-10,000 feet, the F-4ts had to
penetrate the baruage to drop ordnance. Being tied to the flare-
light the flight could not maneuver, so it usually tried but one
pass. Thus a crear moonlit night was ideal for performing ar"&ed
reconnaissance.

Point Targets

t) Point targets encompassed bridges, storage ar€&sr
bamacks, sAM sites, and airfields. Night owl crews memorized
the target and sumounding area from photos and study maps. Due
to the inherent navigation probLems, crews selected routes having
distinct terrain feafures both en route and in the target area.
They also took weather into account; for example, Iarge highway
bridges could be attacked on clear moonlit nights without using
flares.

U| For point targets, ttre F-4 caruied enough fuel to amive
over the target and refurn to base--plus an additional 2, b00
pounds. Ttre extra fuel allowed maximum jinking and altitude
changes going to and coming from the target area. At the edge of
the target zone the fLight accelerated to 480 knots, the wingman
fl,ying 3-5 miles back of the leader and offset lbo to either side.
The lead pickled 16 flares on the first pass, broke hard away from
the target' climbed to base altitude, * and reset his switches. I

6 After the first flare ignited, the wingman started a wide
climb to base-leg artifude outside the 3 orclock or g orclock flare
position. If the enemy barraged the lighted area, the wingman
remained clear while acquiring and tracking the target under the
flarelight. Ttre danger here was the enemyts locking on the air-
craft with radars that controlled the AA guns and the sAMts. + As
the fLarelight began to die, the wingman calred his crock-code
position to the lead and attacked the target, rippling a1l bombs on
a single pass. This maneuver was followed by both F-4ts jinking

"Base altifude was never above ?,000 feet in a SAM environ-
ment.

*Sometimes it
gunners.

was better to offset the flares to decoy the
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T\ro F-[t s Break Away fron lrc-L3! fufueltng Tanker

and departing the area. Ttre lead climbed for altihrde to save
fuel. The wingman stayed low and 10 miles behind until he was
sure there were no MIGrs in the area. Then,l he also dttmbed
while scaruring the entire area between him and the lead, so he
could warn the latter of any MIGts appearing between them. The
flight resumed formation until reaching a safe point for turning on
lights and checking one anotherts aircraft for hung ordnance.

Three--Shlp Attack on Point T#!' Eeavily Defended Area

ffi Considering the 2-ship flightrs vulnerability,
F-4 units sometimes adopted a three-ship formation that flew at
low level. Ttrese night flyers penetrated the Fansong and Firecan
radar areas at altih:des under 300 feet AGL to steer clear of the
intense groundfire experience during low-level daylight missions.
To visually maintain ground cLearance on these low-level sorties,
the Night OwLs relied on the surrounding light. Hence ttre moon
phase played an important part in the fragging and mission-
planning of the three-ship formation. The moon cycle needed to be
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between the first and third quarter for 2 hours after moonriseto 2 hours before moonset. This yielded an operationar periodof about 15 days a month. *45

flGrews highry seasoned in night operationsflew tlrese low-Ievel missions. The sorties were planned exacflyas those for low-Level reconnaissance. crews marked off stripmaps for precise distance and time. They selected dead-reckon-ing as the main method of navigation with radar and INS servingas !a9kun. The GIB handled the navigation to let the pilot focuson flying the aircraft. Inasmuch 
"" ti.s" flights ca[ed forinfl'ight refueling' a good identifiablg postrerulung checkpoint wasessential for starting a time-hack. + a TACAN bearing usuallymet this need.

After departing the tanker, the F-4 formationassumed proper spacing on the cruise and descent to the startingpoint. Aircraft radar established a trail formation with 20-secondspacing between aircraft (40-second spacing if the first aircraft
yas ? flareship). The fr.ight passed ttre starting point at 100-300feet AGL and the read calred his time-hack as an added check,since the radar was often ineffective for acquisition at low level.This was the final radio transmission until the lead called forpop-up at the target. From this point on, each aircraft did itsown navigating.

(ffi The formation took full advantage of terrain-masking to keep clear of radar detection until the iircraft brokeout of the mountains into the flat Red River delta. A*iving atthe target area, the flight leader carled for the pop-up--the topaltihrde being 2, b00 feet to keep the time at altitude to 15 secondsor less. The flight made most bomb r'ns at a dive angle of15o, 420 knots TAs, and a mean release altitude of r,200 feet AGL.The formation repeatedly met hear5r AA fire over the target butmainly behind and above t?re aircraft. The 2o-second 
"pJerrg

*Ma;'or
Sophisticated
67 -2 (27 lvIar
low-Ievel F-4

Laurence F. Gardner, ttNight Strike Mission in a
Defense Environment, " Tegflqel Anarysis Bunetin (s),
196?), t-8. The remainaffisEi--o'
tactics in North Vietnam is based on this Bulletin.

which is set or tthackedtt on a watch to the preciserlme
seeond.
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between planes afforded the least time over the target and pre-
vented enemy gunners from barraging fire on any one ship.
Dring the entire attack phase the GIB acted as baclnrp pilot.
He continually called airspeed, altifude, and release altitude to
the pilot.

Iffffil Each of the three planes commonly ca*ied lB
Mk-82 bombs and a centerline fuel tank. If the target requigpd
illumination t?re lead aircraft substituted two 16-flare dispens8rs
and two C.BTJ-?|ZA cannisters for the Mk-82 bombs. Ttre attack
procedure then altered a bit. The flight leader popped up a bit
sooner than for bomb delivery and leveled off at 3,000 feet AGL
on a course designed to create a flareline. He released four
flares at 5-second intervals--allowing only 15 seconds at 3,000
feet AGL. His CBU was loaded to permit dispensing between flare-
drops with no switch changes. The other two pilots offset tlGir
pop-up so the attack was across the flareline. The 4O-second
spacing put the second aiffiat his roll-in almost simultaneous
with flare illumination. The CBU impacting about the same time
as flare ignition caused added confusion in the target area. After
ttre ordnance had been released, the fLight continued at low level
until out of range of the enemy defenses.

MSQ-77 Combat Skyspot

tf One of the more effective blind-bombing methods devel-
oped and employed by the Air Force in Southeast .bia q*S"J|e
MSQ-ZZ Combat Skyspot. In March 1966, this bomb-dire-ctin!
and controlling radar first amived in South Vietnam. TAC and
SAC crews, however, had used it sinee the early l950ts to score
simulated bomb runs. Then known as the MSQ-35, its computer
could be programmed with .ba!*is_tics of many special weapons
and various aircraft. On U. S. and European training missions
the crews made simulated bomb runs against specified targets.
From the aircraftrs TAS, bombing altihrde, and true heading at
release, ttre radar bomb scoring (RBS) site could compute the
precise simulated point of impact on the ground.46

(U) br the Korean War, this procedure had been reversed.
T?re controller directed the pilot to fly a specified altihrde,
heading, and airspeed to the target--the coordinates of which the
controller had plotted on a map at his control table. At the
proper point, the crew opened the bomb-bay doors and armed the
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bombs. Next, the controller began his countdown to zeto, at
which point the bo mbardier rereased the bombs. This method
relieved the aircraft crew of any actual target acquisition, butit was necessary to keep the aircraft flying fairly straight and
level. After the Korean War, the B-4b/g-OO crews in TAC
used these reverse MSQ techniques widely.4? | .

IF In late 196b and early lg66 at Matagorda Island, Tex.,
the Air Force ran extensive tests of the reverse MSe procedure,
utilizing live ordnance. Subsequent to testing and modification it
deployed the first of these MSe sites to Bien Hoa, South Vietnam.
sites were also set up at Pleiku, Dong Ha, and Da Lat in south
Vietnam and at Nakhon Phanom in Thailand.48

S The early MSQ sites directed and controlled F-100
aireraft engaged in close support of ground forces--especially
hamLet/outpost defenses. using the reflected radar signal- from
objects (skin paint), the range of these earLy traeking radars was
45 miles. This range grew to almost 200 miles when working
with aircraft equipped with X-band beacons. o By November 1966,alt MSQ sites except Da Lat had been modified for the greater
range. + As kits became available in the theater, strike aircraft
were likewise modified. This enhancement of beacon equipment
gave blind-bombing coverage to almost 90 percent of arl corps
areas in South Vietnam.49

(5|Aniso1atedfaci1itydirectedtheground-vectored
bombing of North vietnam. This site housed a TAGAN and a
TSQ-Af (a modified version of the MSO. Ttre equipment made a
small package that could be transported by helicopter to remote
locations. The site controLled b,ombing operations into North
vietnam (coded commando club) from November 196? until early
March 1968 when the enemy oveman the facility. Excluding
sorties in Route Package I, the TSe-Bl directly slightly over 23
percent of the 427 s_trike missions flown into North vietnam
during this period.50

*Th" beaconrs coded blip showed up much rarger on the
MSQ siters radar scope that did a skin-paint blip. fs*ibg Ops in
SEA... Strike Aircraft, p Zga.l

+The MSQ sites at Nakhon phanom and Dong Ha controlled
aircraft in Steel Tiger and the DM.Z.
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FF Tactics of strike crews under Commando Club direc-
tion approximated those of aircrews on MSQ-directed sorties in
South Viebram. A key difference lay in the stricter control
exerted by the site responsible for operations into North Vietnam.
Moreover, the frag order for the one or two strike aircraft
headed north at night contained detail. other ttran target coordinates.
It further set forth the trrre airspeed as well as heading and alti-
tude required for a controLLed-release bomb run. ar . -.,

|lh The standard ordnance load for Combat Skyspot aircraft
varied with the type of aircraft fragged for the mission and the
nature. of the target. Below are listed the types of ordnance
used most frequently:52

(l} Once aerial refueling was over with, the leader of the
Combat Skyspot flight radioed the MSQ site to check in and
supply essential information for setting up the ground controllerrs
computers. Number and t;pe of aircraft were critical items in
calculating the proper release point. Next the controller positioned
the fighter on the desired track to the target. As the aircraft
approached the release point, he radioed two warning calls--@te at
1 minute and one at 30 seconds prior to ttbombs awaJr.tt In addi-
tion he constantLy passed corrections to the pilot for maintaining
the desired track over ttre ground. * The final 2 minutes of the
bomb run became crucial because release was computed for a
fixed airspeed, altitude, and heading. Any deviation meant an
aborted mission. The ground controller called for the crew to
hold the aircraft steady and get ready for countdown. The count-
down proceeded tt5, 4, g, 2, l,--Hack-!tt53

f) Necessity for almost stereotyped tactics was one draw-
back to Combat Skyspot missions. Holding a heading, altitude'
and airspeed favored enemy gunners and posed great danger to

M-64 (500-pound bomb)
M-65 (1, 000-pound bomb)
M-117 (750-pound bomb)

Mk-81 (250-pound bomb)
Mk-82 (500-pound bbgb)

the aircraft was vectored along
the target. The perPendicular

the adjustment for the crosswind

*To cancel
a track parallel
distance between
effect.

out a crosswind,
to a line through
these lines was
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Vietnam
anything
gets but

aircraft in the vicinity of a sAM ring. At night the aircraftcrew could more easily see the ignition flash or "tr enemy * .{missile but difficulty in estimating distan"es nede evasiondifficult. * Furthermore the maps of North vietnam and Laos fellshort of the accuracy the Air Force desired for its Mise opera-tions. Hence if the target coordinates cranked into the thumb
wheels of the MSQ computer were incomect, the bombs wouldfalI on some spot other than the target. 54

In summary, the Combat Skyspot missions into North
at night proved more of a harassment to the enemy ttpnelse. Tttey were marginally effective against fixed tar-
offered no help at all in interdicting truct< tr:affic.

F-111 Operations

In late February lgGB secretary of Defense McNamara
approved the deployment of six F-ltt aircraft to southeast Asia totest this newest Air Force prane in combat. The operation (coded
combat Lancer) focused on development of the F-ll]js night/at_
weather capability. The original concept envisioned singie-ship
penetrations against Rolling Thunder/steel riger targets that couldbe acquired by radar, using either direct or offset modes of
attack. aa

C.) The F-111 promised to be a major improvement over jet
strike aircraft then in t}re theater. Its INS permitted preeise
navigation to the target at altitudes below those of enemy acquisi-
tion and tracking radars. This negated to a great extent the sAM
and AA threat, and the planefs high speed at low level neutralized
enemy small-arms fire. The INS, coupled with high-resolution
lttacf radar, yielded precise navigation with emors of less than2 miles each hour without updating. once in the target area, theF-lllrs radar could positivery identify many more targets than was
possible with former tactical fighter systems. Its terrain-following
radar (TFR) and radar altimeter assured safe flight at b00 feet ,{GL- _in mountainous temain and 200 feet AGL in nonmountainous temain.56

actical Fighter Wing would make a
diving turn to position ttre enemy missile at right angles to theaircraft, then be ready to pull up or break when the missile
approached to within about ?,000 feet of the aircraft. [Manual (s),
Combat Tactics, BBBth TFWg, f4 Sep 68.l
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;l The Seventh Air Force normally fragged four F-111
sorties each night. Takeoff times were scattered throughout the
hours of darkness--from 1830 to as late as 0400. AII missioirs
had routes that took them through at least one t;pe of known
radar-directed AA or SAM site. Terrain-masking was therefore
necessary along with avoidance of level tercain insofar as possible.
Random TOTrs were chosen to aid in surprise. After ordnance
was delivered, the F-lllrs varied their tactics in leaving the tar-
get area so the enemy could not predict them.5?

|!h Combat Lancer F-lllrs would depart their home base of
Takhli, Thailand and climb out to 8,000-10,000 feet over Thailand
until they reached the Thai-Lao border. There the aircraft
descended across Laos to altih:des of 200-500 feet AGL. These
low levels urere maintained into North Vietnam by using the TFR.
The F-111 targets included bivouac areas, trrrck parks' and oil-
storage depots. * Once ttre navigator acquired the target, the pilot
adjusted altitude as needed to be out of ttre bomb-fragmentation
envelope. Ordinarily, the F-l1lfs carried general-purpose bombs
ranging in size from 750-2,000 pounds. After dropping the bombs,
the crews flew at low altitude on a generaUy southeast heading
until over the Gulf of Tonkin. There thev climbed to 20,000-
30,000 feet and headed west for Takhfi.5S

3) The F-111 Southeast Asia test and evaluation program
ended after 55 combat sorties. Missions were flown without air
refueling and averaged 2 hours and 45 minutes. A11 of the targets
struck were in Route Package I. No defensive groundfire was
observed on any mission below 1,000 feet. Not a single SAM
was fired at any of the aircraft.59

(|} The F-lllts ability to penetrate enemy defenses and de-
part undetected held great promise for the future. The same could
not be said of the aircraftts ability to destroy targets. Of the
sorties attacking targets (71 sorties were launched) four did not drop
bombs. Results of another 12 were unknown due to a lack of BDA.
Seven runs were gross emors and eight were made using INS or
other alternate mode. Eighteen sorties were normal (target identi-
fied in time, crosshairs placed upon it, and automatic release
obtained). Thus only 25 percent of the total 7l sorties were effec-
tive. The l8 normal sorties achieved a CEP of 470 feet. This
compared with the 200-foot CEP the Air Force desired for effec-
tive night/all-weather interdiction in Southeast Asia. 60

*The F-111 was incapable of attacking tnrcks, sampans' and
other moving targets.
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CONCLUSIONS

will the knowredge and experience gained in southeastl Asia
air operations shape future Air Force organization, equipment
and training ? More important, can any of this knowledge and
experience be applied to future war? A few answers are in
evidence. In 1972 the Air Force is giving top priority to
acquisition of the F-15 air superiority fighter, the B-1 bomber,
and a new close-support attack aircraft. The F-11r, despite its
mediocre performance in southeast Asia, and the gunship, are the
only usAF aircraft currently possessing seLf-contained attack
capabilities. But, whether the gunship force should be retained in
the postwar inventory is a question which cannot be readilyt
answered.

What is clear, however, is that gunships cannot survive a
powerful enemy air force and a modern antiaircraft system. The
original gunship evolved to meet the specific need of hamret/
outpost defense in south vietnam. Larger and more sophisticated
gunships were employed for night interdiction in Laos, where they
detected and destroyed hundreds of trucks at night. strengthened
enemy defenses, however, soon forced them to fly eseorted. Their
utility over t.l-e plains of Europe, for exarnple--where they would
face a modern' in-depth enemy defense system--raises a question
of their survivability. If, on the other hand, the Air Force con-
tinues to become involved in insurgencies, brushfire situations, or
limited wars and air superiority can be maintained, the charces
for gunship success appear quite good. Unfortunately, the Air
Force cannot divine the nature of future wars. It can only hope to
be prepared for all contingencies.

Important conclusions can be drawn from the lessons learned
in Southeast Asia. One involves organization. The greatest success
in night operations was achieved by night-dedicated units at opposed
to day-units flying scattered night missions. The accomplishments
of the 56th Special Operations Wing, the gunships, and the Bth
Tactical Fighter Wing Night Owls are well documented. It would
seem that night-dedicated units with aircraft manned by volunteer
crews should be part of the postwar air arm. EIad such units
been on hand in 1965, the night interdiction campaign certainly
would have achieved quicker and better results.

(Ttris page is IJNCLASSIFIED)
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In Vietnam, as in Korea, U. S. air superiority by day
restricted Communist forces to night movements. T?re enemy
used the mantle of darkness to overrun rural hamlets and out-
posts, ambush convoys and to infiltrate men and materiel down
the Ho Chi Minh Trail from North Vietnam. To impede these
night operations the Air Force was compelled to improvise and
adopt stopgap measures. In some instances, ttre addition of a
relatively simple night detection device, such as the Starlight
Seope, altered the tactical advantage the enemy possessed. In
others, off-the-shelf avionics mated with old, reliable airframes
sufficed. The various improvisations, many of them temporary
ttfixes,tt took place over a ?-year period. In the future,
ttleftovertt weapons and on-the-shelf equipment may prove inade-
quate, insufficient, or ineffective. It would appear there is still
a requirement for the Se1f-Contained Night Attack Aircraft, to
detect and destroy mobile surface targets at night and during all-
weather conditions.

In Southeast Asia, enemy night operations over the trail
network exacted the last ounce of flexibility from U. S. air power.
An action on one side triggered a reaction on the other. Swift
adjustment by both sides prevented the pendulum from ever
moving too far off center. Gen. Henry H. lttHaptt) Arnold, Com-
.manding General of the Army Air Forces in World War II'
anticipated this in his final report to Secretary of War Robert P.
Patterson in November 1945. ttThe basic pLanning, development,
organization and training of the Air Force,tt h€ wrote, ttmust be
well rounded, covering every moderrr means of waging war, and
the techniques of employing such means must be continuously
developed and kept up to date.rr Air Force doctrines, he also
emphasized, "must be flexibLe at all times and entirely uninhibited
by tradition. " 1
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A-t

A-26

AAS-18

AC-47

AGM-45

AGM-78

AIM-9

AN/AVG-3

AN/AWG-13

ARN.92
Loran D

AA

AAA

ABCCC
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

single-engine (reciprocating) strike aircraft developedby Douglas Aircraft at the close of World War II;
categorized as a slow rrlov€rr the aircraft had severalmissions in SEA with both the USAF and VNAF.

Strike aircraft of the b6th SOWg, Nakhon phanom
RTAFB, operating in Laos; cali sign Nimrod

(S) Infrared sensor
operated in the B-b
hot engines

The C-47 transport converted into a gunship by adding
the General Electric SUU-IIA minigun! the AC_4Z naOseveral nicknames: puff the Magic Dragon, Dragon
Ship, and Spooky

A passive, radar-homing, air-to-surface missile
designed to destroy enemy radars; nicknamed Shrike

The AGM-?B Standard ARM; *ris air-to-ground anti_
radiation missile gradually replaced the AGM_45
Shrike missile; like the Shrike the AGM_?g had a
passive-seeker guidance system

A hebt-seeking missile

Improved USAF version of the starlight scope

Analog computer used on the AC-IB0 gunship; it tied
sensors and ordnance together

A set designed for precise navigation with predicted
accuracy of 600 feet after about 2b0 miles of travel;
the set included a computer, map display, and instru_
ment display coupler

antiaircraft

antiaircraft artillery

airborne battLefield command and control center

u1{ctAssrflED

used by the RF-4C aircraft; it
micron range that could detect
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Able lMable (S) A reconnaissance task force of RF-101 aireraft
that flew the original Yankee Team missions in Laos,
commencing in November 196l

actg
acty
ADF
ADVON
AF
AFB
AFEO
AFSC
AFSME

AFXDC DCS/Plans & OPerations, USAF
AFXOP Dir/Operations, DCS/Plans & Operations, -USAF
AFXOSO Special Operations Division, Dep Dir/Strike Forces,

Dir/Operations, oCS/PIans & Operations, USAF

acting
activity
automatic direction finder
advanced echelon
Air Force
Air Force base
Air Force Eyes OnIy
Air Force Systems Command
Dir/Maintenance Engineering, DCS/Systems & Logistics,
USAF

above ground level
An Air Force member enga$ed in counterinsurgency

AGL
air
commando operations
ALO air liaison officer
Ambassador Informal reference to the 56th SOWg,' Nakhon Phanom,
sullivants Thailand; only Ambassador to Laos william H. Sullivan
Air Force could approve targets in Laos; since the 56th stnrck

aPProved targets, hence the term

Ambassadorts The war in Laos; Ambassador William H' Sullivan
War, The was Ambassador to Laos and approved all targets in

Laos, hence the term

American Embassy
analysis
air operations center
appendix
antiradiation mi ssile
Army of Republic of Vietnam
Aeronautical Systems Division
Aerospace Sttrdies Institute
air support operations center
assistant
attachment

AmEmb
analys
AOC
app
ARM
ARVN
ASD
ASI
ASOC
asst
atch
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B-5?

BLU

BLU-38,
BLU-26
bomblets

BLU-27
Baruel Roll

basket

bd

BDA

Big Eagle

Bird Dog

Black Crow

Black Spot

Black Watch

Blindbat

boresight
line

break right/
break left

Strike aircraft developed by the Martin Company fornight intruder missions; nitknamed Canberra

Bomb Live Unit; applies to various ordnance, €. g., thebomblets dropped from dispensers and speeial purpose
bombs

used by the c-lz3 Black spot aircraft, these bombletswere 16- and ll-grain steel balls propelled radiallyupon detonation at ground impact
800-pound napalm cannisters
(S) Interdiction and close air support operations ineastern Laos (beginning 14 Dec 64), tafer reduced to thearea of northern Laos (3 Apr 6b); the operations wereunder 2d Air Div and later, ?th AF conirol; mostrecently' Barrer Rorr refers to strikes against personneland equipment from Nettr Vietnam
The area in which tJle F-4 aircraft drops the bombduring Pave Way bombing
board

bomb damage assessment
B-26K night armed reconnaissance begun in 1966
The 0-1 aircraft
(S) An ignition system detection sensor
and AC-12S Black Spot aircraft
(s) converted c-r23 transport (Ac-128) equipped withFLR, LLLTV, forward-loot irrg IR detector,- 1""", ranger,adv-anced navigation system, w-eapon release computer,and weapon dispensers (CBUrs)

RB-26 night reconnaissance of Laos, begun in lg62
Nickname of c-r30 FAc/flareship aircraft operating insouthern Laos; eventuarl.y Blindbat becarne the nicknamefor all C-IBO ftare missions [see Lampfigfrieat
An optical reference line used in harmonizing guns,rockets, and other weapon launchers

Signal from the crew over the interphone to the pilot;it meant he should take violent evasive action

used on AC-IBO



Brig Gen
Bronco
B-scope

bul

c-119

c-123

c-130

cBu-2

c
ca (circa)
Canberra
Candlestick

Capt

Category III
targets

CBU
ccr
CCT/RTU
CEA
cen
CEP
ch
chaff
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Brigadier General
Nickname of OV-10 aircraft'
R;d;" display in wtrictr the signal appears as a bright
spot, wittr bearing as the horizontal coordinate and

range as the vertical coordinate

bulletin

Twin-boom transport nicknamed Flying Boxcar;
modified into AC-t19 Shadow and Stinger gunships

Fairchild Provider transport used in airlift and as a
feC/nareship; call sign Candlestiek used in latter
mission

Multiengine transport developed for the Air Force by

Lockheed; nicknamed Hereules

Fragmentation-cluster bomb; upon ground impact it

"*pJ" 250 16-grain steel spheres into the air

Confidential
about
The B-5? strike aircraft
(S) The call sign for the C-123 FAC/flare aircraft in
Laos

Captain
Targets for broad-area reconnaissance cov€r&$€r i' e"
10x10 kilometers

cluster bomb unit
combat creut training
combat crew training/replacement training unit
circular error average
center
circular error Probable
chief
Radar confusion reflectors consisting of thinr o&rrowr

metallic str:ips of various lengths and frequency
responses, used to reflect echoes for confusion purposes
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Christmas
Tree

class

clean
configuration
or clean
aircraft

clock-code
position

CoI

College E)'e

Combat
Lancer

Combat
Skyspot

comdr

Commando
Bolt

Commando
Hunt I, nI,
v

A SEA operational term,referring to normal (non-
combat) ex ternal lighting of an aircraft

CINCPAC Commander in Chief, pacific Command
cINcPAcAF commander in chief, pacific Air ForcescINcPAcFLT commander in chief, pacific Fleet

classification
An aircraft without extra fuel tanks, ordnance, &od
other external stores

Position of a target in relation to an aircraft or
ship; dead-ahead position is considered 12 orclock

Colonel
(S) Airborne EC-l2lD aircraft, staging out of Korat
RTAFB, Thailand; the College Eye talk forces
furnished airborne navigational assistance and/or
lgqAer warnings by use of IFF and SIF, and gave
MIG warnings to friendly aircraft

(S) F-lll combat operational testing in Southrast Asia

(S) MSQ-?? and SST-IBI controtled bombing, MSe-??
controlled bombing missions in Steel Tiger, Route
Package I, and South Vietnam
commander
(S) Task Force Alpha-controlled airstrikes on moving
trrtcks in a specified area, using sensor activations

(S) Air interdiction campaigns directed against the
flow of supplies from North Viefiram to Vietcong and
Norttr vietnam forces in south vietnam and cambodia;
these campaigns in souttrerrr Laos (Stee1 Tiger area of
operations) bore numerical designations that changed
with the semiannual monsoonal shift; the three north-
east-monsoortr or dry-season campaigns, took place
in 1968/t969, 1969/19?Or a'nd tgTOlLg7l, and covered
roughly the period from October through April
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Commando
Nail

Commando
Sabre

Compass
Count

COMUSIVIACV

cookoff

coupler

Covey

cRc
Cricket

crosstell

CSAF

CSD

CSGp

Night and all-weather bombing operations conducted
by aircraft equipped with airborne radar bombing systems

(S-NOFORN) Operations begun in June 1967 to demon-
strate the feasibility of using jet aircraft in the FAC/
SCAR role; the F-100 aircraft was used in lieu of O-1
and O-2 aircraft, the latter being too rnrlnerable in
high-threat areas

(S) The 1968 operational test of the AN/AVD-2 laser
reconnaissance system; a laser mounted in RF-4 air-
craft swept the ground for filming

Commander, United States Military Assistance
Command, Vi etram

Ammunition firing as a result of being allowed to rest
in the chamber of an overheated weapon

Arrangement of induction coils or capacitors go placed
with reference to each other that an electromagnetic
or electrostatic coupling exists between their cireuits

(S) Call sign of O-2 and OV-10 FACrs of the 20th
TASq operating in North and South Vietnam and Laos

control and reporting center
(S) Operations in Laos of O-lE and AC-4? FAC aircraft
and the C-130 ABCCC; also applied to a small geographical
area in the southern panhandle of Laos

Transfer of information between facilities at the same
operational level

Chief of Staff, United States Air Force

Combined Studies Division operated by U. S. State
Department; it included U. S. Army Special Forces and

Farm Gate personnel

combat support grDup
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Daisy
Cutter

DASC

data link
DCS

dead
reckoning

dep

det

dir
div
dive toss

DMZ

DO

DOA
doc

DOCT

doghouse

doppler
radar

DOR

(S) Mk-S2 (b00-pound HE) or Mk-84 (2,000_pound HE)bombs with fuze extenders; designed to explode at thesurface to kill personnel and to damage materiel
direct air support
A communications

center

Iink suitable for transmission of data
Deputy Chief of Staff
Finding oners position by means of a compass andcalculations based on speed, time elapsed, effect ofwind, and direction from a known position
deputy

detachment

director
division

A weapon delivery maneuver in which the aircraft divesto a predetermined altihrde and point in space, pulls .
up, and releases the weapon in such " *"y that it istossed onto the target
demilitarized zone
DCS/Operations, ?th Air Force
Dir/Tactical Analysis, DCS/Operations, ?th Air Force
document

Tiger Hound/tatty Ho Division, Dir/combat operations,DCS/Operations, ?th Air Force
A structure in the C-l2B aircraft located just aheadof the prone starlight scope operator; the starlightscope hung on a traverse rod within the doghouse andpointed out the emergency bailout hatch; the" doghousealso cut off any stray 1igit ttrat enemy gunners on ttreground might detect

A radar system that differentiates between fixed andmoving targets by detecting the apparent change infrequency of the reflected ,",r" d'e to motion of thetarget or observer
Dir/Recoruraissance and Electronic Warfare, DCS/Operations, Tactical Air Command

'{



DORQ

DOS

DOSW

DPLP

DPLR

dtd

DTG

ECM
ETA
et al (gi glii)
eval
EW
EWO
eyeball
reconnais-

sance

F-4

F-100

F-105

lst Air
Commando
Squadron

lst Air
Commando
Wing

FAC

Fan Song
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Dir/Requirements, DCS/Operations, Tactical Air Command

Dir/Special Operations, DCS/Operations, Tactical
Air Command

Dir/Special Air Warfare, DCS/Operations' Tactical
Air Command

Dir/Plans and Programs, DCS/Operations, Pacific Air
Forces

Dir/Requirements, DCS/Operations, ?th Air Force

dated

date-time group

electronic counterm@sures
estimated time of arrival
and others
evaluation
electronic warfare
electronic warfare officer
Reconnaissance by sight rather than by radar
and sensors

Strike aircraft nicknamed Phantom

Strike aircraft nicknamed Super Sabre

Strike aircraft nicknamed Ttrunderchief; played key
role in Rolling Thunder Campaign

Activated in June 1963, it absorbed Farm Crate
personnel and equipment

Successor to the 4400th Combat Crew Training
Squadron, Eglin AFB, Fla.

forward air controller
(S) Nickname of enemy ground radars used for guidance
of hostile SA-2 surface-to-air missiles
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Farm Gate

FCI
fig
fire amow

Fire Can

Detachment of USAF air commandos from the Special
Air Warfare Center at Eglin AFB, Fla. . ' which
entered South Vietnam in Novemter 1961 at President
Diemrs request; its twofold mission was training and
combat operations

flight control indieator
figure
Could be made of many materials; metal gas cans filled
with gasoline-soaked sand were often used; ignited it
was easy to see at night; hamlet defenders relayed to
flare/strike aircraft the enemyrs position with reference
to the fire arrow

Code name of North Vietnam fire-control ground radars
for direction of hostile AA fire; a single Fire Can
normally controlled from six to eight guns of 5?-mm or
larger caliber
First Lieutenant
Bursting shells fired from AA guns

Fire used to suppress AA fire immediately prior to
and during an air attack on enemy positions

Retaliatory strikes against North Vietnam in early 1965;
it was superseded by Rolling Thunder in March 1965

To drop flares
forward-looking infrared radar
forward-looking radar

Nickname of the C-119 twin-boom transport

frequency modulation
forward operating base

To issue a fragmentary field o rder covering details of
a single mission, i. e. , what is required, where, and
when; a frag order, usually issued on a day-to-day
basis, is an abbreviated form of an operations order

fire support officer (U. S. Army)

A 500- or ?50-pound incendiary bomb cluster (M-31/32
and M-35/36 munitions); called Tokyo Fire Bomb in
World War II

(rhis page is {Np*4S$IFIED)

-

lst Lt
flak

flak-
suppression
fire
Flaming
Dart

flare
FLIR
FLR
Flying
Boxcar

FM
F.IOB

frag

FSO

Funny Bomb
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GIB

Gooney
Bird

GP
gp

ground
return

HRB Singer
Reconofax VI

hack-watch

hard 180
HE

hertz

high-drag
bomb

hip-pocket
targets

hist

Hobo

hole nav

Horsefly

hq

guy-in-back; the pilot navigator/observer in the rear
seat of the F-4 aircraft
Nickname of the C-47 aireraft

general purpose
group

Reflection from
recorded as an

the terrain as displayed and/or
image

First of several infrared scanners installed in the
RB-57E aircraft; it was replaced by the RS-?
scanner which in hrn was replaced by the RS-10

A watch that can be hacked (stopped) and set to within
a second, i. e., the second hand can be synchronized
with the minute hand

An extremely tight 1B0o turn
high-explosive (iron bomb)

Unit of frequency equal to I Hertz (a Hertz is a unit
of frequency equal to one cycle per second)

Slower-fa1ling bomb retarded by fins or parachute

Targets that forward air controllers kept in reserve
and attacked when the opportunity presented itself

history

Call sign of the lst Air Commando Sq/SOSq A-1 air-
craft operating in Souttr Vietnam and Laos

Navigator on the C-123 Candlestick FAC/flareship who
operated the starlight scope

L-5 aireraft used for liaison in World War II

headquarters

UNCLASSIFIED)(This
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IAS

Ibid.
Tce'M
rcc
IFF

Igloo
White

illuminator

inboard

in-country

INS
intvw

IP

iron bomb

Iron lland

JAOC
JATO
JCS

jinking

indicated airspeed, i. e., airspeed read from the faceof the indicator in the aircrafi's cockpit
in the same place
intercontinental ballistic missile
International Control Commission
Identification, friend, or foe; a method for determiningthe friendly or unfriendly character of aircraft andships by other aircraft or ships, and by ground
forces using electronic detection equipment andassociated IFF units
A surveillance system consisting of hand-implanted andair-delivered sensors, relay aircraft, and an infiltrationsurveillance center; Igloo W'hite was formerly Muscle
Shoals

A- laser-equipped F-4 or c-IB0 Brindbat aircraft workingwith an F-4 bomber using pave Way bombs
In a position closer or closest to the rongitudinal axisof an aircraft
That part of the southeast Asia conflict rocated withinSouth Vietnam

inertial navigation system
interview

initial point--a wefl-defined point, easily distinguished
visually and/or electronicalry, used as a starting pointfor the bomb run to the target
A high-explosive bomb

!s] -suppression flights by the F-rObF aircraft againstSAM sites and radar-controlled AA artillery 
I

Joint air operations center
jet-assisted takeoff
Joint Chiefs of Staff

An aircraft maneuver in which a series of rapid turnreversals and abrupt changes of roll and/or pit"f,
attitude at random intervals prevents an enemy guru-rerfrom tracking ttre aircraft

f-J"



JOC

JSIPS

JTCG

Jungle Jim

KC-135

KS-?2 fram-
ing camera

karst

KCAS
KIAS

knot

L-5

LAU- 62

LUU.lB
LUU-5
lab

Lamp-
lighter
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joint operations center

Joint Continental Defenss Systems Integration Planning
S taff
Joint Technical Coordinating Group

Nickname for USAF-developed counterinsurgency unit
formed in early f961 and stationed at Eglin AFB,
Florida

Tanker aircraft used for air refueling

This camera and a M-123 photoflash cartridge of 260-
million candlepower was the principal photo system
used for photo coverage of North Vietran

A limestone region nrarked by sinks and interspersed
with abrupt ridges, irregular protuberant rocks,
caverns, and underground gtreams

knots, calibrated airspeed
knots, indicated airspeed

A speed of I nautical mile an hour (a nautical mile
equals 6,0?6.115 feet or 1,852 meters)

Aircraft used for liaison in World War II; nicknamed
Horsefly
A manually loaded and operated flare launcher,
consisting of 14 semicircular hrbesr us€d on ttre
C-130 Blindbat; tests found the LAU-62 unsatisfactory
so crelss dropped flares and markers by hand

Red-burning marker (a modified Mk-24 flare)
Green-burning marker (a modified Mk-24 flare)
laboratory

Nickname of C-130 aircraft operating in Northern Laos;
eventually Blindbat became the nickname for all C-130
flare missions

UNCLASSIFIED
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laser Light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation;
Iaser light is most often invisible and infrared; it
differs from ordinary light in that its individual light
rays are all the sarne wave length and all are in step;
hence its energy is not dissipated as the beam spreads
out--thus permitting an intense concentration of light
energy

Lead Sled

LF
Lid

LIMA Site

LIMDIS
LLLTV
LOC

loran

loran C

loran D

LOS

lower route
packages

Lt Col

Nickname for the F-l05 Thunderchief; the nickname
Thud was also used for the F-105

low frequency
A blind-bombing site located at Nakhon Phanom, Thailand

Aircraft landing sites (dirt strips) in Laos used as
resupply points for anti-Communist guerrillas

Limited Distribution
low-light-level television
Iine of communication

Long-range electronic navigation system that uses the
time divergence of pulse-t;rpe transmissions from two or
more fixed stations; also called long-range navigation

Extremely accurate long-range system of navigation
similar to loran, giving accuracy within a few hundred
feet for up to 1,000 miles out to sea

Tactical loran system that uses the coordinate converter
of low-frequency loran C and can operate independently
of ground facilities and without radiating radio-frequency
(RF) energy that could reveal the aircraft's location

line-of-sight, i. e. , the line between the target and the
aiming reference

The southern route packages in North Vietnam (see map 2)

Lieutenant Colonel

M-31/32 and A 500- or ?5O-pound incendiary bomb cluster (Funny Bomb)
M-35/36

u]{ctAsstHED



l|/n-47
M-61

M- 64
M-65
M-1I7
Mk- 6
MK-B

Mk-24

Mk-36 De-
structor
mines

MK-81
MK.B2

MSQ-77

MAAC-V
MAAG-V

Madam Nhu
Cocktail

IVIaj

marker/
marker log

memo

micron

MIG

mil
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White-phosphorous bomb
Cannon used on Commando Nail F-105 aircraft which
carried 1,000 rounds of 20-mm ammunition for it
500-pound general-purpose bomb
1, 000-pound general-purpose bomb
750-pound general-purpose bomb
White flare marker/marker log used to mark ground targets
U. S. Navy pyrotechnic flare
Parachute flare that could also be rigged as a. ground
target marker; dropped at 5- or l0-second intervals the
Nk-24 illuminated an area LIZ-rniIe across for 3 minutes

A high-drag (slower-falling) version of the 500-pound
GP-bomb; it detonated when any metallic object entered
its magnetic field; used on land as well as waterways in
SEA

250-pound general-purpose bomb
500-pound general-purpose bomb

MSQ radar bomb-scoring equipment modified for radar
guidance of bombers (see Combat Skyspot)

Military Advisory Assistance Command-Vietnam
Military Assistance Advisory Group-Vietnam

Addition of charcoal to other napalm ingredients in the
canister; named after Vietnamese President Diemrs
strong-willed anti-American sister-in-law

Major

A flare dropped from an aircraft to mark targets on
the ground

memorandum

Unit of length equal to one-thousandth of a millimeter

Term applied to Soviet-built jet fighters used by North
Vietnam; it included the MIG-15 (of Korean War vintage)'
the MIG-l?, MIG-19 and the MIG-21 all-weather jet fighter

1/6400 of 86o0

ulrcLAssrHED
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Misty Call sign for F-100F FACrs flying out of Phu Cat and
T\ry Hoa air bases, Republic of Vietnam

Mk ordnance designation
mm millimeter(s)
Mohawk OV-l aircraft
Mosquito T-6 aircraft used in the Korean War
mph miles-per-hour
MR memorandum for record
MSQ mobile search special
MTI moving target indicator

Y"1: C-123 aircraft deployed to Soltheast Asia on tempotary
Train duty; original mission of the three Mule Train squad-

rons was to furnish supplemental airlift support for
the Vietnamese armed forces; however, as the Vietcong
intensified night attacks against the hamlets, the Air
Force pressed C-l23ts into duty as flareships

Nail call sign of OV-2 and ov-10 FAC rs of 23d TASq

nape napalm

Nimrod Call sign for .{-26 aircraft of the 56th SOWg' Nakhon
Phanom RTAFB, operating in Laos

NOD Night observation device; an image intensifier using
reflected light from the stars or moonlight to identify
targets

NOF\fRN Special Handling Required Not Releasable to Foreign
Nationals

NOS night observation sight
no-show target A target not showing up on the aircraftts radar
NSC Ndtional Security Council
NVN North Vietnam

O-2 FAC aircraft; Civilian Nickname' Skymaster
OV-IA photo reconnaissance version of the OV-l Spud

UNCLASSIFIED



OV-18

ov-lc
ov-10
OASD
ofc
offset
bombing

omnirange
(omni)

OPlan
OpOrd
ops

outboard

out-country

P- 61

p
PA
PACAF
para

paradrop

Patricia
Lynn

Pave Way

PCS
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Model of the OV-l Spud camying side-looking airborne
radar and moving target indicator

Model of the OV-t Spud carrying infrared sensors
FAC aircraft nicknamed Bronco
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense
office
Any bombing procedure that employs a reference or
aiming point other than the actual target

Radio aid to air navigation which creates an infinite
number of paths in space through 360 degrees azimuth

Operations PIan
Operations Order
operations

In a position closer or closest to either of the wing tips
of an aircraft

That part of Southeast Asia conflict outside Scuth Vietnam,
i. e., Laos and North Vietnam

World War II night fighter aircraft nicknamed Black Widow
page
Public Affairs
Pacific Air Forces
paragraph

Delivery by parachute
aircraft in flight

of personnel or cargo from an

(S) RB-57E infrared reconnaissance aircraft

(S) The F-4 aircraft using various guidance devices:
Pave Way I. . . .laser
Pave Way II. .. electro-optical
Pave Way ttl ... infrared

permanent change of station
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perch

Phantom

photo proc-
essing cell

pickle

pipper

play time

plug

1

pop-up
maneuver

pp
PPC
prgms
proj

QRC 1608/
ALQ-77

An airborne position assumed by a fighter/bomber air-
craft in preparation for or anticipation of an air-to-
ground strike maneuveri the term was usually associated
with fighter-escorted strike or FAC missions

Nickname of F-4 strike aircraft

A facility, generally mobile, equipped for the processing,
printing, and interpretation of reconnaissance sensor
products and ottrer production normally related to the
reconnaissance intelligence function

To release a bomb or expend ordnance by depressing a
button (pickle)

The center or bead of the minigunrs ring gunsight

(S) The length of time an aircraft may remain in the
control point orbit before reaching that fuel state which
will just p ermit return to base with ordnance

To hit the first and last truck of an enemy convoy to
prevent any escaping or pulling off the road

plus or minus

A maneuver used by tactical aircraft when transitioning
from the low-level approach phase of an attack mission
to an altitude and point from which the target can be
identified and attacked

pages
photo processing cell
programs
project

ECM pods; the RF-4C carried two of them for defense



RF-101

Ranch Hand
R&D
RBS

real time

recce
recce area
recip

Red Haze

ref

reference
altitude

reg

reticle

RF
RIIAW

, RI,AF
RLG
ROE

Rolling
Thunder
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Nicknamed Voodoo, this aircraft is a single-place,
tactical, photo recoruraissance aircraft for support
of both ground and air forces

UC-123 defoliation, herbicide operations
Research and Development
radar bomb scoring

The absence of delay, except for the time required for
the transmission by electromagnetic energy, between
the occuruence of an event or the transmission of data,
and the knowledge of the event or reception of the data
at some other location

Reconnaissance, to reconnoiter
armed reconnaissance area
reciprocating engine aircraft

Passive detector on the OV-l aircraft that emitted no
radar pulses but produced detailed imagery by sensing
temperature variations in ttre terrain and objects on the
ground; infrared surveillance photography

reference

Altitude assigned to a mission for control and separa-
tion of aircraft in the target area

regulation

A system of lines, dots, crosshairs, or wires, in the
foeus of an optical instrument

radio frequency
radar homing and warning
Royal Loatian Air Force
Royal Laotian Government
rules of engagement

Nickname assigned to airstrikes against selected targets
and lines of communication in North Vietnam (Mar 1965-
Oct 1968)

(rhis o"r" 
ft$flryF*D)
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route (S) Numbered areas (I, II, fiI, IV, V, VIA, VIB) in
packages North Vietnam, designated by CINCPAC to facilitate

assignment of interdiction responsibilities to
CINCPACAF, COMSEVENTHFLT, and COMUSMACV,
and for other operational purposes, e.9., Rolling
Thunder (see map 2)

RP Route Package
rprt report
rqmts requirements
RTAFB Royal Thai Air Force base
RTF reconnaissance task force
RVN Republic of Vietnam

SA-2 Guideline surface-to-air missile; this Mach 3.5 radar-

ffif*Tl":"*i:,;";"ffi *:L"i:,i:-l;::l'iii",#'""-
range is arornd 20 miles

2d ADVON 2d Advanced Echelon
SUU-IIA Minigun used on the AC-47 gunship

SIru-24 Munitions dispenser originally designed for ttre B-47 |
B-52 bomb bays; it was used on the AC-123 Black Spot

SUU-25/A This flare dispenser is a modified LAU-10 "Zurri" rocket
launcher; it carries eight J|t,[.k-24 flares, two in each of
its four tubes

S Secret
SAM surface-to-air missile
SAC Strategic Ai r Command
SAR search and rescue
SAWC Special Air Warfare Center
SCAR strike control and reconnaissance
SCNA seU-contained night attack

scope Repeated intense flashes of light of short duration
strobbing

scramble To take off as quickly as possible (usually followed by
course and altitude instructions)



SEA
SEAOR
sec
SECDEF
seu-FAC
Shadow
shadow boxes

Shed Light

short rounds

Shrike

SIF/IFF

single-ship

skin paint

Skyraider

SLAR
slow
movers

soft
ordnance

SOSq
SOWg
spec
Spectre
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Southeast Asia
Southeast Asia Operational Requirement
section
Secretary of Defense
To be oners own forward air controller
Call sign of AC-Il9G gunship
A number of specific strike zones designated
throughout South Vietnam for AC-119 operations

The overall USAF program to improve night attackl
interdiction capability

Inadvertent or accidental delivery of ordnance, some-
times resulting in death or injury to friendly forees
or noncombatants

Nickname of AGM-45 missile; a passive radar-homing
air-to-surface missile designed to destroy enemy radars

selective identification feahrre/identification, friend or
foe

To fly singly

A radar indication caused by the reflected radar signal
from an object

A-l strike aircraft

side-looking airborne radar

Relatively slow-moving strike aircraft (e. g. , ttre A-1,
A-26, B-57, AC-119, AC-f30) as opposed to the fast
movers (e. g. , the F-4, F-f05)

Ordnance suitable for use against soft or unprotected
targets; napalm and cluster bomb units were typical
soft ordnance

Special Operations Squadron
Special Operations Wing
special
CaIl sign of AC-130 gunship

(This page isr'tlffiri$ED)
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sprn-arm

Spooky
spt
Spud
sq
stan/eval

starlight
scope

Steel Tiger

stf
Stinger
STOL
Super Sabre
SVN
Sweet Sue
switchback
sys

T-28
TAC
tac

TACAN

TACC
TACLO
TACS

An older method of arming bombs; a spinning pro-
peller in the bombts nose armed it during deseent,
to explode according to its fuzing.

Call sign of AC-47 gunshiP
support
CalI sign of the OV-I Mohawk aircraft
squadron
standardization and evaluation

An image intensifier using reflected light from the
stars or moonlight to identify targets

(S) The geographic area in Southern Laos designated
by ?th AF to facilitate planning and operations; the
term also referued to strikes in Southern Laos against
personnel and equipment from North Vietnam

staff
Call sign of AC-II9K gunship
short takeoff and landing
F-100 strike aircraft
South Vietnam
RB-26C aircraft (beginning in 1964)
A zigzag road in a mountainous region
systems

Strike aircraft nicknamed Zorro
Tactical Air Command
tactical

A tactical air navigation system consisting of short-
range UHF radio stations; in the form of a readout on
the instmment panel the pilot continuously receives
accurate distance and bearing information from the
particular station tuned

tactical air control center
Tactical Air Command liaison officer
tactical air control system

#;i* bF
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Tally Ho

TARC

target
acquisition

TAS
TASGp

Task Force
Alpha (TFA)

TASSq
TAWg
TCGp
TDY

TFR

TFSq
TFWg

Thud

Thunderchief

TIA
TIC

Tiger/Tiger
Hound

An intensified interdiction campaign'in southern
Route Package I using O-2 FACrs in the western
mountains and F-100Fts in the eastern lowlands

tactical air reconnaissance center

Detection, identification, and
in sufficient detail to permit
of weapons

true airspeed
Tactical Air Support Group

location of a target
the effective emploSrment

(S) A filter point for sensor information received under
the Igloo White/Commando Hunt concept; it was
organized in 196? under the command of ?th AF at
tan Son Nhut AB, and deployed to Nakhon Phanom AB'
Thailand

Tactical Air Support Squadron
Tactical Airlift Wing
Tactical Control Group
temporary duty

temain-following radar; this radar provides a display
of terrain ahead of a low-flying aircraft to permit
manual eontrol, or signals for automatic control, to
maintain constant altitude above the ground

Tactical Fighter Squadron
Tactical Fighter Wing

Nickname for the F-105 Thunderchief; the F-105 also
had the nickname Lead Sled

F-105 strike aircraft; played prominent role in Rolling
Thunder campaign

Trends, Indicators, and AnalYses
troops - in- contact

(S) Southern Steel Tiger south of 1?o north latitude, for
FAC employment (f965-f968)

."T,3€
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timberline

time-hack

ttlg
TOT
Trail

Triton

Tropic Moon
I

Tropic Moon
II

Tropic Moon
III

TRWg
TS
TUOC

uc-1238/K

U
UHF
upper route
packages

USAF

VHF
VC
VNAF
vol
Voodoo
voR

The upper limit of tree growth in mountains or high
ld:titudes

Time which is set or "hackedrr on a watch to the
precise second

training
time-over-target
Ho Chin Minh Trail

CaIl sign for the AC-123 aircraft with a
night attack system

Night-strike A-lE aircraft using LLLTV
napalm munitions (1968)

Westinghouse LLLTV in the B-57 (1968)

IED)

self - contained

and CBU or

Follow-on B-5? program for night
areas, forerunner to the B-57G

Tactical Reconnaissanee Wing
Top Secret
tactical unit operations center

attacks in high-threat

Aircraft used for the Ranch Hand defoliation and
herbicide operations; the K model was jet-augmented

Unclassified
ultra high frequency
The northern route packages in North Vietnam (see map 2)

United States Air Force

very high frequency
Vietnamese Communists
Vietnamese Air Force
volume
Nickname of the F-101 aircraft
VHF omnirange

(Ttris page is
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VT

wet fuel tanks

wg

Wild Weasel

Wild Weasel
III

Wild Weasel
v

Willy Peter/
Willy Pete

Willy Peter
marking
rocket Q.75
inch)

winchester
WRCS

xenon

Yankee
Team

Yellowbird

Z
zero-time
aircraft
Zotto

variably timed

Unprotected fuel tanks in contrast to those which are
foamed-filled and explosion-proof

wing

(S) Nickname applied to specially configured multiplace
aircraft and specially trained aircrews, used to ferret
out and destroy enemy-controlled SAM radar.

(S) The F-105F aircraft, specially equipped to perform
anti-SAM hunter-killer operations

(S) The evaluation of the operational capability of the
iadar homing and warning system in the F-4C/D aircraft

White phosphorous munitions; plasticized white phosphorous
was used as a marking rocket or bomb by FACrs who
directed airstrikes

A white phosphorous rocket of short life, often used
with flare illumination

out of ordnance
weapon release computer set

A heary colorless inert gaseous element used in
speci alized electric lamps

USAF tactical air reconnaissance missions flown in Laos
using RF-101 aircraft

Call sign of B-57 aiuscraft

Zulu Time (Greenwich Mean Time)
An aircraft that has not logged any flying time

CalI sign of T-28 and A-1 aircraft assigned to the
56th SOWg
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HQ USAF

55 -56.
5? -58.
59-6 1.
62-63.
64-68.
69 -?0.
7 7-7 5.

76.
77.

TAC SUBORDINATE COMMANDS

USAF Tactical Fighter
Weapons Center

USAF Tactical Air Warfare
Center

USAF Air-Ground
Operations Center

USAF Special Operations
Force

OTHER

82-83. 3825/HOA
84. CHECO (DOAC)

85-100. AF/CHO (Stock)

1. SAFOS
2. SAFUS
3. SAFFM
4. SAFRD
5. SAFIL
6. SAFMR
7. SAF'GC
B. SAFLL
9. SAFOI

10. SAFOII
11. SAFAAR
L2. AFCC
13. AFCV
14. AFCVA
15. AFCCN
16. AFCVS
77. AFIGPP
18. AFJA
19. AFIN
20. AFPR
2L. AFPRCCT
22. AFPRCX
23. AFPRP
24. AFPRPT
25. AFRD
26. AFRDG
27. AI'RDP

28. AFRDQ
29. AFRDR
30. AFSA
31. AFSAMI
32. AFLG
33. AFLGM
34. AFLGF
35. AFLGS
36. AFXOD
37. AFXOO
38. AFXOOG
39. AFXOOS
40. AFXOOSL
4L. AFXOOSO
42. AFXOOSW
43. AFXOOT
44. AFXOOTR
45. AFXOOTW
46. AFXOOW
47. AFXOV
48. AFXOX
49. AFXOXF
50. AFXOXFT
51. AFXOXJ
52. AFXOXX
53. AFXOXXEP
54. NGB

?8.

79.

80.

81.

IVIAJOR COMIVIANDS
t--

AFLC
AFSC
ATC
MA.C
PACAF
SAC
TAC
USAFSS
AULD
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